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Abstract
Metareasoning, Opportunistic Exploration, and Explanations for
Autonomous Indoor Navigation
by
Raj Mohan Korpan

Advisor: Professor Susan L. Epstein
Autonomous indoor navigation is an important task for mobile robots deployed without a
map in real-world environments, such as museums or offices. While it travels, an autonomous
robot navigator must contend with lack of prior knowledge, sensor noise, actuator error, and
inquisitive people. This dissertation addresses these challenges with a cognitively-based hierarchical reasoning architecture that incorporates learning, exploration, reactivity, planning,
heuristics, and explanations. Evaluation by simulation in large, complex, indoor environments shows that a robot controller can successfully navigate without a detailed map of
every obstruction’s location when it performs limited initial global exploration and plans in
its learned spatial model.
This dissertation makes multiple contributions. It introduces novel spatial representations of freespace that abstract noisy sensor data and facilitate flexible action selection. It
presents new exploration algorithms that focus on initial global connectivity and opportunistic local discovery to forgo the need for mapping. It addresses failure to make progress with
metareasoning that intervenes with appropriate reactive planners. It formulates a hierarchical planning approach in the learned freespace-based spatial model that allows the robot to
take novel shortcuts and to delay action selection until execution time. Finally, it exploits the
robot controller’s cognitive basis to generate diverse, understandable natural language explanations of its behavior, confidence, and intentions. Together these contributions produce
a robust, self-sufficient, human-friendly robot controller for autonomous indoor navigation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation and goals

Robots (artificial, embodied, mobile, mechanical agents) have begun to move to their destinations through complex indoor public spaces, such as office buildings and museums. For
example, a robot guide may lead someone through a mall to a specific store. The problem
addressed here is how to travel without assistance in an unfamiliar space despite limited perception and a lack of prior knowledge, and at the same time gain the trust and acceptance
of the people within it. This dissertation addresses these challenges with an approach that
reasons and explains its behavior much the way people do. The thesis of this work is
that a robust and trustworthy system for robot navigation requires opportunistic
exploration, a cognitively-based representation to learn and reason about space,
metareasoning to address difficult situations, and a principled way to explain its
behavior. This work’s significance is that it allows a robot to navigate successfully in large,
unfamiliar, complex environments without the expensive and time-consuming discovery of
every obstruction’s location and configuration in advance.
More formally, an autonomous system acts without human intervention. An autonomous
1
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robot navigates (moves from one location to another) in an indoor environment (an enclosed
built space intended for use by people). The robot’s goal is to navigate successfully to
a target, a location in the environment. An autonomous system for goal-directed indoor
robot navigation, however, often requires active learning, hierarchical reasoning, and spatial
representations.
An artificially intelligent agent learns 1 when it acquires knowledge and makes a decision when it selects a choice among a set of alternatives. It reasons to draw a conclusion
from information to solve a problem or make a decision (Leighton, 2004) and can employ
metareasoning, the introspective monitoring of reasoning and decisions taken in response to
it (Cox and Raja, 2011). Opportunistic behavior triggers only when it is likely to be useful.
Here, a situation is a circumstance where the robot temporarily ignores its goal to address
an immediate challenge opportunistically. For example, if the robot is confined in the same
area for many decisions, its immediate challenge is to escape. A cognitively-based approach
draws from theories about how people think about navigation and how their brains process
spatial stimuli. An explanation is one or more salient reasons for behavior.
A key challenge in artificial intelligence is the trade-off between exploration, active learning that moves through an environment, and exploitation, application of learned knowledge
to achieve the agent’s goal. In robot navigation, this trade-off is between exploration to
model the environment and exploitation of the learned model to navigate to a target. The
difficulty with this trade-off is to determine when the model is detailed enough to successfully
exploit.
In this work, we seek a satisfactory solution, one that is good enough with respect to
1

Traditionally in artificial intelligence, learning is the process in which an agent uses observations of its
environment to improve its performance on a task. In a machine learning context, this typically means a
separate training phase in which data is used to learn the parameters of a model, and then a testing phase
in which the learned model is deployed to make predictions on previously unseen examples. Other types
of learning do not necessarily conform to this paradigm. This dissertation takes a more broad view and
considers construction of any spatial representation from observations of an environment to be learning.
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some domain-specific criterion, and thus is less likely to require extensive computational
resources (Poole and Mackworth, 2010). Satisfactory solutions are usually suboptimal ones,
such as a sufficiently short path or a sufficiently fast one. Although this work addresses
large, complex environments where navigation is difficult, satisfactory solutions work well in
practice to reach targets efficiently.
This dissertation addresses its thesis in the context of SemaFORR, a cognitively-based
system for autonomous indoor navigation. Previously, SemaFORR could navigate in small
environments given a floor plan, an architectural drawing of the walls in an environment
(Epstein et al., 2015). My contributions build upon SemaFORR so that it can successfully
navigate in large, complex, indoor environments without a floor plan or a map that details the
location of every obstruction. SemaFORR now combines learning with metareasoning and
opportunistic exploration to address its task. SemaFORR also explains navigation decisions
in readily understandable natural language. Although SemaFORR has been evaluated in
simulation with two industrial-strength robots, it is parameterized for use on any platform
and tested here on simulated floor plans taken from real-world environments with realistic
errors. Furthermore, SemaFORR can now be used concurrently with another system to
provide explanations without controlling the robot’s decisions.
The key contributions of this dissertation are novel spatial representations and opportunistic exploration algorithms that execute when they are useful, a cognitively-based reasoning approach that relies on freespace and metareasoning, and a method to produce explanations for navigation decisions and plans. The spatial representations summarize raw
sensor data compactly so that SemaFORR can reason effectively and explain its behavior.
They facilitate real-time decision making and methods to learn them efficiently. Although a
floor plan provides precise metric knowledge of the obstructions in a real-world environment
at some point in time, it is so often subject to change that it soon becomes inaccurate and
unreliable. SemaFORR’s spatial representations are much more robust to such changes and
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adapt based on the robot’s perception. Without a floor plan or another input representation,
however, a robot in an unfamiliar environment may struggle to reach its target. Instead,
SemaFORR uses global exploration to learn an initial representation of the environment.
This dissertation introduces two algorithms for opportunistic exploration. Together they
enhance SemaFORR’s learned model and avoid costly mapping, where a robot detects and
records the precise locations of all obstructions in an environment.2
The second contribution of this work is SemaFORR’s cognitively-based reasoning. In
a complex, indoor environment the robot must carefully maneuver to contend with narrow
doorways, jogs, columns, and non-convex spatial structures. This dissertation presents a
way to use metareasoning to intervene when the robot is faced with a difficult situation
that requires complex spatial maneuvers. SemaFORR formulates plans (sequences of steps
to achieve the robot’s goal) based on its learned model, and incorporates heuristics, efficient strategies that can often solve a problem (Pearl, 1984). SemaFORR integrates these
components with hierarchical reasoning, which uses high-level strategies to guide low-level
decisions.
A robot in a public space will likely interact with people as it navigates to its target. For
example, a collaborator may travel to a target with the robot or a passerby may confront
the robot. To gain acceptance and trust, the robot should be able to provide reasons for its
behavior. The third contribution of this work is an ability to explain the robot’s navigation
decisions and plans. SemaFORR’s cognitive basis facilitates the generation of explanations
in natural language. This approach fills templates with mathematically identified reasons to
2

Although other definitions of mapping more broadly include the construction of any model sufficient
for navigation, those approaches make assumptions about what aspects of the environment are salient and
how they can be used for navigation, so it is difficult to make straightforward comparisons. Instead, the
stricter definition is used here because a detailed metric map is a consistent, commonly-used representation
of environments in the literature. Furthermore, given that learning is the acquisition of knowledge, mapping,
as defined here, is considered to be a type of learning. Traditionally, learning may be defined to be a process
that uses data to tune the parameters of a model. Under that definition, mapping would not be considered
learning because it only records the locations of obstructions in memory.
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produce readily understandable explanations.
This work is evaluated in simulation on multiple indoor environments selected for their
difficulty and complexity. Ablation experiments clarify the contribution of various system
components. The resultant complete system is robust to the real-world challenge of navigation in unfamiliar environments while it contends with mechanical errors, inaccurate perception, and the complexity of indoor built space. The results demonstrate that exploration to
learn a cognitively-based spatial representation does as well as reliance on floor plans in large
unfamiliar environments. The results also show that a cognitively-based reasoning approach
is robust to navigation in challenging real-world environments and to sensor and actuator
noise, and facilitates the production of intelligible explanations.
The remainder of this chapter formalizes the robot’s task, autonomous indoor navigation.
It begins with fundamental concepts and defines key terms. It then summarizes the approach
and previews the remainder of the dissertation.

1.2

Background and definitions

This section describes environment representations for navigation and formalizes basic concepts. It then details reasoning for autonomous navigation. Lastly, it describes explanations
for this task. A glossary that summarizes the notation used in this dissertation appears in
the Appendix.

1.2.1

Autonomous robot navigation

A robot perceives its environment through sensors and acts upon that environment with
actuators (Russell and Norvig, 2020). Cameras and lasers are examples of robot sensors.
Here, the robot’s percepts are its view R, the set of rays from the robot’s laser rangefinder
that extend to the nearest obstruction in |R| directions. Sensor error occurs when there
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is noise in the sensors’ signal. A motor is an example of a robot actuator. Actuators are
subject to actuator error, when movement does not occur as intended.
At any instant, a robot’s pose hx, y, θi in its environment is its location hx, yi and its
orientation θ with respect to some allocentric coordinate system. An action is an instruction
to the robot’s actuators intended to change the robot’s pose. Here, a robot controller is a
system that makes decisions with learned or input knowledge.
A decision point d records the pose and percepts when the controller makes a decision.
A path p is a finite ordered sequence of n decision points hd1 , d2 ,. . . , dn i. Step cost is a
metric defined on an action in a pose. Examples of step costs include the amount of energy
consumed, the time taken, or the distance traveled. Step cost may be uniform across all
locations or be defined in the context of the problem. The path cost of path p is the sum
of the step costs of all actions executed as the robot traversed p, for example, total power
consumption or distance traveled.
A metric map is a representation of the robot’s environment that captures the precise location and shape of all obstructions there. Traditionally, mapping has the controller
construct a metric map of an unknown environment, typically through exploration. Alternatively, a topological representation is a graph with abstract or semantic labels in place of
precise metric details. A topometric representation is a hybrid that combines abstract labels
with metric details. A cognitive spatial model is a cognitively-based internal representation
of an environment built as one moves through it (Golledge, 1999). Rather than record and
reason about every sensed detail, people use a compact, abstract representation to reason
and to reduce their cognitive load (Warren et al., 2017).
A static environment does not change. In a dynamic environment, obstacles, other
robots, people, and the structure of the environment itself can all move or change over time.
In a real-world environment a robot may contend with these dynamics and with complex
configurations of obstructions. Freespace is the unobstructed area in the environment.
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Autonomous robot navigation with sensor and actuator error in three-dimensional, dynamic, unfamiliar environments is a difficult problem. My work simplifies it somewhat to
make it feasible. Here, the robot moves in simulation through static, two-dimensional, unknown, indoor environments but must still contend with errors. SemaFORR is a robot controller that represents two-dimensional freespace with a topometric cognitive spatial model.
This model is learned through exploration and then exploited for navigation.

1.2.2

Reasoning for autonomous robot navigation

Given a robot in an environment, a controller reasons to make decisions and ultimately accomplish its goal. A controller in a deterministic environment can select an ordered sequence
of actions in advance and simply execute them in that order to achieve success. The real
world, however, is not deterministic. Instead, in sequential decision making a robot controller operates in a sense-decide-act loop that allows a controller to respond to uncertainty
or error. Reactivity senses and immediately responds to the robot’s environment, typically
one action at a time. A reactive controller assumes that a sequence of individually-selected
and executed actions will result in successful navigation to a target. Pure reactivity alone
rarely reaches a target in reasonable time because it does not anticipate issues the robot
may face in the future (e.g., it could repeatedly try the same dead-end despite previous
failure). Alternatively, deliberation formulates plans in advance to capitalize on the controller’s knowledge. A hybrid controller flexibly integrates the robustness of reactivity with
the foresight of deliberation.
A control architecture incorporates the ability to reason, learn, and remember knowledge.
Many navigation architectures do more than a hybrid controller’s deliberation and reactivity. A cognitively-based architecture often incorporates domain-specific heuristic techniques
because they may find satisfactory solutions when naive or brute-force approaches are too
slow or fail to find an optimal solution (Canny, 1988). A cognitively-based architecture may
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also include metaheuristics, broadly applicable techniques that obtain satisfactory solutions
with a heuristic strategy (Glover and Kochenberger, 2003). Metaheuristics are typically used
when only incomplete or imperfect information is available, when there are limited computational resources, or when the problem is NP-hard. Metaheuristics are not problem-specific or
domain-specific; they seek satisfactory solutions through efficient search. These methods are
often tailored to mediate the trade-off between exploration and exploitation with heuristics.
Just as metareasoning directs the controller’s reasoning, metaheuristics direct the controller’s heuristic choices. For example, a simple controller with two reasoning procedures,
“explore” and “exploit”, could use metareasoning to select one of them given how much the
controller knows about the environment. In the “explore” procedure, the controller could
have two heuristics, “go toward the nearest unexplored space” and “go toward a place that
affords many possible directions for exploration,” and could use a metaheuristic to select
which heuristic to employ.
In goal-directed travel, the controller must generate a sequence of actions that directs the
robot along a path to its target. In a continuous, two-dimensional environment, the search
space H for this problem is the set of all sequences of actions that start at the robot’s initial
pose. A solution is a sequence of actions in H that ends with the robot at a location within
distance ε of target T . Given a path cost metric m, an optimal solution o is a solution in
H with minimum path cost: o = arg min m(p). An optimal solution may, for example, be
p∈H

the fastest or the shortest path from the initial location to the target. Search explores H to
find any solution; optimization seeks an optimal one. Search in H is intractable when there
are infinitely long sequences of continuous actions in freespace.
Instead of reactive sequential decision making to find a solution, a hybrid controller first
constructs a plan, a sequence of actions intended to pass through an ordered list of locations
(waypoints) or areas in the environment. A plan is correct if it is guaranteed to get the robot
to a target T , given flawless execution of its actions. Path planning is the search for a correct
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plan that minimizes some domain-specific criterion, such as travel time, travel distance, or
resource consumption (Fong et al., 2015). A path planner is complete if it produces a plan
when one exists and sound if the plan it returns is correct. A planner may not be complete
or sound if it works from an insufficiently detailed or inaccurate model of the environment.
Because the search for optimal correct plans is intractable in any non-trivial environment
(Canny, 1988), a satisfactory plan, one that is suboptimal but still good enough with respect
to a domain-specific criterion, usually suffices for autonomous robot navigation. For a path
planner to find a satisfactory plan in reasonable time, it is often necessary to discretize the
search space (e.g., restrict the set of actions).
Although we assume that a path planner produces a correct plan, actuator error may
cause a robot to deviate from the plan or sensor error may provide an inaccurate model.
Plan failure occurs whenever the robot is unable to follow its plan. To address plan failure,
the controller could replan (construct a new path from its current pose) or attempt plan
repair (adapt the current plan to respond to the current failure). Computation of a new
plan is costly, however, and plan repair is often not obvious or easy to compute. Moreover,
neither replanning nor plan repair is guaranteed to alleviate the underlying failure. Instead,
a hybrid controller could abandon its plan and rely on pure reactivity; when its model, for
example, is incomplete, inaccurate, or unreliable (e.g., a plan goes through a wall or a door
is unexpectedly closed). A controller could also use a reactive planner, which combines both
deliberation and reactivity to address a situation (e.g., when actuator error has caused the
robot to overshoot a waypoint). Such a reactive planner constructs a plan with a specific
strategy to address the situation and remains in control until the situation is resolved or
another reasoning component supersedes it.
A cognitively-based architecture can also use hierarchical planning which formulates a
sequence of less precise plan steps (e.g., “go down the hall,” “take the last stairwell”) and
defers more detailed actions until execution time (Kaelbling and Lozano-Pérez, 2011). Such
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plans are likely to be more robust because they leave the controller with multiple possible
ways to achieve a step once it has completed the immediately preceding plan step. This
transformation from general to more specific at execution time is called operationalization.
For example, there may be multiple ways to operationalize “go down the hall,” but the best
choice may be clear only when it is time to do so. During execution, the controller only
operationalizes a step when it is about to execute it, and then selects actions to achieve it.
Much the way people experience and move through space (Spiers and Maguire, 2008),
a robot controller can plan a route to its target, travel along that route, and manage the
unexpected with a combination of hierarchical planning, reactive planners, replanning, plan
repair, or plan abandonment. When faced with plan failure, a cognitive architecture can
also rely on reactivity and heuristics until it can resume its plan or formulate a new one.
This dissertation presents a cognitive architecture that incorporates metareasoning in
a hierarchical reasoning framework. It uses hierarchical planning and reactive planners to
contend with difficult situations and sensor and actuator error. This work also describes
novel path planners based on a learned cognitive spatial model.

1.2.3

Explanations for autonomous robot navigation

Human-robot interaction (HRI) studies the design, evaluation, and implementation of robotic
systems that influence and interact with people (Goodrich and Schultz, 2007). HRI also
considers the impact of robot embodiment in the real world (Scholtz, 2003). HRI research
models how interactions between people and robots impact the people, how they impact the
robot, and how a change in the behavior of a person or the robot affects the nature of their
interactions.
Most robot navigation controllers do not consider their impact on people or adapt to
people’s behavior. Instead, they search for satisfactory solutions and treat people the way
they treat other dynamic obstacles. A robot in an indoor environment, however, should
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also build trust with people, respect social norms, and move the way a person would (Kruse
et al., 2013). Also, a controller should address the physical nature of travel near a person,
that is, it should maintain a sufficient level of comfort and safety for people and the robot
while it navigates (Rios-Martinez et al., 2015).
A mental model is a representation of the internal thought process of other agents in the
environment. To address HRI challenges, a robot and the people it interacts with should
have a mental model of one another. Communication helps people build a mental model of
how the robot perceives and reasons, and thereby helps to establish trust (Kulesza et al.,
2013; Bussone et al., 2015).
A robot controller can provide natural explanations, reasons for the robot’s behavior in
natural language (Kulesza et al., 2013). Such transparent, intelligible communication enables the robot to gain social acceptance and reduce confusion about its abilities. Instead of
a description of an event or a summary of its causes, an explanation compares counterfactual
cases, is selective about which causes are included, and recognizes that a person is a social
being with her own beliefs and intentions (Miller, 2019). The cognitive basis of SemaFORR’s
architecture facilitates natural explanations of its behavior. Its spatial representation, reasoning, and heuristics are all readily explained in a way that allows a person to build a
mental model of the controller.

1.3

Approach and contributions

This dissertation presents novel approaches to represent freespace, explore the environment,
reason hierarchically, and explain behavior. These contributions are integrated into SemaFORR, a fully implemented cognitively-based architecture, for autonomous robot navigation in large, complex, indoor environments. To demonstrate these contributions’ effectiveness, SemaFORR explores and learns to build a cognitive spatial model. The learned
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model supports reactivity, heuristics, plan operationalization, and deliberation with several
novel planners. SemaFORR’s metareasoning opportunistically switches control to a reactive
planner when faced with a difficult situation. SemaFORR also produces explanations for its
decisions and plans in natural language. The contributions of this dissertation have produced
the following peer-reviewed publications:
• Korpan, R., Epstein, S. L., Aroor, A., and Dekel, G. Why: Natural explanations
from a robot navigator. (Korpan et al., 2017): Describes the explanation procedure
for single decisions based on reactions and heuristics.
• Aroor, A., Epstein, S. L., and Korpan, R. MengeROS: A Crowd Simulation Tool
for Autonomous Robot Navigation. (Aroor et al., 2017): Presents a simulator that
integrates with the robot operating system for evaluation.
• Korpan, R. and Epstein, S. L. Toward natural explanations for a robot’s navigation
plans. (Korpan and Epstein, 2018): Proposes the explanation procedure for global
plans.
• Aroor, A., Epstein, S. L., and Korpan, R. Online learning for crowd-sensitive path
planning. (Aroor et al., 2018): Details several global path planning algorithms for
navigation in crowded environments.
• Epstein, S. L. and Korpan, R. Planning and explanations with a learned spatial
model. (Epstein and Korpan, 2019): Reports on novel spatial representations, heuristics, and voting-based path planning along with expanded explanations for decisions
and plans.
• Epstein, S. L. and Korpan, R. Metareasoning and path planning for autonomous
indoor navigation. (Epstein and Korpan, 2020): Introduces metareasoning that interrupts navigation to address a situation with a reactive planner.
• Korpan, R. and Epstein, S. L. Hierarchical freespace planning for navigation in unfamiliar worlds. (Korpan and Epstein, 2021): Describes opportunistic exploration
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algorithms and hierarchical planning in learned freespace models.
Autonomous navigation in unfamiliar indoor environments is difficult without a model
to guide reasoning. Mapping such environments in perfect detail, however, is expensive,
time-consuming, and usually unnecessary. This work forgoes such mapping and still allows
a robot to navigate successfully in large, unfamiliar environments. SemaFORR can contend
with realistic error and recover when its model is inaccurate. Here, SemaFORR uses hierarchical reasoning to combine diverse decision-making rationales, balances reactivity with
deliberation, and strategically switches between exploration and exploitation. This work also
improves a robot’s ability to communicate with people about its behavior and its perception of the environment. SemaFORR’s cognitive basis facilitates human-robot interaction
because it allows a robot to represent and reason about space similarly to the way people
do (Kennedy et al., 2007). Furthermore, enriched communication improves peoples’ comfort
with and trust in the robot.
This chapter has introduced the challenge that this dissertation addresses: autonomous
indoor robot navigation in an unknown environment. It defined the key terms related to autonomous robot navigation and fundamental concepts for reasoning and explanations in this
domain. The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related
work on autonomous robot navigation. Chapter 3 describes novel spatial representations and
innovative algorithms for exploration. Chapter 4 details the hierarchical reasoning structure
that incorporates metareasoning, hierarchical planning, and heuristics. Chapter 5 describes
the algorithms to generate natural explanations. Chapter 6 presents the evaluation methodology and experimental results. Finally, Chapter 7 reviews the principal contributions of
this work and outlines future work.

Chapter 2
Related work
An autonomous robot navigation system requires a representation of the environment with
which to reason, one often learned through exploration. Given such a representation, planning methods construct a route to reach a target. A hybrid architecture uses reasoning to
follow that plan and metareasoning to resolve any issues along the way. Finally, a robot
in an indoor environment will likely interact with people along the way and be expected to
explain its behavior. This chapter reviews each of these areas and provides related work to
contextualize this dissertation and discusses gaps addressed by my work. The chapter begins
with an overview of the challenges in autonomous robot navigation.

2.1

Challenges

A controller for indoor robot navigation must address several important challenges: localization, obstacle avoidance, and motion control. Localization requires an autonomous robot
to detect its current pose, and must contend with sensor error. Obstacle avoidance requires
the robot to move through its environment without collisions. Motion control requires the
robot to manipulate its actuators to perform its intended actions. To limit the scope of the
14
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problem that the controller faces, this dissertation does not address localization, obstacle
avoidance, or motion control. Instead, it builds upon state-of-the-art solutions discussed in
this section and focuses on navigation in large, complex environments without a map.
For localization in indoor environments, most robot controllers use some combination
of physical or visual landmarks (Betke and Gurvits, 1997; Se et al., 2002), visual-inertial
odometry (Jones and Soatto, 2011; Kelly and Sukhatme, 2009; Forster et al., 2017), WiFi
signals (Ocana et al., 2005), and RFID (radio-frequency identification) sensors (Hahnel et al.,
2004). The sensor-based approaches require some tuning with the environment to achieve
satisfactory performance, and landmark-based approaches are time-consuming to establish
in an environment. Despite these drawbacks, all these approaches have been shown to work
well in the real world.
Early work in obstacle avoidance used a potential-field approach to prevent collisions
(Borenstein and Koren, 1989). More recently, others have explored the use of fuzzy logic,
neural networks, and metaheuristics like genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization
for obstacle avoidance in static environments (Pandey et al., 2017). Fuzzy logic has been
extended for dynamic obstacle avoidance as well (Nasrinahar and Chuah, 2018). Although
the work in this dissertation does not explicitly implement an obstacle avoidance mechanism,
it is implicit in the architecture’s reactive behaviors and heuristics.
A motion control system manipulates a robot’s actuators to perform precise actions
specified by a controller. Such systems must consider the physical constraints of the robot’s
form, such as the number of wheels, the ways they can move, and the shape of the robot’s
body (Morin and Samson, 2008). The work in this dissertation relies on the robot’s internal
motion control mechanisms provided by the manufacturer because they work well in practice.
This dissertation also does not address other topics in robot navigation, such as multiple
agents (Yan et al., 2013), outdoor environments (Gerkey and Konolige, 2008), or threedimensional space (Cai et al., 2014). Instead, it focuses on a single robot navigator in
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complex, large-scale indoor environments from a two-dimensional perspective. Additionally,
this work assumes the use of a wheeled robot on the floor, it does not consider robots that
fly, travel underwater, or walk on legs (Rubio et al., 2019).
This work highlights significant differences between indoor navigation and autonomous
driving (Yurtsever et al., 2020). Most of an indoor environment is freespace that permits
novel shortcuts, whereas an autonomous vehicle is rigorously constrained to a small fraction
of its environment (i.e., roads). Indoor robots are expected to learn models of their environment, whereas an autonomous vehicle has a presumed-accurate but often coarse and static
map of the world. Design of indoor environments may address security or aesthetics as well
as efficiency, whereas vehicle highways are intended to expedite long-distance travel. Instead
of road signs or GPS, this dissertation assumes near-perfect localization, that is, the robot
knows exactly where it and the target are. In built spaces this could also be achieved with
additional sensors and the localization techniques described above.
In summary, this section has discussed additional challenges that a robot navigator faces
but are not addressed here: localization, obstacle avoidance, and motion control. This
dissertation focuses on autonomous navigation with a single robot on the floor in a twodimensional, indoor environment. Although this dissertation’s approach could be applied to
other types of robots or autonomous vehicles, that is left for future work. The next section
describes approaches for spatial representations.

2.2

Representation

IEEE recognizes three standard ways to represent an environment with respect to a coordinate plane (IEEE RAS Map Data Representation Working Group, 2015). The first is an
occupancy grid, it superimposes a grid of uniform square cells on a two-dimensional metric
map. It indicates whether or not each cell is (fully or partially) blocked by obstructions.
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The occupancy grid can then be represented as a labeled graph, where each node is an unobstructed cell and edges between nodes connect adjacent unobstructed cells. Each edge is
labeled with the cost to move between the cells, for example, the Euclidean distance between
the cells’ centers. In practice, the occupancy grid should be sufficiently fine to align with
obstructions, so that each cell is either obstructed or not.
This dissertation introduces several grid-based representations, inspired by occupancy
grids and by studies that have shown that human brains encode space with grid-like patterns
(Hafting et al., 2005). Recent work found that neural networks were also able to generate
grid-like representations in navigation tasks (Cueva and Wei, 2018; Banino et al., 2018).
Inspired by this work, this dissertation uses a discrete grid in Chapter 3 to represent spatial
patterns detected in the robot’s continuous sensor readings.
IEEE’s second way to represent an environment is a geometric map, which lists individual points and line segments that delineate obstacles to support precise distance and angle
computation. Its third way is a topological map, a weighted graph whose nodes represent
locations, and whose edges denote pairs of locations reachable from one another, with labels
for the known travel distance between them. Topological models seek to provide a view of
freespace connectivity, similar to some spatial representations described in this dissertation.
Some models represented learned topology in first-order logic (Joshi et al., 2012) or as polygons induced with a monocular camera (Stein et al., 2020). Another approach learned a
hierarchical representation from a map (Tomov et al., 2020), but lacked this dissertation’s
active learning and task connectivity.
A cognitive map is a compact, meaningful mental representation of an environment, built
by a person as she moves through that environment (Golledge, 1999). Rather than try to
remember and reason over all the sensory input from her environment, a person reasons
from a cognitive map to reduce her cognitive load. A cognitive map incorporates landmarks,
route knowledge, and survey knowledge (Tversky, 1993). Landmarks represent locations in
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the map, routes represent lines that connect locations in the map, and survey knowledge
indicates the spatial relations in the map. Although it has been suggested that cognitive
maps use metric distances and angles (Gallistel, 1990), more recent work indicates that
cognitive maps have a non-metric, qualitative topological structure (Foo et al., 2005). Other
recent work suggests that people use a cognitive graph with labeled metric information that
captures connectivity and patterns (Chrastil and Warren, 2014; Warren et al., 2017). The
precise nature of cognitive maps remains an important open problem in spatial cognition
(Weisberg and Newcombe, 2016).
Cognitive models seek to simulate observed human behavior with a computational system or algorithm. To produce the desired behavior, these simulations may use logic, rules,
determinism, and probability. Cognitive scientists then test the simulation in artificial settings. Early cognitive models simulated representations similar to cognitive maps. The
TOUR model for multiple representations in a cognitive map incorporated route knowledge,
path integration, and survey knowledge (Kuipers, 1978). TOUR found paths in a simulated,
partially observable environment with respect to an external coordinate system. Later work
expanded TOUR into the Spatial Semantic Hierarchy (SSH) model (Kuipers, 2000). SSH
modeled a cognitive map with hierarchical metric and topological representations. It also
incorporated representations of partial knowledge and uncertainty. SSH has been implemented as a robot controller on simulated robots in indoor and outdoor environments and
on a physical robot in an office environment (Beeson et al., 2010). The Prototype, Location, and Associative Networks (PLAN) model also represented a cognitive map with a
hierarchical structure, but from the perspective of the robot (Chown et al., 1995).
An affordance is a characteristic of the world that enables the execution of some action
(Gibson, 1977). Affordance-based theories of spatial cognition posit a tight relationship between the specific dynamics of the environment and the decisions made by an individual
(Fajen and Phillips, 2013). A spatial affordance is an abstract representation of the envi-
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ronment that facilitates navigation. This dissertation introduces new hierarchical spatial
affordances into a cognitive architecture. Recent work found that people generalize structured representations across domains on similar tasks (Pouncy et al., 2021), similar to the
way the spatial model described in this work generalizes its affordances for use in different
environments.
Some cognitive models have used graphs to represent spatial knowledge. A formal, logicbased model incorporated image schemata (recurring mental patterns that structure space)
with affordances into a weighted, labeled, directed graph of the state space (Raubal and
Worboys, 1999). Another model described a route as a series of directed segments from one
place to another, and connected routes to form a graph (Werner et al., 2000). Yet another
model used ACT-R, a general cognitive architecture that simulates human memory, information processing, and reasoning (Zhao et al., 2011). It integrated a route-based representation
to learn new environments, and a map-based representation to improve a robot controller’s
ability to follow its learned routes and learn shortcuts.
To apply spatial cognition to robot navigation, one can learn and use cognitive maps
and other internal representations. Early work on a robot controller integrated a gridbased metric map with a topological map, to adapt human-like internal representations of
the environment for the robot (Thrun, 1998b). The grid-based map, constructed with an
artificial neural network, used Bayesian updating to determine the probability that a grid
cell was occupied. The topological map partitioned the grid cells into connected regions at
narrow openings, such as doors. Thrun also adapted the human use of landmarks to guide
navigation (Thrun, 1998a). His Bayesian approach learned the position of landmarks in the
environment, trained an artificial neural network to recognize the learned landmarks, and
then used the landmarks for localization.
One system addressed navigation and spatial representation hierarchically and with affordances (Pronobis et al., 2017). The space it explored, however, was an order of magnitude
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smaller (400m2 ) and considerably less complex (only 1 hallway and about 10 rooms) than
the environments used here for evaluation. Its model also required environment-specific
deep learning offline and designated semantic labels for room types. In contrast, this dissertation’s work produces a cognitive spatial model based on spatial affordances. High-level
affordances are learned from deliberate exploration for them; low-level ones apply to multiple
environments and require no semantic labels.
Another approach used a multi-layer representation: a global metric map, a navigation graph, a topological map, and a conceptual semantic map (Zender et al., 2008). This
approach used its spatial map for natural language dialogue with a human but required
a pretrained classifier to build its model. The work described here does not require an offline pretrained classifier to perform well on navigation tasks, instead it explores in real-time.
One novel spatial representation introduced in this dissertation can be initialized with offline
training, but can be learned online as well.
In summary, this section has defined occupancy grids, geometric maps, and topological
maps as ways to represent an environment. It described internal representations (e.g., cognitive maps) that people create to reduce their cognitive load. This section also discussed
cognitive models that computationally simulate human navigation behavior, and several
robot controllers inspired by that behavior. These systems seek to exploit human knowledge
and strategies to improve autonomous robot navigation. The work in Chapter 3 of this
dissertation incorporates sophisticated spatial affordances into a cognitively-based spatial
model and uses those representations to make decisions, similar to the way people use their
cognitive maps during navigation. The next section reviews approaches for autonomous
exploration.
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Exploration

To address unfamiliar environments, autonomous navigation systems either employ mapping
to discover the precise metric location and position of all obstructions in an environment or
use exploration algorithms to learn a sufficiently representative model of the environment.
Although mapping is an NP-hard problem (Deng et al., 1991), many autonomous robot systems attempt to map an environment for navigation. This section reviews popular mapping
approaches and then discusses exploration algorithms.
SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) is a methodology in which the robot
constructs a map of an unknown environment and simultaneously localizes within that map
(Durrant-Whyte and Bailey, 2006). Popular SLAM approaches use Bayesian probabilistic
techniques, such as a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter or an extended Kalman filter, to
construct a probabilistic representation of the environment (Stachniss et al., 2016). Many
SLAM approaches use a non-convex cost function (Lu and Milios, 1997; Cadena et al.,
2016). Despite their popularity, SLAM approaches require extensive parameter tuning, are
not robust to outliers, and require a human operator or some other system to drive the robot
to visit the entire environment systematically.
A POMDP (Partially Observable Markov Decision Process) is a model of the relationship between an agent and its environment (Kaelbling et al., 1998). Agents that use the
POMDP model learn an action policy (Richter et al., 2014; Thrun et al., 2005). Active
SLAM treats SLAM as a POMDP to learn a policy that drives the robot autonomously as
it maps the environment (Leung et al., 2006). To select among the possible actions available
to the robot, Active SLAM probabilistically evaluates their utility based on their ability
to reduce uncertainty in the map and in localization. Without perfect knowledge of the
state distribution, however, POMDP policies are tractable only for predictions a few steps
ahead, instead of a full path (Richter et al., 2014). As a result, Active SLAM’s action se-
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lection is often intractable in practice without additional help, such as deep reinforcement
learning trained on billions of samples (Wayne et al., 2018). Other recent work used deep
reinforcement learning to exploit entropy in a SLAM-generated map to improve exploration,
but it required thousands of training examples and was trained and tested in environments
that were 4.5 × 4m with few obstructions (Botteghi et al., 2020). The work presented in
this dissertation explores once in real-time, does not need separate offline learning from vast
quantities of data, and navigates in far larger environments.
Faced with a novel task, people often prefer to explore for relevant global information,
rather than take the most immediately rewarding action (Collignon and Lucas, 2019). Exploration can be viewed as actions that reduce uncertainty in a representation of an environment. One approach encouraged exploration in a reinforcement-learning context with
rewards for reduced uncertainty (Hester and Stone, 2017). Frontier-based exploration tracks
the boundary between known and unknown space, and plans paths to this boundary to reduce the area of unknown space (Yamauchi, 1997). Exploration based on information gain
(Whaite and Ferrie, 1997) or the next best view (González-Banos and Latombe, 2002) greedily selects where to explore. More recently, deep reinforcement learning on office blueprints
strategically selected the next area to explore (Zhu et al., 2018). It was limited, however,
to environments of the type (e.g., small offices with fewer than 10 rooms) on which it had
learned, while the approach taken here requires no preliminary training by building category.
Rather than focus on reduced uncertainty in the entire map as previous work has done, this
dissertation prioritizes exploration for global connectivity.
Instead of exploration to develop a geometric map of the environment, other work has
sought to develop a topological representation. One approach learned several representations
of the environment in a hierarchy that captured their connectivity but required the robot to
navigate through every part of its environment (Beeson et al., 2010). People, in contrast, do
not require a complete map or physical traversal along every wall to navigate well. Instead,
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they look for highly-connected thoroughfares that facilitate efficient travel (Hölscher and
Brösamle, 2007). This dissertation builds a topological representation of the environment’s
connectivity without extensive navigation to every part of the environment.
In summary, this section has described popular approaches for mapping an environment.
SLAM-based approaches, however, may be difficult to tune properly, inefficient, and slow to
build a sufficient map of a large environment. Other approaches have improved performance
with reinforcement learning but required significant data to achieve satisfactory performance.
Exploration algorithms like frontier-based and information-gain-based algorithms drive a
robot greedily to learn more about its environment in a way that is tractable but likely to
befall the peril of all greedy algorithms: local optima that obscure the global perspective.
Instead, this dissertation introduces in Chapter 3 two exploration algorithms, one focused
on global connectivity and the other on opportunistic exploration toward a target. The next
section discusses approaches for planning and operationalization.

2.4

Planning and operationalization

Systems for autonomous robot navigation use path planning in a global context to reach
a target. The most popular approach is a graph search algorithm on a representation of a
metric map. This section begins with an overview of those algorithms, and then describes
alternative approaches for situations when graph search is inefficient or intractable.
A* is a traditional graph search algorithm to find a plan that performs well with respect
to some objective, such as “minimize distance traveled” or “take the fastest route” (Hart
et al., 1968). A* relies on a cost graph whose vertices represent possible locations in a static
environment. An edge between two vertices in the graph indicates that the robot can move
from one of its locations to the other. Each edge has a weight that represents the anticipated
cost of traversal along that edge based on the planner’s objective. As A* seeks a plan through
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the cost graph, it calculates f (v), the estimated total cost of a partial plan through vertex
v, as g(v) + h(v), where g(v) is the sum of the edge costs from the start vertex to v and
h(v) is a heuristic estimate of the cost from v to the target vertex. A* maintains a priority
queue of vertices ordered by f (v) and expands the vertex with minimum f value until it
finds the target vertex or no vertices remain in the queue. A* is optimal when its heuristic
is admissible, that is, never overestimates the actual cost to the target vertex.
A cost graph built from an occupancy grid uses unobstructed cells for vertices and joins
adjacent vertices with edges. When weights are the distance between cells’ centers, a shortest
path algorithm produces a plan that is a sequence of cell centers. A*, for example, is optimal
in such a cost graph when edge weights are Euclidean distance (Dechter and Pearl, 1985).
A correct plan, however, requires a grid so fine that every cell is entirely free or entirely
obstructed. Too coarse a grid may create a disconnected graph where no plan is found
even when a path exists. Sufficiently fine-grained graphs on large, complex environments
challenge A*, whose time and space complexity are exponential in the graph’s size. In a
fine-grained grid, A* plans also hug obstructions tightly, so that it may take many actions to
reach some waypoints, and actuator or sensor errors often make plans fail due to collisions
with obstacles.
Methods that use A* search also face other issues. A* is only viable if a map of the
environment is available, but the robot may not have time to create a map before navigation
to targets. Even if a map is available, in sufficiently complex problem domains A* search
may not find a solution in a reasonable amount of time. Although A* search provides optimal
solutions, other methods may provide suboptimal solutions faster than A*, and suboptimal
solutions suffice for many autonomous robot navigation applications. Finally, A* search has
a problem-specific component (its admissible heuristic) that must be carefully selected to
ensure the optimality of the search, but this component is not always easily obtained. For
example, when the robot’s objective is to minimize path length then Euclidean distance is
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an obvious admissible heuristic, but when the robot has a different objective (e.g., minimize
potential harm to people) selection of an admissible heuristic is more difficult. Recent work
combined a heuristic estimate of crowdedness with Euclidean distance to address navigation
through environments with human crowds (Aroor et al., 2018).
In addition to A* search, other graph search algorithms have been used for path planning,
such as depth-first search, breadth-first search, Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959), D*
search (Stentz, 1994), D* Lite (Koenig and Likhachev, 2002), LPA* (Koenig et al., 2004),
and MPGAA* (Hernández et al., 2015). Other recent work has adapted A* search to address
some of the issues with its real-world application (Korf, 2014). One approach applies A*
search concurrently on cost graphs at different levels of granularity to find a solution (Du
et al., 2020).
Multi-objective path planning is the search for a plan that optimizes more than one
objective. Multi-heuristic A* modifies A* search to considers multiple heuristics, some of
which can be inadmissible (Aine et al., 2016). It interleaves expansion of vertices under
an admissible heuristic with expansion under nonadmissible heuristics. This approach was
extended to treat the expansion from nonadmissible heuristics as a multi-armed bandit
problem (Phillips et al., 2015). In contrast, this dissertation introduces a multi-objective
cost-graph-based approach in Chapter 4 that separately modifies A*’s graph based on learned
spatial affordances, constructs an optimal plan in each modified cost graph, and then selects
the plan with lowest total cost across all the modified cost graphs.
Instead of an occupancy-grid-based approach to planning, others have sought to plan in
freespace. Two families of navigation planners probabilistically select locations in known
freespace for the cost graph. A probabilistic road map (PRM ) algorithm builds a graph on
randomly generated locations and adds edges where it is possible to move directly between
them (Kavraki et al., 1996). PRM planners control the size of the graph but depend on
clever location sampling and fortuitous selection to find good routes. Another approach,
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Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT ), iteratively extends a graph from an initial vertex
(the starting point) and then tries to connect randomly-selected locations to the nearest
vertex in the existing graph (Lavalle, 1998). RRT has a Voronoi bias that prefers extensions
to unrepresented portions of the environment. Both PRMs and RRT return a sequence of
specific waypoints and have versions that are asymptotically complete, that is, complete
in the limit of the number of vertices in their graphs (Karaman and Frazzoli, 2011). These
methods, however, require a map of the entire environment, and could produce paths uncomfortably close to obstacles. Unlike this dissertation’s work, they do not exploit navigation
experience or continuous portions of freespace.
Recent work expands on the PRM approach (Keren et al., 2021). It samples the randomly
generated locations to find a subset that is well-suited for navigation in a given environment.
Although more likely to find a better route, it still suffers from PRM’s sampling issues.
Other work combined frontier-based global exploration, next-best-view-based local exploration, and RRT-based planning (Selin et al., 2019). Although similar to the approach in
this dissertation, the goal of that work was efficient mapping of a 3D environment, whereas
the work in this dissertation uses limited exploration to facilitate robust navigation.
Hierarchical planning postpones action selection until a step is executed, and thereby
leaves multiple ways to achieve it (Kaelbling and Lozano-Pérez, 2011). The controller operationalizes a general plan step to a more specific one at execution time. This dissertation
introduces an approach for hierarchical freespace-based plans from a spatial model. To execute a step in its freespace-based plan, the controller here operationalizes its plan, that
is, replaces it with one or more detailed actions. Operationalization allows the controller to
recover from unpredictable sensor and actuator errors and capitalize on unanticipated opportunities. This approach to hierarchical planning at different levels of abstraction is similar to
the way a human brain constructs, represents, and uses hierarchical plans (Balaguer et al.,
2016).
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One recent hierarchical-planning approach for a robot in an unknown environment flexibly
executed actions and replanned when needed (Wang et al., 2020). That approach, however,
was intended for a rover on another planet’s surface. It also focused on task-specific utility
maximization to select among reasoning components. In contrast, the work in Chapter 4 of
this dissertation is focused on indoor terrestrial navigation, uses metareasoning to respond
to different situations, and does not measure the utility of those responses with respect to
the robot’s task (i.e., scientific data collection).
In summary, this section has described A* search in a grid-based cost graph. A* requires
a sufficiently fine-grid, an admissible heuristic, and a map or some representation of the
environment’s freespace. Instead of a grid representation, PRM and RRT probabilistically
sample freespace to produce a cost graph for planning. Although these methods produce
graphs with fewer vertices, they depend on fortuitous sampling methods. Instead, this dissertation proposes a hierarchical freespace-based planning approach for autonomous indoor
navigation. The next section describes architectures and reasoning for navigation.

2.5

Hybrid architectures

An architecture for autonomous robot navigation uses reasoning to control a robot to achieve
its targets. A hybrid architecture’s reasoning includes both reactivity and planning. This
dissertation’s robot controller uses a hybrid approach to interleave reactivity, heuristics,
and planning to respond flexibly to the current spatial configuration of obstacles, sensor
and actuator noise, and lack of knowledge about the environment. This section describes
approaches to robot control that incorporate reactivity and planning.
Early work argued that planning was the same as problem solving (McDermott, 1978). In
that paradigm, a problem solver takes a problem, separates it into a sequence of subtasks, and
executes a solution to each subtask in order as soon as it has one. Other work argued against
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the need for planning altogether (Agre and Chapman, 1987). Instead, it advocated routines
that immediately respond to an agent’s current state. Another approach introduced the
belief, desire, and intention model to do both planning and reactive reasoning (Georgeff and
Lansky, 1987). In that case, as the robot executes its plan, another protocol can intervene if it
detects a problem that should be addressed with higher priority. The work in this dissertation
takes inspiration from all of these approaches to produce a system that reactively intervenes
given the current situation and addresses each step in a hierarchical plan at execution time.
This dissertation focuses on navigation in unfamiliar indoor environments. An early
approach to navigation in an unknown environment proposed to move directly toward a
target until it encountered an obstacle and then move left or right until the robot could
continue toward the target (Papadimitriou and Yannakakis, 1991). Other, more recent,
work also took this optimistic approach toward a target in an unknown environment, but
replanned when an action revealed knowledge that contradicted the robot’s model of the
environment (Kaelbling and Lozano-Pérez, 2013). Chapter 6 compares this dissertation’s
robot controller against a similar naive navigator that drives the robot greedily toward the
target.
Another work that addresses indoor robot navigation in unknown environments travels
in campus floor plans (Stein et al., 2018). It learned to encourage movement along hallways
by abstracting space into subgoals, but relied on an occupancy grid and chose actions based
on lowest estimated cost. It was trained on thousands of targets, orders of magnitude more
than this work requires to perform well, and gauged its performance only against a naı̈ve
planner that assumed all space was free until sensed otherwise.
Approaches for autonomous robot navigation in unfamiliar environments have also used
reinforcement learning. Without a spatial representation, however, reinforcement learning
for navigation often struggles with large, realistic environments (Savva et al., 2017). Although one recent approach achieved near perfect success this way, it learned from billions
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of simulations of robots equipped with three sensors (Wijmans et al., 2019). Another approach used self-supervised learning to guide reinforcement learning in simulation and on
a physical robot, but required many hours of continuous experience with a camera (Kahn
et al., 2018). That approach was also focused on movement through an environment without collision, not the target-directed navigation addressed in this dissertation. Other work
learned how to navigate in simulation with deep reinforcement learning and then used the
learned system on physical robots but in considerably smaller environments than the ones
considered here (Sadeghi, 2019; Zhu et al., 2017). Reinforcement learning approaches for
navigation require so much experience because navigation is a task with sparse rewards. In
contrast, this dissertation’s approach learns to navigate successfully with limited one-time
global exploration in large environments, a rangefinder, and a cognitive spatial model.
Other approaches to navigation have used deep reinforcement learning. One first learned
navigation policies offline in simulation with an extensive training curriculum of 100,000
targets and then deployed the learned model onboard a robot in the real world (Bruce et al.,
2018). Another approach uses past experience to create a sequence of waypoints as subgoals
for a policy-based navigator (Eysenbach et al., 2019). A third approach built a vision-based,
egocentric partial map at different scales and then used that map to create hierarchical plans
(Gupta et al., 2017). It used a convolutional neural network for mapping and value iteration
with a neural network for planning. Although similar to the hierarchical planning algorithm
introduced in this dissertation, their work evaluated performance with targets only 32 steps
from the robot and only reached 78.3% of those targets.
Originally, SemaFORR was a robot controller that used commonsense qualitative spatial
reasoning and incrementally learned a topological spatial model during travel (Epstein et al.,
2015). It relied on spatial affordances to construct a mental model similar to a cognitive
map, and navigated with a combination of multiple heuristics based on commonsense and its
spatial model. This dissertation builds upon that earlier work to develop a hybrid, hierarchi-
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cal architecture that integrates heuristic reasoning with global planning and metareasoning.
SemaFORR is described further in Chapters 3 and 4.
In summary, this section has described hybrid architectures for autonomous robot navigation that incorporate reactivity and planning. Reinforcement learning approaches often
require significant training, may not scale to the size of the environments evaluated here,
or may make naive assumptions about an environment. Another approach learns how to
act given subgoals based on spatial context, but requires training on many targets. The
work in this dissertation builds on an earlier version of SemaFORR, a robot controller that
learned a spatial model and used reactivity and heuristics. It introduces methods for global
planning in cost graphs and freespace, local exploration in the vicinity of a target, and metareasoning with reactive planners. The next section describes related work in explanation for
autonomous robot navigation.

2.6

Human-robot interaction

An autonomous robot in indoor environments will likely interact with people as it navigates
to its target. Inspired by recent human-robot interaction (HRI) recommendations for spoken
language (Marge et al., 2020), this dissertation incorporates methods to communicate a
robot controller’s decision-making rationales, intentions, and confidence in human-friendly
language. Ideally, this will allow a robot to be accepted, trusted, and understood by a
human collaborator. This section describes approaches for human-friendly robot behavior
and communication.
Socially-aware robot navigation focuses specifically on sociability as its primary goal (Chik
et al., 2016). These approaches draw upon research on social awareness, social conventions,
and proxemics, the study of interpersonal spatial distances between people (Rios-Martinez
et al., 2015). In proxemics, personal space is the space a person actively maintains around
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herself; intrusion into that space causes discomfort (Hayduk, 1978). Empirically, personal
space is dynamic and situation-specific (Hayduk, 1994). Proxemics also examines interpersonal space with respect to an activity, to objects in the environment, and within groups of
people. Social robots also incorporate smooth motion so that their behavior is predictable
and comfortable (Guillén Ruiz et al., 2020).
Socially-aware robot navigation also uses communication to improve people’s comfort
with a robot. Trust in and understanding of a learning system improved when people received
an explanation of why a system behaved one way and not another (Lim et al., 2009). One
recent approach grounded perceived objects between the robot and a person to build a shared
mental model, and then generated natural language descriptions from it (Chai et al., 2016).
Another approach introduced spatial language for human-robot dialogue, but was focused on
a shared understanding of spatial relations of objects in an environment (Skubic et al., 2004).
Several other approaches have incorporated semantic mapping to improve robot sociability
(Charalampous et al., 2017). These maps allowed the robot to perceive and describe the
environment similarly to the way people do.
Another area of research produces natural descriptions of a robot navigator’s behavior.
Previously, only detailed logs of the robot’s experience were available to trained researchers
(Landsiedel et al., 2017; Scalise et al., 2017). In other work, natural language descriptions of a
robot’s travelled path addressed abstraction, specificity, and locality (Rosenthal et al., 2016;
Perera et al., 2016). A similar approach generated path descriptions to improve sentence
correctness, completeness, and conciseness (Barrett et al., 2017). Those approaches, however,
used a labeled map to generate descriptions and did not explain the robot’s reasoning.
Other work visually interpreted natural-language navigation commands with a semantic
map that showed the robot’s resulting action (Oh et al., 2016). Other recent work used
language templates to generate descriptions of robots’ actions (Singh et al., 2021). This
dissertation focuses on explanations for the reasons behind a robot’s decision making rather
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than descriptions or visualization of the behavior.
A variety of work has generated navigation instructions in natural language. Researchers
have used metric, topological and semantic information about the environment (Daniele
et al., 2016) or rules extracted by analysis of human-generated instructions (Dale et al.,
2005). Alternatively, they have focused on findings from research on human spatial cognition
(Look, 2008) or on simplicity and understandability (Richter and Duckham, 2008). None of
these approaches, however, can explain how the instructions were generated, nor can they
justify a particular instruction.
More recently, some work has selected potentially suboptimal plans (Fox et al., 2017;
Chakraborti et al., 2019) or behaviors (Huang et al., 2019) that are more readily understandable to humans. Instead of reduced performance, Chapter 5 of this dissertation restricts communication to answering prespecified questions about the controller’s behavior
in natural language. Although human-friendly behavior is a topic of importance, the first
priority for the robot controller here is successful navigation; explainability, while important,
is secondary.
More broadly, researchers have sought human-friendly explanations for systems that
learn. An extensive study found that trust in and understanding of a learning system improved when people received an explanation of why a system behaved one way and not
another (Lim et al., 2009). Although several approaches to sequential tasks explained the
state-action-reward representation of Markov decision processes to produce explanations,
the resultant language was not human-friendly and was not based on human reasoning (Ramakrishnan and Shah, 2016; Dodson et al., 2013; Khan et al., 2011). Another approach used
deep learning to produce natural explanations for an autonomous vehicle, but required an
annotated dataset for training and does not address indoor navigation (Kim et al., 2018).
Contrary to the belief that people share a common spatial mental model during route
planning, recent work found that peoples’ mental models have common high-level structures
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but showed individual differences (Perelman et al., 2020). They examined how a person
and an artificial agent who traveled together confronted disagreement over their planned
routes. This human-subject study showed that subjects generally preferred explanations
focused on the differences between the robot’s planned route and their own expectations
(e.g., “my route is shorter, but overlaps more and produces less reward”). The subjects
placed less importance on the reasons for a particular spatial decision. These results support
this dissertation’s contrastive approach to natural language explanations.
The approach closest to this dissertation answers many of the same questions posed in
Chapter 5, but in the context of a decision tree (Sheh, 2017). That approach could give
precise reasons for and confidence in a decision, but required an extensive decision tree
learned from demonstration to handle the many possible scenarios that a robot could face.
Instead, the approach taken here gives explanations and confidence for a general-purpose
reasoning architecture that supports autonomous navigation.
In summary, this section has described socially-aware systems that seek to emulate social
norms in their behavior and communication. Although there has been work on human-robot
communication to describe a robot’s navigation, to the best of my knowledge no work has
directly addressed explanations of a cognitively-based robot controller’s underlying decisionmaking architecture. Chapter 5 of this dissertation incorporates methods to explain a robot
controller’s decision-making rationales in human-friendly language.
This chapter has described a range of challenges in autonomous robot navigation. It
reviewed other approaches to the challenges addressed here: how to represent an indoor
environment and how to learn about an environment through mapping or exploration. Costgraph-based planners and hierarchical planners both construct global plans to a robot’s
target. Hybrid architectures combine these components with reactivity and heuristics for
navigation in unfamiliar environments. This chapter also described approaches for humanfriendly explanations of robot behavior. The next chapter describes new spatial representa-
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Chapter 3
Representation and exploration
A major challenge in autonomous robot navigation is how to represent and gain spatial
knowledge. Without some model of the environment, a robot cannot navigate through large,
complex, unknown environments. One traditional approach is to map the obstructions in
the environment and then use that metric map to reason. This bifurcated approach is
time consuming because construction of a metric map in sufficient detail is computationally
expensive. Once mapping is finished, the environment has often changed and the map is
no longer accurate. A more robust approach learns affordance-based representations that
are focused on freespace so that a robot controller has more flexibility when it reasons to
make decisions. The work in this chapter uses passive sensing to learn representations of
freespace that facilitate navigational reasoning and planning. Instead of detailed mapping,
strategic but time-limited exploration uses active sensing to build a robust freespace model
for successful navigation.
This chapter presents several novel spatial representations for indoor robots. These representations are learned only from onboard sensor range data and can be used with a metric
map or as a stand-alone model. The first section describes SemaFORR’s original spatial
model for small environments. (The original model is not my contribution but detailed here
35
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for context.) The second section describes several new representations: doors, hallways,
highways, known grids, and circumstances. These representations focus on the robot’s perceptual and travel history and were motivated to abstract away spatial details and generalize
to other spatio-temporal contexts. The third section describes how the spatial model can
be used to construct graphical representations. Instead of learning during task execution, a
robot controller can also learn about its environment through active exploration. The final
section in this chapter presents two new exploration algorithms; one seeks long stretches
of freespace to produce global connectivity, the other opportunistically explores toward a
target location. These exploration algorithms were inspired by the way people explore their
environment and were motivated by the need to construct a robust spatial model without
extensive mapping.

3.1

SemaFORR’s original spatial model

SemaFORR learns a compact, approximate spatial model from experience, one that captures
many of the features of a cognitive map. Instead of a metric map, SemaFORR’s model is a
set of spatial affordances, abstract representations of freespace that preserve salient details
and facilitate movement. SemaFORR learns spatial affordances from local sensor readings
and stores them as spatial knowledge. Similar to the way a metric map is a representation
whose parameters (location and orientation of the obstructions) are modified to fit each environment, SemaFORR’s spatial affordances are parameterized prototypes that are modified
to fit each environment. SemaFORR initializes each affordance when it starts navigation,
and uses its path history and sensor readings to learn the parameters for its affordances.
One important property of the spatial model is the way atomic features support the development of higher-level ones. Affordances generalize over the robot’s experience and may not
be architecturally precise, that is, the shape of the learned affordances may not match the
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(c)

Figure 3.1: Examples of affordances in World A (a) a path (dashed line) and its trail (solid
line) (b) trails from 40 paths (c) conveyors learned from the 40 trails (darker shading denotes
higher frequency)
physical architecture of the environment. Chapter 5 describes in detail how SemaFORR’s
learned spatial model is used for reasoning and planning.
SemaFORR’s original spatial model worked well in small artificial environments. Its
original affordances were paths, regions, trails, conveyors, and a skeleton, all defined below
(Epstein et al., 2015). Figure 3.1 gives several examples in World A, a simple office-like environment used to examine the performance of SemaFORR’s original version. SemaFORR’s
spatial affordances are learned after the pursuit of each target, from the log of the robot’s
poses and sensor readings, without reference to any metric map. Like a person’s cognitive map, SemaFORR’s spatial model is a learned abstraction of spatial information. For
example, trails capture route knowledge and high-valued conveyors are landmarks. This
cognitively-based approach learns from the robot’s egocentric perspective as it travels, and
does not assume any global knowledge of the environment.
Recall that a path is the ordered sequence of decision points logged during navigation.
While any contiguous subsequence of a path supports travel, paths are overly specific and
may include errors one would want to avoid. A trail is a refined version of a path through
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(a)
(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) A closeup of the 2 trail markers (A and B) derived from a (green) path of
48 (red) decision points, the robot’s original path from A to B. (b) The (blue) trail with
its circle trail markers was derived from the (green) path that the robot took from the red
square to the yellow star.
freespace, also represented as a sequence of decision points, but typically more direct than
the path from which it is derived. It consists of an ordered list of trail markers, decision
points selected from the robot’s path. The first and last trail markers are the initial and
final decision points on the path. The trail-learning algorithm works backward from the
end of the path, and creates a new trail marker for the earliest decision point that could
have sensed the current trail marker. The resultant trail is usually shorter than the original
path and provides a more direct route to the target. Figure 3.2 shows two examples of trail
learning from a complete path to a target in G5, a real-world office environment described
further in Chapter 6.
A conveyor describes how useful travel has been through a small area. In a grid superimposed on the footprint of the environment, each cell tallies the frequency with which
trails, rather than paths, pass through it. High-count cells in the grid are conveyors. They
are likely to facilitate navigation because the robot has successfully navigated through them
many times. Figure 3.1(c) shows an example of how a set of trails created a conveyor in
World A.
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Figure 3.3: In World A, example of a region with the robot’s pose (black arrow) and view
A region is an unobstructed area of freespace. Figure 3.3 shows an example. At a decision
point hx, y, θi with a view R, rays originate at hx, yi and define a region as a circle with center
hx, yi. The radius of the region is min{length(r)|r ∈ R}, the minimum distance sensed from
that location to any obstacle. Regions grow and shrink as the robot changes its pose. Figure
3.4 explains how views at multiple decision points are reconciled to create a region. An
exit is any location on a region’s circumference that intersects with a travelled path. Exits
represent locations that allow movement into and out of a region.
SemaFORR’s spatial model combines affordances to produce more powerful representations, much the way a person’s cognitive map combines landmarks and route knowledge to
build survey knowledge. For example, the skeleton is a graph that captures connectivity
among regions. Each node in the skeleton represents a unique region, with an edge that
joins two nodes if a path has ever moved between their corresponding regions. With perfect
knowledge, a region of degree one in a skeleton would be a dead-end. Figure 3.5 shows an
example of a learned skeleton in World A.
With SemaFORR as its controller, the robot has no access to a SLAM-generated survey.
Instead, as the robot’s navigation experience accumulates over a set of targets, SemaFORR
learns a cognitive spatial model within a footprint for a new environment, using only its
perceptual history and actions. This dissertation introduces several new affordances to the
model. They address a laser scanner’s limited range and its discrete approximation of con-
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Figure 3.4: Regions are created in the order in which they were visited. The red region was
retained because its radius was larger than any of the others formed before it, and smaller
than any other retained intersecting region. At the time the red region was learned, 96 other
decision points (including the yellow, blue, and green ones shown here with squares that
represent the robot’s location and arrows that represent its orientation) fell within the red
region and defined regions of their own. Each region is shown with three sample (dotted) rays
to the nearest obstruction. The region learning algorithm measures the minimum distance
from the red decision point to the endpoints of all 660 rays in each of the 96 other regions,
because any of those rays may detect the closest obstacle to the red decision point. (The
minimum for each example region is its radius, shown as a solid line.) The other 96 regions,
including the blue, yellow, and green ones, were discarded.
tinuous space.

3.2

New spatial representations

Although SemaFORR’s original spatial model performed well in small artificial environments,
more sophisticated representations for its spatial model have improved SemaFORR’s decision
making in larger, complex real-world environments. SemaFORR’s reasoning mechanism
can use these affordances to understand the environment’s connectivity, recognize patterns
in its experiences, and make connections between areas of the environment. These novel
affordances are all focused on freespace and intended to facilitate reactivity and deliberation.
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Figure 3.5: A learned skeleton in World A formed by a set of regions
The inclusion of exits as an affordance to leave or enter a region was motivated by the
need to move between local areas of the environment. Unless the robot is perfectly aligned
with an exit, however, it is difficult to exploit it consistently and accurately. Instead, this
subsection describes doors that generalize over exits as ways in and out of regions to give
more flexibility to action selection. Another new spatial affordance is hallways that use
the robot’s movement to capture well-traveled routes in the environment. Although trails
represent past travel to a target and conveyors represent frequent travel in an area, neither
captures frequent travel extended in a certain direction through an area of the environment.
Learned hallways fill this gap and were inspired by how the directionality of peoples’ travel
is shaped by the configuration of the environment.3
A learned skeleton is a representation that captures the connectivity in an environment,
but it is local connectivity between immediately adjacent freespace areas. Because regions
inherently are restricted in size by the distance to the nearest obstruction, they cannot capture long-distance connections between non-adjacent areas. As described in Chapter 2, when
people plan globally they abstract away local details and only consider local connectivity
when faced with difficulty. For a robot controller to achieve the same kind of hierarchical
planning requires a representation of global connectivity in addition to the skeleton. This
3

Doors and hallways were introduced in Epstein and Korpan (2019)
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motivated the introduction of a highway grid which represents an environment’s global connectivity with long stretches of vertical or horizontal freespace and their intersections as
junctions among them.
This subsection also discusses the known grid, a historical grid that represents recent
perceptual knowledge. Known grids are inspired by three types of neurons in animal brains:
place cells that fire when an animal is in a specific area of the environment, grid cells that
form a hexagonal map-like structure, and head direction cells that fire when the animal faces
a certain direction (Moser et al., 2008). A known grid captures the relative frequency with
which the robot’s sensors observe specific areas of the environment based on the robot’s
position and orientation.
Another new spatial representation is a circumstance, a grid-based pattern that represents
similarities in spatial configurations. Circumstances were inspired by the regularity of spatial
configurations across different contexts. For example, the pattern of obstructions captured
by a sensor directed into one corner will be highly similar to the pattern when it is directed
into a different corner in another part of the environment. Furthermore, people use these
similarities among different areas of the environment to inform their decision making. For
example, after a person learns to turn around when facing into one corner, they can apply
the same strategy to the next corner. Learned circumstances abstract away unnecessary and
noisy local details captured in continuous sensor rays with a discrete grid, and group a set
of similar grid patterns together as a commonly observed exemplar.

3.2.1

Doors

Many of the affordances in SemaFORR’s model are composite, learned as an abstraction
over other affordances. A new composite affordance is a door, an arc that affords access to a
region along its perimeter. A door represents a way into or out of a region. Figure 3.6 shows
examples of doors drawn as secants on their endpoints. To use an exit effectively, the robot’s
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Figure 3.6: Example of doors (shown as secants for clarity) learned from exits (dots on the
perimeters) for regions
heading must align precisely with that exit. Instead, a door generalizes over the exits of a
region.
As exits accumulate, SemaFORR learns doors, generalizations about the region’s circumference. A pair of exits is said to be nearby one another when the arc between them is less
than nearby(region), a function that calculates a threshold based on the number of exits in
a region. The equation for nearby was developed from preliminary testing to balance the
need to combine nearby exits but not join all exits for a region together.4 Algorithm 3.1
shows the pseudocode that learns doors. It moves along the circumference of any region with
more than one recorded exit until it encounters a consecutive pair of nearby exits. When it
finds such a pair, it records the arc between them as a door, and continues to extend that
door as long as the next exit is nearby its most recent addition. Otherwise, the algorithm
resumes search for the next door. Doors for a region, along with any unincorporated exits,
are recorded in the spatial model. Data from subsequent targets adds new exits to existing
4

nearby(region) = (−1.3|exits|)/(|exits|+2π)+1.35, where |exits| is the number of current exits for that
region. For example, when |exits| = 2, nearby = 1.036 radians (59.36◦ ), when |exits| = 10, nearby = 0.552
radians (31.61◦ ), and when |exits| = 20, nearby = 0.361 radians (20.67◦ ). Several other functions were
evaluated but did not perform as well, such as some that used a fixed value (30◦ ), used the average arc
length for a region or across all regions, or used the region’s radius.
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Algorithm 3.1: Door-learning algorithm
Input: Regions, Exits
Output: Doors
Doors ← ∅
for each region with more than one exit do
|exits| ← number of exits in the region
nearby(region) ← (−1.3|exits|)/(|exits| + 2π) + 1.35
Select an exit x
Doorx ← {x}
start ← x
y←∅
while start 6= y do
Move clockwise from x to the next exit y on this region
if y is within nearby(region) of x then
Doorx ← Doorx ∪ {y}
x←y
else
if |Doorx | > 1 then
Doors ← Doors ∪ {Doorx }
x←y
Doorx ← {y}
end
end
end
return Doors
doors, identifies new doors, and merges them as necessary.

3.2.2

Hallways

A hallway is a new spatial affordance that captures well-travelled routes in some angular
direction (vertical, horizontal, major diagonal, or minor diagonal), and typically connects
different parts of the environment. (More directions would capture additional nuances in
the environment’s connectivity, but would also likely learn fewer hallways because the same
data would be partitioned into more groups.) This partitions all travel into one of the four
directions. The robot need not be aligned with the axis of the environment; if it were rotated
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Figure 3.7: Stages in the development of horizontal hallways in World A from 40 paths (a)
all horizontal segments in the 40 paths (b) candidates that include qualified parents and
their children (c) the heatmap (d) the smoothed heatmap with added cells indicated by the
rectangle (e) aggregates (f) final horizontal hallways superimposed on the true map
45◦ it would still learn “horizontal” hallways as perceived by people except the affordance
would be labeled as “minor diagonal” in SemaFORR’s knowledge store. Intuitively, a hallway
is a relatively straight, narrow, continuous freespace area with both length and width. A
hallway generalizes over line segments between pairs of consecutive decision points or trail
markers. Like other spatial affordances, hallways are learned after each target.
Figure 3.7 illustrates how horizontal hallways develop in the footprint of a simple environment. Algorithm 3.2 is pseudocode for SemaFORR’s hallway-learning algorithm. To
begin, the algorithm forms a segment from every pair of consecutive decision points in a
path or trail and the percepts at their endpoints. It then labels each segment (as horizontal,
vertical, major diagonal, or minor diagonal), partitions the segments by their label (e.g.,
Figure 3.7(a)), and performs the same sequence of steps within each subset.
Step 1 identifies relatively long segment pairs (parents) that are most similar to one an-
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Algorithm 3.2: Hallway-learning algorithm
Input: Decision points P oints, smoothing threshold τh
Output: Hallways
LineSegments ← Segment(P oints)
AngularDirections ← P artition(LineSegments)
for each set of segments ∈ AngularDirections do
Step 1
Calculate pairwise similarity for all segments in the set
P arents ← segments with similarity above σ-based threshold
Step 2
Candidates ← { }
for pair ∈ P arents do
Compute child
if child’s direction = pair’s direction ∧ V isible(child, pair) then
Candidates ← Candidates ∪ {child, pair}
end
if |Candidates| > 0 then
Step 3
HeatM ap ← ComputeHeatmap(Candidates)
SmoothedHeatM ap ← Smooth(HeatM ap, τh )
Step 4
Aggregates ← ConnectedComponents(SmoothedHeatM ap)
Step 5
M ergedAggregates ← M ergeV isible(Aggregates)
SmoothedAggregates ← Smooth(M ergedAggregates, τh )
Hallways ← Hallways ∪ SmoothedAggregates
end
return Hallways
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other. It calculates the similarity of each possible pair of segments, based on the distance
between their midpoints and the difference in their allocentric angles. Parents are those segment pairs more than three standard deviations above the mean similarity for their common
label. (If no such pair is detected, this criterion is iteratively reduced from 3σ by 0.25σ until
at least one pair is found or 0 is reached. In our experience, most parents lie above 1.5σ.)
Step 2 generates potential building blocks for hallways. Each pair of parents determines
a child segment midway between them. If the child shares its parents’ label, and their
percepts indicate that both ends of the child would be visible from their four endpoints
(i.e., the child does not pass through an obstruction), both parents and their child become
candidates (Figure 3.7(b)).
Step 3 constructs a heatmap, a 1 × 1m grid on the footprint of the environment. Initially,
cells have value 0; each candidate then increments the values in the corresponding grid cells
(Figure 3.7(c)). To smooth the heatmap, the algorithm searches for cells whose neighbors’
values indicate that they should join a hallway. If a cell has value 0 but the values in at
least 70% of its (at most 8) immediate neighbors meets a threshold τh (here, 1), that cell’s
value is set to 1 (Figure 3.7(d)). Although this process is recursive, in our experience there
are rarely more than two iterations.
Step 4 uses depth-first search to find aggregates, connected components formed by cells
with non-zero values in the heatmap (Figure 3.7(e)). Step 5 merges any pair of mutually
visible aggregates, and repeats the smoothing process (Figure 3.7(f)). Finally, the algorithm
records in the spatial model, but does not merge, differently labeled hallways that intersect
with one another. Although hallways can capture diagonal connectivity and local spatial
irregularities, their computation makes them impractical in large, real-world environments.
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Highways

The highway grid is a novel spatial affordance that represents global connectivity in an
environment. Like conveyor learning, the highway algorithm overlays a grid on the footprint
of the environment and labels cells based on the robot’s experience. A highway is a long,
relatively narrow, horizontal or vertical stretch of freespace in this grid. Unlike the hallway’s
heatmap, the highway grid does not require a threshold value for inclusion in the grid or
aggregation because it is derived from a continuous sequence of connected path segments.
Moreover, highway learning is less computationally expensive than hallway learning. In a list
of n decision points, each pair of consecutive decision points forms a segment. The hallway
learning algorithm computes similarity between all pairs of segments with time complexity
O(n2 ), while highway learning processes each such segment only once, with time complexity
O(n).
Figure 3.8 illustrates the development of highways from a path. Algorithm 3.3 is pseudocode for SemaFORR’s highway-learning algorithm. It begins with a grid labeled with
0 in every cell and revisits the decision points along a continuous path p. The algorithm
interpolates, identifies equally-spaced locations along a line segment, between each pair of
consecutive decision points in p and labels with 1 the grid cells where each location lies to
indicate freespace (Figure 3.8(a)). Next, the algorithm smooths the grid labels with a filter.
The von Neumann neighborhood of a square grid cell is the four cells that share an edge
with that cell. For each unlabeled cell, if at least three of the four cells in its von Neumann
neighborhood are labeled as freespace then that cell is also labeled as freespace. This process
ensures that highways are continuous and fills many obvious gaps (Figure 3.8(b)).
Next, contiguous horizontal or vertical freespace cells of at least length τg in the highway
grid are identified in each row or column, respectively (Figure 3.8(c) and (d)). Any cells in
shorter extents go unlabeled, which could introduce discontinuities in the grid and isolate
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.8: Stages in the development of highways in G5 from a path created with exploration (described in Section 3.4) (a) grid induced from decision points (b) smoothed grid (c)
horizontal highways (d) vertical highways (e) intersections (f) intersections with spur endpoints (in dark blue) (g) labeled highway grid with intersections (red) and hallways (teal)
(h) labeled highway grid without disconnected components
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Algorithm 3.3: Highway-learning algorithm
Input: path p, length threshold τg
Output: HighwayGrid
LineSegments ← Segment(p)
P oints ← Interpolate(LineSegments)
Initialize unlabeled grid G
for each location ∈ P oints do
Label the cell ∈ G that the location lies in
end
SmoothedG ← Smooth(G)
Horizontals ← { }
for row ∈ SmoothedG do
Horizontals ← Horizontals ∪ Contiguous(row, τg )
end
Horizontals ← JoinN eighbors(Horizontals)
V erticals ← { }
for col ∈ SmoothedG do
V erticals ← V erticals ∪ Contiguous(col, τg )
end
V erticals ← JoinN eighbors(V erticals)
Intersections ← Intersect(Horizontals, V erticals)
Spurs ← OneSided(Horizontals, V erticals)
Intersections ← Intersections ∪ EndP oints(Spurs)
HighwayGrid ← SpreadingActivation(Horizontals, V erticals, Intersections)
return HighwayGrid
sections of freespace. Horizontal and vertical extents of cells are joined into a single highway
if they neighbor one another and are both horizontal or both vertical. Grid cells in the
(typically small) areas where a vertical and a horizontal highway overlap become intersections
(Figure 3.8(e)). A highway bounded by only one intersection is a spur whose other endpoint
is relabeled as an intersection (Figure 3.8(f)).
Spreading activation labels each highway and intersection with unique numbers (Figure
3.8(g)), and identifies the connected components in the grid. Finally, the algorithm retains
the connected component with the most intersections, and removes any components with
fewer intersections that are disconnected from the largest component (Figure 3.8(h)). For
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Figure 3.9: Example drawn from part of a known grid for G5. The inset details the non-zero
cells with darker red for more frequently viewed ones.
example, the horizontal highway at the top left in Figure 3.8(g) became disconnected because
its connection to the highway to its right was too short and had been eliminated.

3.2.4

Known grid

The known grid abstractly represents the area of the environment recently sensed by the
robot. Instead of learning from movement through the environment (e.g., the highway grid
with path segments), this representation learns from the robot’s perception (i.e., rays in
the robot’s views) to construct a grid. Unlike an occupancy grid that tries to identify the
obstructed areas of an environment, the known grid identifies the freespace in the entire
environment covered by recent views. The value in each cell of the known grid represents
how familiar the robot controller is with that area of freespace. This representation can be
used to determine if the robot is unable to sense any new areas of the environment. Figure
3.9 is an example drawn from a known grid.
Algorithm 3.4 is pseudocode for SemaFORR’s known grid-learning algorithm. The known
grid is initialized to cover the footprint of the environment with a value of 0 in every cell.
Given n decision points, it interpolates from the robot’s location hx, yi to the endpoint of
each laser ray hxl , yl i in its view R at each decision point. The interpolated locations are
used to increment by one for each decision point the labels of grid cells that cover them in
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Algorithm 3.4: Known-grid learning algorithm
Input: Decision points P oints
Output: KnownGrid
Initialize KnownGrid
for each point d = hx, y, θ, Ri ∈ P oints do
Initialize DecisionGrid
for each ray r ∈ R do
Interpolate locations from hx, yi to hxl , yl i
Update cell ∈ DecisionGrid for each location
end
for each cell ∈ DecisionGrid with value greater than 0 do
Increment cell ∈ KnownGrid by 1
end
end
return KnownGrid
the known grid. After all decision points are processed, a cell can have a maximum value of
n. The resultant grid is a representation of recent perceptual knowledge, similar to the way
the human visual system uses a grid-like representation to join different perspectives after
eye movements (Bicanski and Burgess, 2019).

3.2.5

Circumstances

A circumstance represents a learned, low-level, repeating spatial pattern of observed freespace
in the current sensor reading. Similar patterns often arise from multiple poses. A circumstance can be used by SemaFORR to learn decision-making strategies for common sensor
inputs.
Before a circumstance can be learned, the robot’s pose and view are standardized into a
setting, a grid-based, discretized representation of freespace with the robot at its center. An
example of a setting appears in Figure 3.10. The grid is square, with sides twice the length
of the agent’s maximum perceptual range. Its 1 × 1m cells are initialized to 0 (obstructed).
To create a setting, the view is rotated to orient the robot directly east and the value of each
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(b)

Figure 3.10: (a) The view from a decision point where the robot’s orientation was due north.
To demonstrate the variation in the rays’ endpoints, part of the view is magnified in the
inset to show each ray. (b) The associated setting built from the view after it is rotated so
that the robot faces east.
unobstructed cell is set to 1.
A circumstance is a low-level perspective that represents the average (no longer binary)
values in a group of similar settings. Figure 3.11 (a) shows several similar settings and their
common circumstance (b). To learn circumstances, the circumstance-learning algorithm
groups similar settings with spectral clustering, and then refines the clusters with an artificial
neural network. Algorithm 3.5 is pseudocode for the circumstance-learning algorithm.
Spectral clustering uses graph partitioning to find clusters of similar objects (Ng et al.,
2002). Here, it creates a nearest-neighbor graph of all known settings S, clusters the eigenvectors of the graph’s Laplacian matrix with k-means based on Euclidean distance, and
outputs cluster assignments. This complete preliminary clustering has two drawbacks: the
clusters include outliers and the number of clusters must be prespecified. To discourage the
formation of low-evidence clusters, the circumstance-learning algorithm enforces a minimum
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Figure 3.11: (a) Several settings and their (b) common circumstance. Darker locations were
more frequently obstructed.
Algorithm 3.5: Circumstance-learning algorithm
Input: Q = R’s from decision history, minimum cluster size τc , confidence threshold
τt
Output: I, U ∗
S ← Settings(Q)
ClusterLabels ← SpectralClustering(S)
U ← P artition(ClusterLabels, τc )
Classif y ← T rainClassif er(S − U, ClusterLabels)
Classif iedClusters ← Classif y(S)
U ∗ ← P artition(Classif iedClusters, τc , τt )
I ← Average(Classif iedClusters − U ∗ )
return I, U ∗
cluster size τc (here, 50) and relegates the remaining settings to an unclustered group U.
To refine the clusters, the circumstance-learning algorithm trains a neural network classifier on S − U to produce softmax output for the probability that a setting belongs to each
cluster. The circumstance-learning algorithm then classifies all of S. If a resultant cluster
meets the minimum size standard τc , the circumstance-learning algorithm reports the average of its settings as a circumstance. Any setting whose cluster assignment was less likely
than a threshold τt (here, 0.95) is relegated to a new U ∗ , along with all settings in clusters
that fail to meet the minimum cluster size. The result is a set of large clusters with both
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(a)
(b)

Figure 3.12: (a) How a 1 × 1m grid cell was sampled to generate 72 views from within it
(b) circumstances with the agent at the center, facing east with a 220◦ field of view. Less
frequently obstructed space is lighter (1) in a very large open space (2) in a medium-sized
(5 × 5m) room (3) in a tiny (2 × 2m) room with likely some space to the left (4) facing into
a corner or close to a wall (5) in a small (3 × 3m) room with an opening to the left (6) in a
hallway but angled toward its left wall so that a long space is to the right
high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster similarity.
Rather than gradually learn circumstances online, an initial set I of circumstances can
be learned offline in one-time processing. From every unobstructed cell in a challenging environment not used for evaluation, 72 views (at 9 locations 1/3m apart, in 8 directions) were
collected (e.g., Figure 3.12(a)). The circumstance-learning algorithm clustered a random
sample of 5% of these 335,584 views, but trained the classifier on all of them, relegating
57,979 uncategorized views to U∗ . Figure 3.12(b) illustrates and interprets several of the
largest clusters in I.
SemaFORR continues to revise I during navigation. Algorithm 3.6 is pseudocode for SemaFORR’s circumstance-update algorithm that runs at the beginning of each decision. First,
it computes the current setting. The setting matches a known circumstance if the L1 distance
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Algorithm 3.6: Circumstance-update algorithm
Input: current R, I, U ∗ , minimum cluster size τc , confidence threshold τt , similarity
threshold εd , reclustering threshold τs
Output: I, U ∗ , CurrentCluster
CurrentSetting ← Setting(R)
Distances ← { }
for circumstance ∈ I do
Distances ← Distances ∪ L1(CurrentSetting, circumstance)
end
if min(Distances) < εd then
M inCircumstance ← circumstance with minimum distance
Add CurrentSetting to M inCircumstance’s cluster
Update M inCircumstance’s average values
CurrentCluster ← M inCircumstance’s label
else
Add CurrentSetting to U ∗
if |U ∗ | ≥ τs then
N ewClusterLabels ← SpectralClustering(U ∗ )
U ← P artition(N ewClusterLabels, τc )
T rainClassif er(U ∗ − U, N ewClusterLabels)
N ewClassif iedClusters ← Classif y(U ∗ )
U ∗ ← P artition(N ewClassif iedClusters, τc , τt )
I ← I ∪ Average(N ewClassif iedClusters − U ∗ )
return I, U ∗ , CurrentCluster
between them is a minimum and below a threshold εd (here, 125). The circumstance-update
algorithm assigns any matched new setting to its cluster and updates the circumstance’s
average values. Otherwise, the circumstance-update algorithm relegates the new setting to
U ∗ , which is periodically reclustered to generate new learned circumstances for I when the
number of settings in U ∗ is at least τs .
In summary, this subsection presented five novel spatial affordances: doors, hallways,
the highway grid, known grids, and circumstances. These freespace representations facilitate
robust navigational reasoning, as described in the next chapter. The next section presents
graphical representations learned from SemaFORR’s spatial model.
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Graph representations

Path planning often requires a graph that represents the freespace in the environment. One
approach is to use SLAM or a floor plan to construct an occupancy grid, represent it as a
cost graph, and apply A* search to find paths. While this proves sufficient for small simple
environments, in larger environments this approach requires a grid fine enough to be useful
for navigation, but not so fine as to make path planning intractable. This section presents
several alternative graphical representations to support planning, ones that are more robust
in complex, real-world environments. One approach modifies the occupancy-grid-based cost
graph with SemaFORR’s learned spatial model to bias travel within known freespace. Two
other freespace-based approaches create graphs that represent connectivity for SemaFORR’s
freespace model: a skeleton graph for local connectivity and a highway graph for global
connectivity.

3.3.1

Modified cost graphs

One approach to create a graph in which to plan begins with a cost graph based on an
occupancy grid, where the cost of travel is the Euclidean distance between grid cells, and
then modify that cost graph to exploit a particular category of spatial affordances (regions,
hallways, trails, or conveyors). Each such modified graph represents its objective by adjustments to distance-based edge weights. For example, a region-based cost graph starts
with the traditional cost graph but modifies each edge weight w between two vertices v1
and v2 based on the hx, yi location of each vertex as described in Table 3.1. (Values were
based on preliminary testing; they bias plans to pursue but not overemphasize affordances.)
This creates a bias toward plans that travel through regions because it lowers the edge costs
there. Table 3.1 also shows how the other spatial affordances modify edge weights to bias
their plans.
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Table 3.1: How the spatial model modifies the edge weight w of an edge (v1 , v2 ) in a graph
derived from an occupancy grid. If v lies inside any region, regions(v) returns true. If the
distance from v is less than 0.5m from any door, doors(v) returns true. If the distance
from v is less than 0.5m from any exit, exits(v) returns true. If v lies inside any hallway,
hallways(v) returns true. If the distance from v is less than 0.5m from any trail marker,
trails(v) returns true. If v lies in a conveyor cell with value greater than zero, conveyors(v)
returns true. The function g(v1 , v2 , w) = 2w/(f (v1 ) + f (v2 )) computes the modified edge
weight, where f (v) returns a value for an affordance in relation to a vertex v: number of
hallways v lies in, number of trail markers nearby v, or conveyor cell value for v.

Regions

Hallways
Trails
Conveyors

Condition
regions(v1 ) and regions(v2 )
regions(v1 ) and ¬ regions(v2 ) and doors(v1 ) and exits(v1 )
¬ regions(v1 ) and regions(v2 ) and doors(v2 ) and exits(v2 )
regions(v1 ) and ¬ regions(v2 ) and (doors(v1 ) or exits(v1 ))
¬ regions(v1 ) and regions(v2 ) and (doors(v2 ) or exits(v2 ))
(regions(v1 ) and ¬ doors(v1 ) and ¬ exits(v1 )) or
(regions(v2 ) and ¬ doors(v2 ) and ¬ exits(v2 ))
¬ regions(v1 ) and ¬ regions(v2 )
hallways(v1 ) and hallways(v2 )
¬ hallways(v1 ) or ¬ hallways(v2 )
trails(v1 ) and trails(v2 )
¬ trails(v1 ) or ¬ trails(v2 )
conveyors(v1 ) and conveyors(v2 )
¬ conveyors(v1 ) or ¬ conveyors(v2 )

Modified w
0.25w
0.50w
0.50w
0.75w
0.75w
1.00w
10.00w
g(v1 , v2 , w)
10.00w
g(v1 , v2 , w)
10.00w
g(v1 , v2 , w)
10.00w

Because SemaFORR’s spatial model is focused on freespace, these modified cost graphs
allow a robot controller to focus on travel through freespace but also fall back to the metric
cost graph when the model is insufficient. The region-based cost graph, for example, lowers
the cost of travel through doors and exits, which the robot has successfully exploited in the
past. The next subsection takes a different approach: it allows plans directly in SemaFORR’s
model but lacks knowledge in areas of the environment uncovered by that model.

3.3.2

Freespace-based graphs

This subsection presents two graphical representations based on SemaFORR’s spatial model.
Instead of a weighted A* graph, these representations facilitate planning with SemaFORR’s
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(b)

Figure 3.13: In G5, an example of (a) a skeleton and (b) its associated skeleton graph
learned affordances. The first approach is based on the skeleton and allows plans to capture
local connectivity in the environment. The second approach uses the highways to build a
network of global connectivity.
Based on the skeleton learned in Section 3.1, the skeleton graph summarizes local freespace
connectivity in a graph whose nodes are also regions. In the skeleton graph, an edge in the
skeleton indicates that the robot moved directly between those two regions with no other
region intervening. An edge’s label is a subtrail derived from the shortest such path, along
with its length. Figure 3.13 shows an example of a skeleton and its associated skeleton graph.
For each region x, SemaFORR records Dx , the set of all decision points d = hpose, Ri
that lie in x (e.g., the blue, yellow, and green ones in Figure 3.4). From this it, calculates
each node’s 360◦ visibility R∗ , the maximum distance sensed at 1◦ intervals from anywhere
within region x and the locations where they occurred. A region’s R∗ is initialized with
−1 for all 360 values. To compute x’s R∗ , SemaFORR calculates the angle and distance
from its center to the endpoint hxr , yr i of every ray r ∈ R for all decision points d ∈ Dx .
SemaFORR then places each ray endpoint hxr , yr i into the 1◦ interval it falls in based on its
angle. The hxr , yr i with maximum distance to x’s center for each 1◦ interval is recorded in
x’s R∗ along with the location from that ray’s decision point. Algorithm 3.7 is pseudocode
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Algorithm 3.7: Visibility-learning algorithm
Input: Regions, Dx for each region
Output: Visibility R∗ for each region
for each region ∈ Regions do
Initialize R∗ with 360 intervals with value of −1
for d ∈ Dx do
for r ∈ R from d do
Calculate distance and angle from the region’s center to hxr , yr i
Place r in interval bin based on angle
end
end
for each interval do
if bin(interval) 6= ∅ then
Determine which hxr , yr i has maximum distance to the region’s center
Record the distance to that r along with its start and end points in R∗
end
end

for the visibility-learning algorithm.
During the construction of the skeleton graph, for example in Figure 3.4, SemaFORR
used the 97 decision points that derived the red region to compute R∗ from their Rs. When
no decision point in Dx contains a ray that falls in some interval, that interval’s value remains
−1 and is treated as unknown when SemaFORR plans in the skeleton graph. SemaFORR
learns each region’s R∗ after each target during region learning. (Recall that to determine
a region’s radius, SemaFORR already calculates the distance to the endpoint of all the rays
in Dx .)
As its second representation, SemaFORR derives a highway graph, a connected, planar
graph that represents intersections as nodes labeled with their centroids and represents
highways as edges that connects their endpoints (e.g., Figure 3.14). An edge’s label is the
subtrail constructed from the path along that highway and its cost is the Euclidean distance
between the centroids of its intersection endpoints. By construction, one endpoint of a spur
has degree one, that is, is a dead-end in the highway graph.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 3.14: In G5, an example of (a) a highway grid colored to distinguish individual
highways and intersections (b) its associated highway graph with (green) intersections as
nodes
In summary, both the skeleton graph and the highway graph represent spatial connectivity between different areas of the environment. They capture the complexity of real-world
environments that will be used by hierarchical planners in Chapter 4. SemaFORR’s reasoning must contend with locations not covered by the models, however, when planning to a
target. To lay the foundation for a robust reasoning model, the next section presents two
exploration algorithms that actively sense the environment.

3.4

Exploration algorithms

An autonomous robot navigator requires a model of its environment to navigate there successfully. As described in Chapter 2, mapping algorithms like Active SLAM seek to discover
the precise location and configuration of all the obstructions in an environment. Such an
approach, however, is time consuming, computationally expensive, and requires significant
fine tuning. Instead, this section presents another approach to build a spatial model of an
environment. First, high-level exploration seeks to discover the global connectivity in an en-
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vironment. Second, low-level exploration supplements the model when the target lies outside
it. Together these exploration algorithms actively sense the environment to build a robust
spatial model for autonomous navigation.5

3.4.1

High-level exploration

HLE, the high-level exploration algorithm, assumes that the environment intentionally facilitates travel and that it cues a navigator with long rays that might be useful to reach
distant locations. HLE’s exploration is a preliminary, time-limited search for passages, long,
relatively narrow extents of connected freespace. In this one-time active learning, the robot
controller selects its own goals (“What’s down that hall?”) in a search for global connectivity. Essentially, HLE maintains a prioritized list of decision points that indicate potential
passages and explores them one at a time.
HLE initializes its passage grid as freespace, but can later relabel cells as obstructed or
with a passage number. For HLE a ray r is long if length(r) ≥ τr (here, τr = 7), measured
from its start α(r) = hx, yi where it was sensed to its endpoint ω(r). At each decision
point HLE examines narrow bundles of 41 rays (LeftFocus and RightFocus) to the robot’s
immediate left (θ − 90◦ ) and right (θ + 90◦ ) to form representative cues κLef t and κRight that
compensate for sensor error and spatial irregularities. A cue is a pseudoray that starts at
the robot’s location and ends at the average endpoint of the rays in its bundle.
HLE maintains a list C of candidates, dissimilar cues likely to provide novel, useful
information. To facilitate the robot’s return for later investigation of a new cue, HLE places
it first in the section of C determined by the cue’s length length(κ). C prioritizes cues where
length(κ) ≥ 2 τr over those where τr ≤ length(κ) < 2 τr . E records explored cues, whether
or not their search generated a passage.
To be added to C, a cue must satisfy all of the following conditions, as detailed in
5

Both high-level and low-level exploration were introduced in Korpan and Epstein (2021)
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Table 3.2: HLE definitions and details
Definitions
Lef tF ocus = [θ − 90◦ − 6.67◦ , θ − 90◦ + 6.67◦ ]
RightF ocus = [θ + 90◦ − 6.67◦ , θ + 90◦ + 6.67◦ ]
Lef tOpen = [θ − 110◦ , θ − 110◦ + 45.33◦ ]
RightOpen = [θ + 110◦ − 45.33◦ , θ + 110◦ ]
ω(κLef t ) = mean ∀ ω(r) ∈ Lef tF ocus
ω(κRight ) = mean ∀ ω(r) ∈ RightF ocus
r1 ∼ r2 iff distance(r1 , r2 ) < 1m, overlap ≥ (length(r1 ) + length(r2 ))/6
Requirements for valid cues
length to width ratio > 1
clear κ ≡ all of α(κ), µ(κ), ω(κ) are unobstructed and at most 1 has a passage number
κ not similar to any κ0 ∈ C ∪ E
not a large room ≡ LR(κ) = f alse based on mean, max, min, median, and σ of
length(r), ∀r ∈ R
Table 3.2. The function valid(κ) returns true if all the conditions are satisfied. First, it
must suggest an area whose length is greater than its estimated width. HLE estimates the
freespace width of two wider bundles of 136 rays (LeftOpen and RightOpen) at the periphery
of R. A cue κ must be clear, that is, its start α(κ), midpoint µ(κ), and endpoint ω(κ) must
be unobstructed in the passage grid and at most one of them has a passage number. A cue
must also not be similar to any cue in C or E. (Two cues are judged similar if the distance
between them is within 1m and some Allen interval condition applies (Allen, 1983) with an
overlap of at least 1/3 the average of their lengths.)
Finally, LR, a Boolean classifier for large rooms, must return false on κ. LR was developed offline from thousands of views in a large office environment not used for evaluation.
When those views were clustered with 2-means, one cluster had the natural label “large
room.” We learned a decision tree on the data labeled by cluster, and used the tree’s top
two rules to create LR. Although LR was trained on a specific environment with a specific
laser rangefinder, it performed well in all the environments where SemaFORR has been evaluated. Nonetheless, further training on views from additional environments and/or different
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Algorithm 3.8: HLE exploration algorithm
Input: pose hx, y, θi, current candidates C, explored cues E, time limit λt ,
decision-step limit λd
If C = ∅, then find first cue
while time λt remains and C 6= ∅ do
Select a cue κ ← (α(κ), ω(κ))
if valid(κ) is true then
Assign passage number id(κ) to κ
Record κ as explored in E
Pursue(κ, pose, λt , λd )
end
Build skeleton and highway graph
Pursue(κ, pose, time limit λt , decision-step limit λd )
p ← path in history from α(κ) to hx, yi
t ← subtrail(p)
Execute reverse(t) to reach α(κ)
while termination conditions not met do
Rotate toward ω(κ) as necessary
Move forward
Observe long rays and screen for new cues
Update cell values in passage grid
end

sensors may be necessary to support LR.
Algorithm 3.8 is pseudocode for HLE. In the robot’s initial pose in an experiment, HLE
rotates the robot in place to find valid cues. Then HLE takes cues from C until it finds a
cue κ that is still clear in the passage grid and different from those in E. HLE assigns κ a
passage number id(κ), adds κ to E, and begins to pursue it, that is, it moves the robot to
α(κ), rotates it to face the endpoint ω(κ), and then moves the robot in uniform steps toward
ω(κ) with at most λd decisions. At each decision point during pursuit, HLE saves new valid
cues, updates ω(κ) if it can sense farther, and assigns the label id(κ) to the grid cell that
contains that decision point if the cell is not already labeled.
HLE begins an experiment with the robot at the first valid cue’s start, but other valid
cues began at an earlier decision point. To pursue any valid cue κ but the first one, the
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robot must return to α(κ). HLE constructs a subtrail from the path it took from α(κ) to
the robot’s current location, and follows that subtrail backwards. Because exploration forms
a continuous path, the subtrail exists and is correct (achieves its goal if executed flawlessly).
Real-world cue pursuit often encounters spatial irregularities in a passage. If the robot
comes too close to an obstruction, HLE has the robot turn away from it, take a small step
forward, and then continue toward ω(κ). If a passage curves slightly or contains a protrusion,
HLE centers ω(κ) in the freespace directly in front of the robot. As a result, HLE may detect
passages that are neither horizontal nor vertical.
There are several termination conditions for cue pursuit. HLE stops pursuit of κ if it has
made more than λd decisions to explore it, has reached the end of the passage, (i.e., is within
0.5m of ω(κ) or has only 0.1m of freespace directly before it) or has just made so hard a
turn that it is considered to be in a different passage. (i.e., its current orientation differs by
more than 45◦ from its average orientation in the current passage thus far). The robot could
also encounter an area too wide to be a passage or the passage could end in a large room.
After the robot has moved at least half κ’s estimated length, pursuit of κ also stops when
HLE estimates the passage’s length to be less than 1.5 times its width. (Estimated length is
how far HLE has pursued κ plus how far the robot can sense along its current θ. Estimated
width is the sum of the average length of the representative cues κLef t and κRight at each
decision point in the current passage thus far.) These termination conditions may produce
an explored passage that is shorter than τr .
Real-world passage walls rarely align neatly with grid-cell borders, so HLE uses occupancy
mapping (Moravec and Elfes, 1985) during pursuit to label some cells in the passage grid
based on LeftFocus and RightFocus. HLE labels a cell with the current passage number if
it is sensed as free and within 2m of the robot. HLE also labels any obstructed cells sensed
within 4m of the robot. Figure 3.15 shows an example of a passage grid after HLE reached
λt = 30 minutes.
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Figure 3.15: In G5, distinctly colored passages in the final passage grid after 30 minutes of
exploration.
This subsection presented a novel exploration algorithm that explores long stretches of
space. Similar to a highway road network used by an autonomous vehicle, passages represent
ways to travel long distances and connect different areas of the environment. SemaFORR
can use its experience with HLE’s exploration to build its initial spatial model and a skeleton
graph or highway graph for planning. The next subsection presents a low-level exploration
algorithm for target-driven exploration in unfamiliar areas of the environment.

3.4.2

Low-level exploration

LLE, the low-level exploration algorithm, searches for rays that may lead it to a target T .
This target-driven exploration triggers when SemaFORR has no plan or it has completed
its plan but did not reach T , indications that the current model offers no further guidance
to T . Rather than rely solely on heuristics, which may be unreliable or inaccurate, low-level
exploration expands coverage of the model and takes a more strategic approach to reach the
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Table 3.3: LLE definitions and details
Requirements for valid cues
possible ≡ (C ∪ R ∪ Q from path to T )
length(κ) ≥ 2m
κ comes within ε` meters of T
ω(κ) > .75m ∀ κ ∈ possible

Figure 3.16: In G5, SemaFORR’s (red) plan ended at A, the center of the known region
closest to its target at T . LLE triggered and generated a sequence of waypoints along the
ray B, which led to T .
target. Unlike HLE, which explores once to discover global connectivity in an environment
before any other travel there, LLE is a procedure called by SemaFORR during navigation to
targets. The next chapter describes how LLE is incorporated into SemaFORR’s reasoning
hierarchy.
Like HLE, LLE assembles and explores cues. LLE draws its cues from those that remained
in C when HLE terminated, from Q (the Rs at each decision point in the path so far to
the current target), and from the visibilities R from every region’s R∗ in the skeleton graph.
Because LLE is target-driven, the conditions for valid cues are with respect to T , as shown
in Table 3.3. LLE orders its cues by their distance to T and stops search when it senses T .
To explore cue κ, LLE constructs a plan that moves first to α(κ) and then down a
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sequence of 20 evenly spaced waypoints along it. Figure 3.16 shows an example of LLE’s
plan. Algorithm 3.9 is pseudocode for LLE. LLE remains active unless another reactive
planner takes control, Victory triggers, or SemaFORR reaches the decision-step limit for
the current target. If execution reaches ω(κ) or the robot controller loses track of κ (cannot
sense at least one of its next two waypoints on three consecutive decision cycles), LLE
discards that cue and considers the next one. While LLE is active, it continues to screen all
rays from each decision point for new valid cues.
Algorithm 3.9: LLE exploration algorithm
Input: current pose hx, y, θi, view R, and target T , remaining HLE candidates C,
visibilities R, views Q during path to T , distance threshold ε` , inclusion grid
possible ← C ∪ R ∪ Q
V alidRays ← valid(possible, T, ε` )
Sort V alidRays by distance to T
while LLE is active do
if V alidRays 6= ∅ then
Select ray κ from V alidRays
Explore(κ, V alidRays, T rue)
else if V alidRays = ∅ then
Update inclusion grid
ClosestBin ← ClosestRays(R, T )
if ClosestBin 6= ∅ then
Select random L ∈ ClosestBin
Explore(L, V alidRays, F alse)
else
Generate and follow plan to cell in inclusion grid with min. dist. to T
end
return inclusion grid
Explore(κ, V alidRays, CueExploration)
Generate waypoints for κ
while able to sense waypoints do
Visit next remaining waypoint
Append any valid cues from current decision point to V alidRays
if ¬ CueExploration and cues were appended to V alidRays then
Exit Explore
end
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Once no cues remain, LLE resorts to ray exploration. It expands its search with an
inclusion grid that indicates which cells lie in a known region or on a subtrail between
regions. In increments of 1m, LLE bins all rays in R with endpoints marked as unincluded
in the grid by their distance to T . It selects one ray at random from the bin closest to T ,
discards all others, explores the ray as if it were a cue, and updates cell labels in the inclusion
grid at each decision point to avoid subsequent repetitive search. Once the inclusion grid is
initialized, LLE continues to update it until it succeeds or fails on that target even if another
tier-1 Advisor makes a decision. That way if LLE triggers again later in pursuit of the same
target, it need not recompute the grid and can resume exploration with that information.
During ray exploration, LLE watches for valid cues. If one arises, LLE abandons its
current ray and pursues its new cue instead. Otherwise, the robot should be in a new
location, from which ray exploration begins again. Finally, when all current rays are marked
as covered, LLE formulates a plan to the cell that is closest to T and marked as included in
the grid, from where it may be able to sense uncovered rays.
SemaFORR quickly incorporates and takes advantage of new knowledge discovered by
LLE. When LLE initializes the inclusion grid, SemaFORR records the total number of cells
marked there as included. Then on each decision while LLE is active, SemaFORR checks
whether the current number of included cells is 10% more than the initial total. If it is,
SemaFORR updates its spatial model, replans, updates the initial total to the current total,
and then continues to monitor for a 10% change on subsequent decisions.
In summary, this subsection has described a novel algorithm for low-level target-driven
exploration. It uses rays from the robot’s history and the spatial model to explore in the
direction of the target. Even if this exploration does not result in success, the knowledge it
discovers about the environment extends the spatial model.
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Table 3.4: Summary of affordances retained for reasoning Elements developed in this work
are shown in the lower part of the table. († indicates a composite affordance.)
Affordance
Path
Trail †
Trail marker
Conveyor †
Region
Exit
Skeleton †
Door †
Hallway †
Highway †
Intersection †
Known grid
Setting
Circumstance
Skeleton graph †
Highway graph †
Inclusion grid

3.5

Time learned
Every decision
End of target
End of target
End of target
End of target
End of target
End of target
End of target
End of target
End of exploration
End of exploration
Every decision
Every decision
|U ∗ | ≥ τs
End of target
End of exploration
Every decision

Application
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation and
Navigation
Navigation
Navigation
Planning
Planning
Navigation

learning
planning
planning
planning
planning
planning
planning
planning
planning
planning
planning

Parameters
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
τh
τg
—
τk
εd
τc , τt , τs
—
—
ε`

Section
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5
3.2.5
3.3.2
3.3.2
3.4.2

Chapter summary

This chapter has described new spatial representations, new graphs for path planning, and
two novel exploration algorithms, all based on freespace. Table 3.4 summarizes the affordances described in this chapter. These representations build upon SemaFORR’s spatial
model. Their cognitive basis supports human-like reasoning in Chapter 4 and facilitate
natural language explanations in Chapter 5.
High-level exploration allows a robot controller to learn about global connectivity in an
environment in a limited amount of time, and thereby enables long-distance travel. Lowlevel exploration strategically directs search when the robot controller lacks knowledge near
a target. The next chapter describes SemaFORR’s hierarchical reasoning, with contributions
that involve situational reasoning, metareasoning, global planners, and heuristic reasoning.

Chapter 4
Reasoning and metareasoning
Given a representation of its environment, a robot controller must reason about how to
navigate to its target. This reasoning should be robust to the complexity of the space and to
challenges encountered along the way. Other approaches use a metric map to create a plan to
the target and then rely on simple procedures to execute that plan. This proves sufficient for
simple, known environments but does not scale or generalize well to the real world. Instead,
this chapter presents a hierarchical reasoning architecture that facilitates robust navigation
in unfamiliar environments. This architecture performs well with or without access to a
metric map and is parameterized for adaptation to different robotic platforms.
The first section of this chapter describes SemaFORR’s original hierarchical reasoning
structure. The original reasoning framework is not my contribution but detailed here for
context. The second section introduces situational reasoning, where purely reactive procedures use past knowledge to inform decision making, and reactive planners intervene with
metareasoning to address specific situations. The third section describes how the spatial
model developed in Chapter 3 is used for path planning. The final section details additional
methods for heuristic reasoning.
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The reasoning framework

The architectural foundation of this dissertation is SemaFORR, a hybrid robot controller that
uses commonsense qualitative reasoning and its spatial model to make decisions. This ROSbased work, however, is applicable to any robot controller and can be implemented alongside
other navigation architectures. SemaFORR is based on FORR (FOr the Right Reasons),
a cognitive architecture for learning and problem solving that represents decision making
as a combination of reaction, deliberation, and heuristic choice (Epstein, 1994). FORR has
been successfully applied in multiple domains, including game playing (Epstein, 2001) and
constraint satisfaction (Petrovic and Epstein, 2006). As a FORR-based system, SemaFORR
defines domain-specific “right reasons” called Advisors, procedures that represent decisionmaking rationales.
SemaFORR incorporates the spatial model and all its Advisors in a three-tier hierarchy
that integrates reactivity, planning, and heuristics. SemaFORR places reactive decision
making in tier 1, path planning in tier 2, and commonsense, qualitative heuristics in tier 3.
This hybrid approach is similar to the way an autonomous car, for example, has both an
intended route and provisions for emergency braking and lane following. Figure 4.1 shows
how SemaFORR originally integrated these elements in a decision cycle.
To control a robot, SemaFORR executes its sense-decide-act loop. SemaFORR maintains a knowledge store that originally contained its decision point history, action repertoire,
current spatial model, current plan, list of targets, and input parameter values. At each
decision point, given its knowledge store, SemaFORR cycles through its tiers of Advisors
to select its next action. Originally, possible action sets alternated between forward moves
of various lengths on one cycle and turns in place that produce various rotations on the
next. (A move with distance 0 is equivalent to a pause.) Thus, at any given decision point,
SemaFORR chose only the intensity level of its next move or turn. The resultant action
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Figure 4.1: SemaFORR’s original decision cycle received sensor input from the environment and acted on that environment with the robot’s actuators. On each decision cycle,
SemaFORR cycled through its tiers to make a decision and updated its spatial model only
when it reached its target. The knowledge store contains the robot’s decision point history,
learned spatial affordances (e.g., those in the upper part of Table 3.4), the current plan, and
the status of the target (reached or not).
sequence was expected to move the robot to its target. In this work, SemaFORR has been
updated to consider all moves and rotations on every decision. This increases the difficulty of
action selection, but allows for more flexible sequences of actions for navigation in unfamiliar
environments.
Tier 1 invokes its Advisors in a predetermined order; each of them can either mandate
an action (e.g., move directly to a visible target) or veto some subset of actions (e.g., those
that would move into a wall). Because a pause gives the robot the opportunity to address
a noisy sensor reading with a new reading, no tier-1 Advisor can veto the pause. A pause
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Table 4.1: SemaFORR’s current tier-1 Advisors and their rationales. Boldface indicates a
new or modified Advisor.
Tier 1, in order
Victory
AvoidObstacles
NotOpposite
Enforcer
Thru
Behind
Out
LLE
Forward
Precedent

Go toward a sensed, unobstructed target
Do not go within ε of an obstacle
Do not return to recent orientations
Operationalize and execute the current plan
Reposition the robot
Turn to face nearby waypoint or target
Leave a repeatedly confined area
Conduct low-level exploration toward the target
Do not return to previously visited plan steps
Do not take unfamiliar actions for the current circumstance

also allows adjustments to flags and tracked metrics in SemaFORR’s knowledge store (e.g.,
NotOpposite vetoes actions based on the last two decisions). If no action is mandated by
tier 1 and at least two actions are unvetoed, the remaining actions are forwarded to tier 2.
If there is no current plan, then tier 2 constructs one and returns the decision cycle to tier
1. (SemaFORR originally used only one planner at a time to produce a plan.) Otherwise,
the remaining actions are forwarded to tier 3.
Given a decision point and a discrete set of possible actions, a tier-1 or tier-3 Advisor
expresses its opinions on possible actions as comments, opinions on how to navigate. Each
Advisor has its own narrow perspective (e.g.,“avoid walls” or “go to unfamiliar locations”)
on the degree to which a possible action supports or opposes success on the target. The
reactive Advisors in tier 1 take priority because reactivity saves cognitive effort, prevents
foolish mistakes, and reduces wasteful behavior. Tier-1 Advisors provide initial navigational
common sense, respond quickly, and are assumed to be correct. Table 4.1 lists SemaFORR’s
tier-1 Advisor rationales in their predetermined order.
If the robot senses its target, Victory orients the robot toward the target or moves directly forward toward it; this becomes the decision and the cycle ends. Otherwise, AvoidOb-
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Table 4.2: SemaFORR’s current tier-2 Advisors and their rationales. Boldface indicates a
new Advisor.
Tier 2 planners
A*
CSA*
Risk-A*
Flow-A*
ConveyorPlan
HallwayPlan
RegionPlan
TrailPlan
SkeletonPlan
HighwayPlan

Minimize distance traveled
Avoid crowds
Avoid risky actions near crowds
Avoid travel against a crowd’s flow
Reduce cost-graph edge weights through conveyors
Reduce cost-graph edge weights in hallways
Reduce cost-graph edge weights in regions and near doors and exits
Reduce cost-graph edge weights near trail markers
Take region sequence to target
Take highway and region sequence to target

stacles eliminates from consideration all forward moves that would go beyond the distance
it senses directly in front of it, and NotOpposite eliminates consecutive repetitive rotations in place. The remaining actions are viable. If, after any tier-1 Advisor executes, only
one viable action remains, it becomes the decision and the cycle ends.
Otherwise, if there is a current plan in the knowledge store and the next waypoint W
on that plan is in view, Enforcer operationalizes it. To operationalize W , Enforcer
approaches it, that is, it selects a move that should bring the robot closer to W or, based
on one-step lookahead, a turn that should do so. This lookahead does not actually turn
the robot; it merely transposes the range data to consider it from the incomplete (< 220◦ )
perspective it may project after the anticipated turn, and applies its rationale from that
perspective. If there is any such approach action, Enforcer selects as the decision the one
that it predicts will bring it closest to W , the decision cycle ends, and SemaFORR sends the
selected action to the robot’s actuators. Otherwise, the viable actions are forwarded to tier
2.
Advisors in tier 2 are deliberative; each of them constructs a plan from the robot’s current
location to its target. Table 4.2 lists SemaFORR’s tier-2 Advisor rationales. SemaFORR
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Table 4.3: SemaFORR’s current tier-3 Advisors and their rationales. Boldface indicates
a new Advisor. SemaFORR is modular; relevant Advisors can be selected based on the
controller’s needs.
Tier 3 heuristics
Based on commonsense reasoning
BigStep
Take a long step
ElbowRoom
Get far away from obstacles
Novelty
Go to unfamiliar locations
GoAround
Turn away from nearby obstacles
Greedy
Get close to the target
Curiosity
Go to never visited locations
Enfilade
Go back to recent locations
VisualScan
Turn in place to examine the environment
Based on the spatial model
Convey
Go to frequent, distant conveyors
Enter
Go into the target’s region
Exit
Leave a region without the target
Trailer
Use a trail segment to approach the target
Unlikely
Avoid dead-end regions
Access
Go to regions with many doors
Crossroads
Go to highly connected hallways
Follow
Use hallways to approach the target
LeastAngle
Leave a region in the target’s direction
SpatialLearner
Go to unmodeled locations
Stay
Stay within a hallway
originally planned only once in tier 2, at the beginning of a target, recorded waypoints for
the entire plan in the knowledge store, and ended the decision cycle. In this work, LLE
can trigger replanning. SemaFORR originally used A* with a cost graph for path planning.
(There were also several additional planners that modified A*’s cost graph to navigate in
spaces with crowds of people (Aroor et al., 2018). These crowd-based planners were not
used here because my work focuses on unknown environments, and those planners require
a metric map.) Otherwise, if a plan is in place but multiple viable actions survive tier 1’s
filter, decision making passes to tier 3.
Tier-3 Advisors are single-focus, deliberately simplistic heuristic procedures that express
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Table 4.4: Comment strengths on the top four viable actions from applicable tier-3 Advisors.
Each of the two moves (move1 and move2 ), pause, and a small left turn lef t1 was supported
with maximum strength by at least one Advisor. Despite some enthusiasm for move2 , lef t1
was the decision.
Advisor
BigStep
ElbowRoom
Novelty
GoAround
Greedy
Trailer
Total

move1 move2 pause lef t1
5.0
10.0
0.0
5.0
4.1
10.0
0.0
2.9
4.7
10.0
1.8
5.9
0.0
0.0
0.0 10.0
5.0
0.0
10.0
5.2
10.0
0.0
5.1
6.9
28.8
30.0
16.9 35.8

action preferences. Table 4.3 lists SemaFORR’s tier-3 Advisors and their rationales. Each
tier-3 Advisor uses its own rationale (e.g., “go to unfamiliar locations”) to construct its comments on the remaining viable actions. Some tier-3 Advisors express navigational common
sense; the others exploit the spatial model. A tier-3 Advisor is applicable only if it has appropriate information in the knowledge store (e.g., a history of its previous decision points
for Novelty or a relevant affordance for a spatial heuristic). Each applicable tier-3 Advisor
comments on every viable action with some strength s ∈ [0, 10], from strong opposition to
strong preference. Strengths near 10 indicate actions that closely conform to the Advisor’s
rationale; strengths near 0 indicate direct opposition to it. Comments are on moves, and
on turns with simulated one-step lookahead (i.e., given the current θ and R, consider the
rotation relative to θ).
In range voting each voter gives a score within a given range to each candidate, and the
candidate with highest total score wins Rossi et al. (2011). Given the comments of all I
applicable tier-3 Advisors on the still-viable actions, SemaFORR selects the action with the
maximum total comment strength using range voting

argmax
a∈A

I
X
i=1

sia

(4.1)
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where sia is the comment strength of Advisor i on action a in the viable actions A. Although
these comments typically conflict, tier 3’s power lies in the synergy among the rationales that
underlie them. For example, a long forward move is likely to be better if it is also in the
direction of the target and avoids a dead-end. Tier 3 introduces non-determinism into action
selection because it breaks ties at random. Table 4.4 provides an example of a tier-3 decision.
Once tier 3 selects an action, it ends the decision cycle, and sends the selected action to the
robot’s actuators.
The remainder of this chapter describes approaches for situational reasoning, freespacebased path planning, and heuristic reasoning that continue to build upon the original version
of SemaFORR and draw upon cognitive models of human navigation. These additions were
necessary because SemaFORR originally performed well in small, artificial environments but
did not scale to successful navigation in larger real-world environments. The next section
discusses metareasoning that addresses specific situations the robot may experience during
navigation. This situational reasoning was motivated by predictable and frequent contexts
that prevented the robot’s success on a target. For example, one situation repeatedly observed in preliminary experiments arose when the robot mistakenly entered a dead end but
was unable to escape and resume progress toward the target.6
Next, the chapter details how to construct and operationalize plans based on SemaFORR’s
spatial model. The two approaches address separate challenges that SemaFORR’s original
reasoning architecture did not. Given a metric map, SemaFORR originally created a cost
graph from an occupancy grid and used A* to plan in that graph. This approach failed
to achieve 100% success on targets despite the optimal A* plan. The failure cases were
attributed to A* plans’ tendency to approach obstructions closely and turn corners tightly,
both of which challenge a robot’s actuators. Instead, the spatial model’s focus on freespace
inspired the cost-graph-based planners that combine the knowledge from a map with the
6

Out was introduced in Epstein and Korpan (2020)
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freespace focus of the spatial model.7 The second challenge that the original version of SemaFORR did not address was the ability to plan without a metric map. That motivated
the inclusion of two planners that construct plans directly in the learned spatial model, one
in the skeleton and the other with highways.8
Finally, it describes additional decision-making rationales for SemaFORR’s tier 3. These
novel heuristics were motivated by a need to exploit the novel spatial representations introduced in Chapter 3, and also inspired by navigation strategies that people use in similar
environments.9 Each novel Advisor described in the following sections appears in Table 4.1,
4.2, or 4.3. Enforcer is included because it has been substantially modified to address
hierarchical plans in SemaFORR spatial model.

4.2

Situational reasoning

Currently, SemaFORR and most autonomous robot navigation systems assume that one general strategy is appropriate for all situations. Specialization of a robot’s behavior for each
situation, however, is more human-like, more efficient, and often results in more robust navigation. Here, situational reasoning combines heuristics, metareasoning, and path planning
to address situations. This section describes multiple approaches to situational reasoning,
as purely reactive Advisors or reactive planners.

4.2.1

Purely reactive Advisors

Just as people reuse past knowledge when making a decision, SemaFORR learns from its experience and applies that knowledge to inform current decision making. Chapter 3 described
7

Cost-graph-based planners were introduced in Epstein and Korpan (2019)
SkeletonPlan was introduced in Epstein and Korpan (2020) and HighwayPlan was introduced in
Korpan and Epstein (2021)
9
Several novel tier-3 Advisors were introduced in Epstein and Korpan (2019)
8
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Algorithm 4.1: Forward algorithm
Input: current pose hx, y, θi, viable actions A, visited grid vg
for a ∈ A do
if a is a rotation and vg[OneStepLookAhead(a)] = 1 then
Remove a from A
end
return A

how SemaFORR created a spatial model of the environment from the robot’s previous experiences and recorded it in the knowledge store. Forward and Precedent are new tier-1
Advisors.
Because each step in a plan is intended to move the robot toward its target, it could be
unproductive to double back when the robot reaches the end of its plan or loses sight of its
next plan step. Forward temporarily prevents a return to locations in the environment
visited previously during plan execution. For example, if a plan takes the robot down a
hallway to an intersection, it could be a waste of time to turn around and go back down
that same hallway when the robot has completed its plan but not reached its target. At
the start of each target, SemaFORR initializes a 1 × 1m visited grid over the footprint of
the environment with the value 0 in every cell. Each time Enforcer makes a decision,
SemaFORR updates the value of the visited grid cell for the robot’s current location and
those of the 8 surrounding cells to 1. If the decision cycle reaches Forward, it uses one-step
lookahead to predict the location of the robot after each remaining viable rotation action. If
the predicted location is in a visited grid cell labeled 1, Forward vetoes it. If Forward
vetoes all rotations, SemaFORR resets all its visited grid cell values to 0. This reset allows
the robot to return to areas it previously visited while following the plan (e.g., when the robot
has backed itself into a corner and there is no way forward). Algorithm 4.1 is pseudocode
for Forward.
Precedent uses learned circumstances and trails to veto unfamiliar actions for the
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current circumstance. For example, if the current circumstance represents a wall to the
robot’s right and open space on its left, and in the past the robot has always rotated to
the left or moved forward, then in the current situation it would veto rotations to the right
without further consideration of those actions. Precedent is a tier-1 Advisor that uses
cases learned from the robot’s experience to reason about its current case. SemaFORR
characterizes and records in its knowledge store the robot’s experience at a decision point
d = hx, y, θi as a case, c = hι, δ, ∆i. A case consists of a circumstance ι ∈ I (a grid-based
spatial pattern learned with clustering, described in Section 3.2.5), a distance interval δ from
the robot’s location to target T , and an angle interval ∆ from the robot’s location to target
T . Distance intervals δ are logarithmically scaled (e.g., [0, 2], (2, 4], (4, 8], (8, 16]) up to the
maximum distance between any two locations in the robot’s environment. Angle intervals ∆
are discretized (e.g., [−π/8, π/8), [π/8, 3π/8), [3π/8, 5π/8)) to cover all 360◦ . For example,
a case could be c1 = hι3 , δ = (2, 4], ∆ = [π/8, 3π/8)i.
Given d and T , SemaFORR computes δ and ∆. SemaFORR uses the view at d to calculate
a setting (a grid-based, discretized representation of a view R, described in Section 3.2.5)
and then determines which (if any) circumstance ι ∈ I is most similar to the current setting.
If the setting for a d does not meet the similarity threshold for any known circumstance in
I, then SemaFORR does not associate a case with that d and it skips Precedent on the
current decision cycle.
Because Precedent seeks to use past experience in the current case to bias action
selection, SemaFORR must first determine which actions should be reinforced for each case.
Given its decision history, SemaFORR can retroactively examine the actions it took at each
decision point and determine whether those actions should be reinforced. For each decision
point, it records the case (i.e., circumstance, distance bin, and angle bin) and viable actions
a and b, where a was the actual action taken there and b is a hypothetical action that may
have been a better choice. After navigation toward a target, SemaFORR first prunes its path
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p to eliminate any decision points that could not be assigned a case because their settings
did not meet the similarity threshold to be assign to a circumstance. SemaFORR then uses
the learned trail t from its path p to determine the hypothetical action b associated with each
remaining decision point. For each remaining decision point d, SemaFORR calculates the
trail marker dt on trail t that was closest to the target T and could have been sensed from d
(if any). If no trail marker can be sensed, then that d is also pruned. Given the closest sensed
dt for each remaining d, SemaFORR computes with one-step lookahead which hypothetical
viable action b it predicts would have brought the robot closest to dt . After SemaFORR
has traversed the entire path, it has recorded three items for each remaining d: its case c,
the actual action a, and hypothetical action b. In our example with case c1 , SemaFORR
could have identified seven decision points in p associated with that case. Assume none were
eliminated, and for those seven decision points, the list of hypothetical actions the robot
could have taken to follow the trail was b1 , b1 , b1 , b3 , b3 , b1 , b4 , while the actions it actually
chose were a1 , a1 , a1 , a4 , a3 , a1 , a4 .
The q function tallies the frequency of the unique combinations of its inputs. In the
running example, q(c1 , b) would be evaluated as

q(c1 , b) =




{c1 , b1 } 4







{c1 , b2 } 0

(4.2)




{c1 , b3 } 2







{c1 , b4 } 1
SemaFORR uses these frequencies to determine its confidence zcb for a hypothetical action b
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in a particular case c as

zcb =

1 + q(c, b)
1 + max(q(c, b))

(4.3)

b

where max is how often the most frequent b was observed in q(c, b). Confidence represents
b

how familiar a hypothetical action b is for a given case c. This assumes that actions taken
repeatedly for a given case are probably correct when the robot is faced with that same case
again. This is a form of reinforcement learning because it biases decision-making toward
actions that would have more frequently followed the learned trail. In our example, the four
possible actions have confidences zcb of zcb1 = 1, zcb2 = 0.2, zcb3 = 0.6, and zcb4 = 0.4. This
metric weights b1 5 times more than b2 , and somewhat more than the other two actions.
Before Precedent can use its confidences to veto specific actions, it needs to confirm
that there is enough successful previous experience with the current case to justify its use
(i.e., are there enough instances where the robot would have followed the learned trail given
the action it actually executed). SemaFORR tracks the accuracy uc with q(c, a, b), the
frequencies of the unique combinations of a and b for each case c, with

uc =




1
b=a


X 

0.5 type(b) = type(a)



∀ha,bi∈q(c,b,a) 


0
otherwise
|d ∈ q(c, b, a)|

(4.4)

When every b matches every a, uc = 1; when every b is a mismatch, uc = 0. This approach
uses the decision history to validate the hypothetical actions based on the trail. Lack of
overlap between the two (i.e., low accuracy) may indicate that the trail may not capture the
fine details of the environment observed in the path (i.e., the actions taken in the path were
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Algorithm 4.2: Precedent algorithm
Input: current pose hx, y, θi and view R, viable actions A, accuracies uc and
confidences zcb for known cases
c ← Case(hx, y, θi, R)
if uc ≥ 0.75 then
for a ∈ A do
if zca < 0.25 then
Remove a from A
end
return A

in response to obstacles that the trail-learning algorithm ignored). In the reinforcement
learning analogy, the confidences represent the policies, whereas the accuracy for a case
represents the rewards. In our example, if all the actions were the same type, there were six
matches (e.g., a1 = b1 ) out of 7 so uc = 0.857.
Finally, if its current case has high accuracy, Precedent biases SemaFORR’s action
selection against the actions that have low confidence. In Precedent’s implementation,
when uc ≥ 0.75 (i.e., past experience indicates the actions taken in the current case are 75%
accurate), it vetoes any viable action b with zcb < 0.25 (i.e., veto any action that occurred
less than 25% of the time for the current case). In our example, Precedent is sufficiently
accurate on c to veto action b2 since its confidence is 0.2. Algorithm 4.2 is pseudocode for
Precedent.
The challenge with Precedent’s approach is that it requires fine-tuned bin sizes for
distance and angles. With too many cases, it is unlikely that there will be enough examples
of decision points for cases to achieve adequate accuracy. With too few, cases will be too
general to give beneficial guidance. Even with tuned case definitions, the number of actions
may make it difficult to differentiate confidences. For example, if there were only 2 actions
both would be likely to have been selected for a case, but if there were 50 actions, SemaFORR
may have selected a different action on every example of that case, and therefore have low
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confidence on every action. Despite these issues, it may be possible to tune Precedent
with enough data and a limited action set.
In summary, the two new tier-1 Advisors Forward and Precedent prevent consideration of useless or counterproductive actions. Forward uses an executed plan to veto
rotations that would return to locations visited while following that plan. Precedent uses
trails to veto actions given its current circumstance. While Forward addresses a specific
situation, Precedent generalizes over a set of situations (i.e., cases). The next subsection
describes reactive planners that respond to a specific situation.

4.2.2

Reactive planners

Unlike other reactive procedures in tier 1, which produce a single action to address a situation, reactive planners are metareasoners. They interrupt ordinary execution to address a
particular situation and provide a subplan to alleviate it. This section presents three novel
reactive planners: Thru, Out, and Behind. These reactive planners address situations
commonly faced by autonomous robot navigators in indoor environments: move through a
tight space, leave a confined area when stuck, and turn around when a location of interest
is nearby but out of sight. LLE, described in Section 3.4.2, is also a reactive planner that
addresses lack of spatial knowledge near the target. (HLE is not a reactive planner because
it does not interrupt navigation to address a situation.) All three reactive planners, and
LLE are executed in SemaFORR’s tier 1. If LLE triggers replanning, it interrupts LLE’s
execution and the decision cycle proceeds tier 2.
Thru triggers when ray r senses the next waypoint W or target T but the robot cannot
move toward it because it would come too close to an obstacle. This typically occurs when
the robot is at the wrong angle to pass through an opening into a room. To reposition
the robot at a better angle, Thru determines whether the rays to r’s left or right have the
greater average length, computes the cue κ (average ray for the bundle of rays on that side)
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Figure 4.2: Thru helped reposition the robot so it could reach its next waypoint. Because
the robot at 1 could sense its waypoint W on its (blue) plan and it had freespace in front,
Enforcer repeatedly selected a forward move along its (red) path (1 →
− 2→
− 3→
− 4) toward
W. When the robot reached 4 it could still sense W (orange ray) but no longer move forward
(i.e., AvoidObstacles vetoed any forward moves). Thru triggered and, in a sequence of
actions, repositioned the robot to A along the cue to its left. When the robot reached A,
Enforcer resumed control and selected an action toward W because it once again had
freespace to move toward it.
and moves the robot toward κ’s endpoint, in 0.8m steps. (Step size was selected to be small
enough to allow the robot to reposition with more precision.) Thru’s pursuit of κ halts when
it is within 0.75m of κ’s endpoint, when Victory or Enforcer selects an action, or when
Thru is unable to reach κ’s endpoint within λh decisions. Here, λh = 20 is a reasonable
compromise between an effort to reposition and a futile attempt. Figure 4.2 provides an
example. Algorithm 4.3 is pseudocode for Thru, which triggers after both Victory and
Enforcer fail to decide despite SemaFORR’s ability to sense the target or a waypoint. At
the beginning of the algorithm Thru must determine if it needs to reposition toward the
target or a waypoint. The function sensed determines if a location is within sensor range
from the robot’s pose; it takes an hx, yi location and a view R, and returns true only if two
conditions hold: at least 3 of the 5 rays r ∈ R closest in angle to hx, yi are longer than the
Euclidean distance to hx, yi, and hx, yi lies within a narrow elliptical area around r ∈ R.
Out addresses repeated confinement in a small area (e.g., a room or the space around
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Algorithm 4.3: Thru algorithm
Input: current pose hx, y, θi and view R, waypoint W , target T , viable actions A,
decision-step limit λh
k←∅
if sensed(T, R) then
k←T
else if sensed(W, R) then
k←W
count ← 0
if k 6= ∅ and forward move ∈
/ A then
Find r ∈ R closest in angle to k
κ1 ← Average(rays to left of r in R)
κ2 ← Average(rays to right of r in R)
if length(κ1 ) > length(κ2 ) then
hxκ , yκ i ← ω(κ1 )
else
hxκ , yκ i ← ω(κ2 )
while distance(hx, yi, hxκ , yκ i) > 0.75m and count < λh do
Move toward hxκ , yκ i with a 0.8m step
Increment count by 1
end

a narrow corner). It uses a known grid (as in Section 3.2.4) for the 10 + n/50 most recent
decision points, where n is the number of decisions made thus far in pursuit of the current
target. Grid cells covered by at least τk decision points are considered well covered. Out
triggers when at least 75% of the non-zero cells in the known grid have been counted at least
τk times, and the current decision point identifies no more than 1 freespace cell not covered
by the known grid. Here, τk = 4 is based on preliminary testing, which showed that it was a
reasonable value that did not trigger Out too frequently, especially when it was unnecessary.
Out’s strategy is first to rotate the robot 360◦ . If this identifies any new freespace, Out
halts, signals failure and cedes control. Otherwise, Out extracts the robot backwards along
a subtrail derived from the current path history to the first location uncovered by the known
grid. Out places that subtrail’s markers as a sequence of waypoints at the front of the
current plan. This proves highly effective at tight corners and when the robot is deceptively
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Figure 4.3: Out helps the robot recover so it can follow its (purple) plan. The robot cannot
sense its next waypoint (W), and has been confined near the * for many (red) decision points.
Out generated a (green) plan A →
− B→
− C to escape. Enforcer quickly reached A and
moved the robot toward B (1 →
− 2→
− 3), but when the robot sensed a later waypoint X on
its original plan, Enforcer abandoned Out’s plan and moved the robot toward X rather
than toward W.
close to the target (e.g., the other side of an intervening wall). Figure 4.3 provides an example
of how SemaFORR uses metareasoning both to trigger Out when needed and to abandon
Out’s plan when it’s no longer required. Algorithm 4.4 is pseudocode for Out.
People aware of limitations on their own field of view often turn to gain spatial knowledge.
Behind is a reactive planner that follows this strategy. It attempts to detect a nearby
location that is outside its current view, one likely behind the robot. Figure 4.4 shows an
example of when Behind would trigger. Behind mandates a 90◦ turn if the robot is close
to the target or its next waypoint, but cannot sense it, could not sense it at its last decision
point, and the last action was not a 90◦ turn. (Our robot was restricted to turns of at most
90◦ .) Here, the close function determines the distance threshold based on the next plan
step. If the next plan step is a location (i.e., the target or a waypoint) close(hx, yi) = 1.5m.
This value was selected based on intuition about how close a point of interest should be to
be considered nearby. With a hierarchical plan (described in Section 4.3.2), however, the
next plan step can be a region. In that case, the distance threshold is modified to address
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Algorithm 4.4: Out algorithm
Input: current decision point d = hpose, Ri, decision point history p, known grid
RecentHistory from 10 + n/50 previous decision points, well covered
threshold τk
CurrentGrid ← a known grid only learned on the current d
N onZero ← number of non-zero cells in RecentHistory
W ellCovered ← number of cells with value at least τk in RecentHistory
N ewCells ← number of non-zero cells in CurrentGrid not marked in
RecentHistory
N umRotations ← 0
if W ellCovered/N onZero ≥ 0.75 and N ewCells ≤ 1 then
while N umRotations < 4 do
Rotate the robot 90◦ to the right
Increment N umRotations by 1
Update RecentHistory based on previous decision
CurrentGrid ← a known grid only learned on the current d
N ewCells ← number of non-zero cells in CurrentGrid marked zero in
RecentHistory
if N ewCells > 1 then
Exit Out
end
d∗ ← last decision point in p that lies in a cell with value zero in RecentHistory
SubT rail ← Trail Learned from d to d∗
return SubT rail

the region’s freespace so that close(region) = 1.5m+ the region’s radius. Algorithm 4.5 is
pseudocode for Behind.
In summary, this section approached situational reasoning with either purely reactive
procedures or with reactive planners. For pure reactivity, Forward prevents a return along
an executed plan and Precedent uses past experience with the current circumstance to
veto unfamiliar actions. The three reactive planners each briefly assume control, to address
a particular situation. Thru plans to reposition the robot when it cannot reach a sensed
waypoint or target. Out plans to escape a space when the robot cannot sense any new
locations. Behind plans to rotate the robot when a waypoint or target is nearby but
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Figure 4.4: The first waypoint (A) on an existing (red) plan A →
− B→
− C was behind the
robot and within close(A) of it. The robot could not sense A, so Behind triggered, rotated
the robot, spotted A, and ceded control to Enforcer.

Algorithm 4.5: Behind algorithm
Input: current pose hx, y, θi with view R, previous pose hx0 , y 0 , θ0 i with view R0 ,
current plan P , target T , last action a0 , viable actions A
k←∅
if |P | > 0 then
if next plan step on P is a region then
k ← next region on P
else
k ← next waypoint on P
else
k←T
if distance(hx, yi, k) ≤ close(k) and not sensed(k, R) and not sensed(k, R0 ) and a0
not a 90◦ rotation then
if 90◦ rotation to the right ∈ A then
Rotate the robot 90◦ to the right
else if 90◦ rotation to the left ∈ A then
Rotate the robot 90◦ to the left
else
Exit Behind
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not sensed. Although all three reactive planners can repeatedly interrupt with their own
plans, SemaFORR’s hierarchical reasoning does not allow them to override obvious correct
decisions (e.g., from Victory and Enforcer). The next section describes how SemaFORR
incorporates spatial freespace-based global path planners.

4.3

Global planners

Path planning proves necessary for autonomous navigation in large, complex environments.
A metric map learned from a floor plan or with systematic mapping will likely be unreliable
because real-world environments are dynamic and complex. Even given such a metric map,
following the shortest plan is often difficult because it approaches walls closely and narrowly
turns corners. Such maneuvers are difficult for robots because of actuator error. Instead,
SemaFORR uses its spatial model to plan in freespace. If it has access to a metric map,
SemaFORR uses a modified cost graph and voting to plan. It can also hierarchically plan
directly within its model. This section describes both approaches for global path planning.

4.3.1

Voting among cost-graph-based planners

A cognitively-based robot navigator should incorporate and balance a variety of pathselection heuristics. People use many different objectives to choose paths, and the objective
they select has been shown to depend upon their motivation (Golledge, 1999). Four new
cost-graph-based planners exploit a particular category of spatial affordances: RegionPlan,
HallwayPlan, TrailPlan, and ConveyorPlan. Each planner represents its objective
with a modified cost graph (described in Table 3.1 of Section 3.3.1). Originally, SemaFORR
had a single cost-graph planner with which to construct a plan to its target. These four
planners originate from the same cost graph and can be used together. This subsection
presents a novel approach to balance the objectives of each planner with voting to select the
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best plan.
A path planner seeks a plan P that performs well with respect to its single objective
β. For example, RegionPlan’s objective β is to minimize travel outside of regions. (For
simplicity, assume all objectives are minimized.) A plan P is optimal with respect to an
objective β only if no other plan P 0 can do better on that objective (i.e., β(P ) ≤ β(P 0 )∀P 0 ).
Multi-objective path planning also seeks a plan P but one that performs well with respect
to J objectives in B = [β1 , β2 , . . . , βJ ]. For example, if B = [β1 , β2 ], where β1 seeks the
shortest plan and β2 prefers to minimize travel outside regions, then a multi-objective planner
would seek a plan P that scores well on both objectives. Because some of these objectives
can conflict, however, there is likely no plan that is optimal with respect to all the objectives
in B (e.g., the shortest plan may not go through many regions). Instead, there is a set of
possible plans that trade off among these objectives; they perform better with respect to
some and worse with respect to others.
The function β(P ) returns the cost of plan P in objective β’s cost graph, and the function
B(B, P ) evaluates β(P ) with each objective β ∈ B and returns the list of costs for those
objectives. A plan P1 dominates another plan P2 (P1  P2 ) when B(B, P1 ) ≤ B(B, P2 )∀β ∈
B and βj (P1 ) < βj (P2 ) for at least one objective βj ∈ B. Dominance is transitive (e.g., if
P2  P1 and P3  P2 , then P3  P1 ) (Pardalos et al., 2008). The set of non-dominated
plans lies on the Pareto frontier, the set of all solutions that cannot be improved in one
objective without a penalty to another objective (LaValle, 2006). A typical multi-objective
path planner searches for the set of plans that lie on the Pareto frontier and then has an
external decision maker choose among them.
One approach to multi-objective path planning is to formulate a single objective as a
weighted sum of the metrics, but tuning those weights appropriately is difficult because it
requires knowledge of the relative importance of the objectives with respect to one another
(Marler and Arora, 2010). Additionally, small changes in the weights may result in dra-
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Algorithm 4.6: Tier-2 voting procedure
Input: current pose, target T , spatial model, A* cost graph
Output: SelectedPlan
for each tier-2 planner j ∈ J do
Set j’s cost graph to a copy of A* ’s cost graph
Update j’s cost graph based on j’s objective βj (P ) and the spatial model
Use A* search to find lowest cost plan P in j’s cost graph
end
for each planner j ∈ J do
for each plan P do
SjP ← cost of plan P in j’s cost graph
end
Normalize plan scores SjP in [0,10]
end
for each plan P do
P
ScoreP ← Jj=1 SjP
end
SelectedP lan ← argmin ScoreP
P ∈P

return SelectedPlan
matically different plans and it may be difficult to find suitable values. Metaheuristics (e.g.,
evolutionary algorithms) do not guarantee optimality, require tuning many hyperparameters,
and are more computationally expensive (Talbi et al., 2012). Alternatively, traditional search
methods could track all the objectives simultaneously as the search tree grows to find an
optimal plan, but that approach is slow, memory hungry, and does not scale well (Mandow
and De La Cruz, 2008). Instead, the tier-2 approach described next avoids many of these
issues because it addresses each objective independently and then evaluates the resultant
plans from the perspective of every planner.
Tier 2 constructs multiple plans that optimize a single objective and then uses range
voting to select the plan that maximally satisfies the most objectives. Algorithm 4.6 is
pseudocode for this process. First, each planner constructs an optimal A* plan P for its
objective, based on its modified cost graph. In this way, all submitted plans P are guaranteed
to be optimal for at least one objective.
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Once P has been assembled, each planner’s objective is used to evaluate all the plans.
Because each planner’s underlying graph has the same nodes, the location of every vertex v is
known to all the planners. To evaluate plan P1 from planner 1 with the objective from planner
2, tier 2 computes the total edge costs from the same sequence of vertices v1 , v2 , . . . , v|P1 | in
planner 2’s cost graph. In this way, each objective βj evaluates total edge costs in its cost
graph and assigns a score SjP , a normalized value in [0, 10], to each stored plan P . Because
tier 2 seeks to minimize its objectives, scores near 0 indicate that a plan closely conforms to
objective βj ; scores near 10 indicate strong opposition to objective βj . Once every objective
scores every plan, the plan with the lowest total score among all objectives is selected using
range voting

argmin
P ∈P

J
X

SjP

(4.5)

j=1

Ties are broken at random. Once a plan is selected, it is placed in the knowledge store and
the decision cycle ends.
Theorem 4.3.1. With tier-2 voting, at least one plan is guaranteed to be on the Pareto
frontier.
Proof. (by induction on the number of objectives) By definition, planner j’s plan optimally
minimizes j’s objective, (i.e., βj (Pj ) ≤ βj (Pk )∀Pk ∈ P). Another planner k’s plan could
score equally on j’s objective, but cannot get a lower score than j’s plan (otherwise, A*
would have returned to planner j the plan with a smaller score for j). The base case J = 2
has B = [β1 , β2 ], and a plan from each objective (P1 and P2 , respectively). Thus, given the
definition above, there are four possibilities:
1. β1 (P1 ) = β1 (P2 ) and β2 (P2 ) = β2 (P1 )
2. β1 (P1 ) < β1 (P2 ) and β2 (P2 ) = β2 (P1 )
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3. β1 (P1 ) = β1 (P2 ) and β2 (P2 ) < β2 (P1 )
4. β1 (P1 ) < β1 (P2 ) and β2 (P2 ) < β2 (P1 )
In the first possibility, P1 6 P2 and P2 6 P1 because neither’s score is strictly less than the
other in any objective, so both plans are non-dominated. In the second possibility, P1  P2
and P2 6 P1 , so P1 is non-dominated. In the third possibility, P1 6 P2 and P2  P1 , so
P2 is non-dominated. In the fourth possibility, P1 6 P2 and P2 6 P1 , so both plans are
non-dominated. Thus, in the base case, there is at least one plan that is non-dominated (i.e.,
on the Pareto frontier) in every possibility.
Assume now that for k objectives, the plan Pk is non-dominated, that is, @B(B, Pi ) ≤
B(B, Pk )∀β ∈ B and βj (Pi ) < βj (Pk ) for at least one objective βj ∈ B, ∀i ∈ k − 1. With one
additional objective βk+1 and its generated plan Pk+1 , there are three possibilities. If Pk 
Pk+1 , then Pk remains on the Pareto frontier because it is still non-dominated. Otherwise, if
Pk+1  Pk , then Pk+1 is on the Pareto frontier because it is not dominated by any other plan.
Finally, the third case is that Pk 6 Pk+1 and Pk+1 6 Pk , so both plans are non-dominated.
Because dominance is transitive, Pk remains undominated and is on the Pareto frontier. 
Thus, tier-2 voting will always have access to a plan on the Pareto frontier. Additionally,
if tier 2 has a choice among dominated and non-dominated plans, then range voting will
never pick a dominated plan because non-dominated plans will have a lower score with
respect to at least one objective and therefore a lower total score as well. Thus, tier-2 voting
always selects a plan on the Pareto frontier, which makes it an efficient multi-objective path
planning approach that does not require finely-tuned weights.
Figure 4.5 illustrates this voting-based approach with five plans to travel from the robot
at the lower left to the target (star). Each planner produced a plan biased toward its
particular objective. When the plans are evaluated in the cost graphs of all five planners,
RegionPlan has the lowest total score because it is also relatively short (A*’s objective),
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Figure 4.5: SemaFORR’s tier 2 selects the plan with the lowest score from the robot at the
purple circle to its target at the orange star in an environment with a known metric map
and two large obstructions. Regions are represented as pink circles, hallways are green, blue
or red blocks, conveyors are shaded grey, and trails are green lines with circled trail markers.
Each plan is scored on all the cost graphs. RegionPlan is chosen because it has the lowest
total cost.
passes through a hallway (HallwayPlan’s objective), through high-count conveyor cells
(ConveyorPlan’s objective), and near trail markers (TrailPlan’s objective).
This subsection has described four new planners that use cost graphs on a metric map
modified by SemaFORR’s spatial model. It also described efficient voting among singleobjective path planners that rely on the same underlying cost graph. The next section
presents an alternative planning approach focused on hierarchical plans that are operationalized at execution time.

4.3.2

Hierarchical freespace-based planners

Without a metric map, an autonomous robot controller can construct plans for navigation from another model of its environment. SemaFORR’s spatial model abstracts over
the robot’s experience and is focused on freespace. Planning in this model is relatively
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straightforward; the challenge is how to contend with error in the model and areas of the
environment not covered by the model. This subsection presents two methods, SkeletonPlan and HighwayPlan, that work directly on SemaFORR’s model instead of on a
modified cost graph from a metric map. It then describes how Enforcer operationalizes
such a plan.
SkeletonPlan uses the skeleton graph to formulate a plan; HighwayPlan uses both
the skeleton graph and highway graph. A skeleton plan captures low-level spatial details
and incorporates knowledge gleaned during pursuit of previous targets, while a highway
plan exploits global connectivity and is focused on long-distance travel. By construction,
however, neither necessarily abides by the triangle inequality that A* requires to be optimally
efficient. Instead, tier 2 uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to find shortest paths within these graphs
(Dijkstra, 1959). This suffices because both graphs are at least an order of magnitude smaller
than a usefully fine grid-based graph, with nodes typically of degree no more than four.
b defined as the first of the
For any location L, its skeleton surrogate is the region L,
following: the region that contains L, the closest region with visibility R∗ that senses L, or
a region with high-degree in the skeleton that is also near L. To plan in the skeleton graph
for a robot at Lrobot with a target at T , SkeletonPlan finds skeleton surrogates L[
robot and
Tb and builds a skeleton plan that is a shortest path sequence of regions:
L[
− ... →
− Tb
robot →
b is the closest region with visibility R∗ that senses L, then the ray
If a skeleton surrogate L
r ∈ R∗ closest in angle to L is divided into 20 waypoints and appended to the plan (in front
b
for L[
robot and at the end for T ).
Similarly, for any location L, its highway surrogate is the intersection L∗ , defined as the
first of the following: an intersection that contains L, the closer of the two intersection
b
endpoints of a highway that contains L, an intersection that overlaps region surrogate L,
b If neither L
or the closer of the two intersection endpoints of a highway that overlaps L.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4.6: Examples of hierarchical freespace-based plans, from the robot (grey square) to
its target (yellow star) (a) a skeleton plan (blue) through the (pink) regions (b) a highway
plan (black) with a circled skeleton plan at the upper right through regions that connects
the highway plan through the skeleton to the target.
b overlaps the highway graph, HighwayPlan uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to search the
nor L
b for the shortest path to any region that overlaps the highway graph.
skeleton graph from L
If that region has recorded overlap with an intersection, HighwayPlan uses that as L∗ .
Otherwise, if that region has recorded overlap with a highway, it selects the closest of the
two intersection endpoints of that highway as L∗ . The resultant highway plan takes the
robot along a shortest path sequence of intersections from highway surrogate L∗robot through
the highway graph to highway surrogate T ∗ . Unless L∗robot = L[
robot , the highway plan is
∗
∗
b
preceded by a shortest skeleton plan from L[
robot to Lrobot , and unless T = T , it is followed

by a shortest skeleton path from T ∗ to Tb:
L[
− L∗robot →
− ... →
− T∗ →
− Tb
robot →
To prevent unhelpful highway travel, tier 2 builds both a skeleton plan and a highway plan
to reach T , and returns the shorter one. Figure 4.6 shows examples of both plans.
This subsection has described two new freespace-based planners that use SemaFORR’s
spatial model. SkeletonPlan plans in the skeleton graph to exploit knowledge of local
connectivity. HighwayPlan focuses on global connectivity; it plans in the highway graph
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Figure 4.7: During execution of the plan A →
− B →
− C, Enforcer takes a novel shortcut
from decision point 1 to decision point 2
but supplements lack of coverage with the skeleton graph. The next section presents an
operationalization procedure for hierarchical plans.

4.3.3

Hierarchical operationalization

Previously, Enforcer could only operationalize a single waypoint at a time. A hierarchical
plan for navigation, however, defers explicit action selection until execution time, when
Enforcer replaces its current high-level plan step with a sequence of lower-level steps.
This operationalization allows SemaFORR to decide opportunistically and to compensate
robustly for sensor and actuator error. Algorithm 4.7 is pseudocode for Enforcer, which
now operationalizes based on the type of the next plan step. SemaFORR calls this algorithm
if the decision cycle reaches Enforcer, and continues down tier 1 if it does not select an
action.
Hierarchical plans allow SemaFORR to take unanticipated opportunities that arise as
it executes a plan. A navigator takes a novel shortcut if it has only ever traversed two
legs of a triangle but now takes the third, a proclivity well-documented by psychologists
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in many animals. Enforcer takes a novel shortcut when it considers both of the next
two plan steps in Algorithm 4.7 and skips the first one. To operationalize the next region
in a plan whose next steps are a sequence of regions A → B → C, Enforcer considers
the current decision point. If the robot is not in A, Enforcer makes A’s center the first
step in the plan. Otherwise, for a robot in A, there are three possibilities. If the robot
can sense C, Enforcer ignores B and replaces C with C’s center. This is an example of
how metareasoning produces a novel shortcut because it eliminates B from the plan and
approaches C instead, whether or not the three regions’ centers are colinear. Figure 4.7
shows an example of a novel shortcut. Note that the robot did not move directly onto C’s
center because of the limited action set and actuator error; instead, it moved into the region
C itself. Otherwise, if the robot can sense B but not C, Enforcer replaces B with B’s
center. Although the skeleton stores a guaranteed path from A to B, it is only a sequence
of subtrail markers. If the robot can sense B’s center, there is a clear and likely more direct
move into B. SkeletonPlan may not have been able to predict it, but the subtrail would
now constitute a less efficient detour given the robot’s current pose. Otherwise, Enforcer
replaces B with the trail markers recorded in the skeleton for the subtrail from A to B.
To operationalize an intersection I with centroid i, Enforcer treats i as a waypoint
and approaches it. To operationalize a highway H between intersections IA and IB , first
Enforcer tries to identify the regions A and B that overlap H and are closest to IA and
IB , respectively. If it can identify A and B, and find a skeleton path between them through
a sequence of regions all of which overlap H, Enforcer replaces H with that sequence. If
the robot’s current location lies in one of those regions, it eliminates unnecessary regions in
the sequence. Otherwise, Enforcer replaces H with the sequence of waypoints from the
subtrail saved on the edge labels in the highway graph. The resultant sequences of regions
and waypoints are readily operationalized and often permit novel shortcuts, as described
above.
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Algorithm 4.7: Enforcer algorithm
Input: current pose hx, y, θi and view R, current plan P , target T , viable actions
A, number of times h that current plan subtrail has not been sensed
Step1 ← first plan step on P
Step2 ← second plan step on P
if h ≥ 4 and Step1 = subtrail then
Remove Step1 from P
L1 ← Operationalize(Step1 , hx, y, θi, R)
L2 ← Operationalize(Step2 , hx, y, θi, R)
a←∅
if sensed(L2 , R) then
a ← action ∈ A that will bring the robot closest to L2 with one-step lookahead
else if sensed(L1 , R) then
a ← action ∈ A that will bring the robot closest to L1 with one-step lookahead
if a = ∅ then
if Step1 = subtrail then
Increment h by 1
Exit Enforcer
if a 6= ∅ then
h←0
return a
Operationalize(plan step Step, pose hx, y, θi, view R)
switch type(Step) do
case intersection do
L ← centroid of Step
case highway do
SequenceOf Regions ← ∅
SequenceOf Regions ← F indOverlappingRegions(hx, y, i, Step)
if SequenceOf Regions 6= ∅ then
L ← center of first region in SequenceOf Regions
if not sensed(L, R) and current pose in a neighboring region then
L ← first waypoint from subtrail between the two regions
else
L ← first waypoint for the subtrail recorded for Step
case region do
L ← center of Step
if not sensed(L, R) and current pose in a neighboring region then
L ← first waypoint from subtrail between the two regions
case sequence of waypoints do
L ← first waypoint in Step
end
return L
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To operationalize a sequence of waypoints on a skeleton plan or a highway plan (e.g.,
subtrails), Enforcer monitors h, how often no waypoint in the sequence is visible. (When
Enforcer makes a decision, it reacts to h too.) If h reaches four, the current plan step
(i.e., the sequence of waypoints) is skipped, and Enforcer moves on to the next plan step.
(Four was selected based on preliminary testing to ensure that it skipped waypoint sequences
infrequently.) This procedure can only skip waypoint sequences, not intersections, highways,
or regions. It can only eliminate one plan step and no more because there are never two
sequences of waypoints in a row, they are always interleaved between other plan elements.
Because waypoint sequences are only used as a last resort (e.g., to travel from one region or
intersection to the next), the robot is able to recover quickly by directing its focus to the next
step rather than to the first waypoint in the sequence. Thus, Enforcer can skip sequences
of waypoints as a reaction to its inability to progress. Sensor noise makes waypoints the
most difficult plan steps to detect consistently; other plan steps constitute a freespace area
that offers flexibility in action selection.
This new version of Enforcer flexibly operationalizes highways, intersections, regions,
subtrails, and waypoints, and takes novel shortcuts along the way. Freespace-based plans
prioritize travel through freespace, defer action selection hierarchically, and are robust to
error in the spatial model. Skeleton plans and highway plans, however, are only as good as
the model they are based on. Exploration proves necessary to build a model with enough
coverage to be able to construct plans that lead to success. SemaFORR uses high-level
exploration to build an initial skeleton graph and highway graph, over which it can then
plan.
In summary, this section presented two new approaches to path planning. The first
requires a grid-based map. It constructs multiple plans on modified A*-based cost graphs,
and then uses range voting to select the plan that best satisfies all the objectives. The second
approach plans directly in SemaFORR’s spatial model and then hierarchically operationalizes
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those plans. The next section describes additional heuristics for decision making when
reactivity and deliberation fail to select an action.

4.4

Heuristic reasoning

In addition to situational reasoning and path planning, SemaFORR relies on heuristics.
Recall that SemaFORR’s tier 3 has two categories of heuristics, those based on commonsense
reasoning and those based on spatial reasoning. These heuristics are procedures with singlefocused rationales, where synergy occurs with voting. This section describes the additional
tier-3 Advisors, shown in Table 4.3, in both categories. It then describes how the weights
learned by Precedent could be used to bias tier 3 action selection.
Two new Advisors, SpatialLearner and Curiosity, encourage SemaFORR to explore and actively learn about its environment. The rationale behind SpatialLearner
is that a spatial model that includes more of the environment better facilitates travel. It
supports actions toward parts of the environment without known regions or high conveyor
counts. Curiosity supports actions that encourage the robot to travel to locations in
the environment it has never visited in pursuit of any target within SemaFORR’s memory.
Curiosity considers the robot’s previously visited locations from its entire history in an
experiment, whereas the original Novelty only considers those locations visited during the
robot’s current target. These two exploration-based Advisors vie with Advisors that exploit
prior knowledge, including those based on the spatial model.
Two other new Advisors incorporate human strategies documented in the cognitive science literature. One study found that subjects followed heuristic search strategies like enfilading and visual scanning (Kallai et al., 2005). Enfilading is movement that oscillates in
a small area of the environment. A visual scan is movement that remains in a fixed location but turns in place to examine the environment. New Advisors with these strategies
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as rationales encourage the robot to examine unknown environments. Enfilade supports
actions back toward locations the robot recently visited. VisualScan supports actions that
rotate the robot in place toward orientations it has not taken at that location or the nearby
surrounding area and also minimally overlap with the robot’s current field-of-view. For example, since our robot’s view detects only along a 220◦ arc, VisualScan supports rotations
to orientations where the new arc would least overlap the current one.
The least-angle strategy is a decision-making heuristic in which a person selects the direction most in line with the target’s direction at an intersection in an unknown environment
(Hochmair and Frank, 2000; Dalton, 2003). Here, LeastAngle uses the skeleton to support actions that leave a region for an adjacent region in the direction best aligned with
the target. LeastAngle considers the possible directions for movement from a region in
the skeleton that captures broader connectivity in the environment. This is more sensitive
than Greedy, which always picks the movement most in line with the target but ignores
for obstacles.
Several new tier-3 Advisors use the new spatial affordances to comment on actions.
Access supports actions toward regions with many doors because they potentially represent
areas in the environment with high connectivity. Follow supports actions that take the
robot farthest down the hallway nearest to the target, in the direction that brings it closest
to the target. A hallway in one angular direction can overlap with a hallway in another
direction (e.g., a vertical hallway can overlap the same freespace as a horizontal hallway).
Each hallway is labeled with the number of other hallways it overlaps; Crossroads supports
actions that take the robot closer to hallways with higher labels. Stay supports actions that
keep the robot within a hallway, because the hallway is a well-traversed area.
In addition to new Advisors, SemaFORR could also use Precedent’s circumstancebased action confidences to bias tier 3’s action selection. To exploit them, when tier 3 selects
an action, it applies the confidences as weights on its actions based on the current case
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Figure 4.8: SemaFORR’s updated decision cycle. During pursuit of a target, SemaFORR
updates I with U ∗ if necessary. Otherwise, all changes to the spatial model occur as noted
in Table 3.4, either after each decision or when it succeeds on a target or reaches its decisionstep limit. Only new features and Advisors are specifically mentioned. Because SemaFORR
is modular its features can be selected based on the controller’s needs. HLE is not included
because it explores the environment before target-driven navigation.
c = hι, δ, ∆i. Given its current case c, SemaFORR can retrieve its confidences zca for each
viable action. It can then select an action with

argmax zca
a∈A

I
X

sia

(4.6)

i=1

instead of Equation 4.1. This approach biases tier 3’s action selection toward actions taken
previously in the current case. It assumes, however, that SemaFORR has had enough ex-
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perience with that case to apply useful weights. Additionally, it assumes that the actions
taken previously in a case generalize to a new instance of that case.
In summary, several new tier-3 Advisors now further encourage exploration, are based on
human behavior, or use the new spatial affordances. This section also proposed the use of
circumstances as a form of case-based reasoning to weight action selection in SemaFORR’s
tier-3 voting. Without extensive experience, however, the weights learned by Precedent
may not be useful or improve performance.

4.5

Chapter summary

This chapter has described approaches to situational reasoning with metareasoning and reactive planners. It also described two approaches for freespace-based global path planners, one
based on a modified cost graph for a metric map and the other directly based on SemaFORR’s
spatial model. Finally, the chapter detailed new heuristic Advisors for SemaFORR’s tier 3.
SemaFORR’s hierarchical reasoning incorporates these components to produce robust
and adaptable navigation. Figure 4.8 shows SemaFORR’s updated decision cycle. Originally,
SemaFORR did not explore its environment before navigation to targets. This new version
first employs HLE to learn about the environment then follows the decision cycle in Figure
4.8 to address a target. The next chapter describes how SemaFORR’s spatial representations
and reasoning facilitate explanations of the robot’s behavior in natural language.

Chapter 5
Explanations
When a robot travels with a human companion, the robot should be able to explain its
navigation behavior in natural language. It has been recently argued that instead of building systems to explain black-box models, models should deliberately be built to be interpretable (Rudin, 2019). SemaFORR’s cognitive basis makes it an inherently interpretable
system. This chapter describes Why, a method that explains SemaFORR’s behavior in
natural language, based upon SemaFORR’s commonsense, qualitative reasoning, planning,
and learned spatial model. Why uses SemaFORR’s knowledge store, reasoning structure,
and its Advisors’ rationales and comments to explain (and, to a limited extent, discuss)
the robot’s behavior. The rationales of the Advisors that drive its decisions are the reasons
for SemaFORR’s behavior. Why assumes that its human companion is only interested in
the robot’s high-level decision-making rationales and that it is necessary to abstract away
unimportant details to produce clear, straight-forward explanations.
Why is not a natural language dialogue system nor does it freely generate responses to
any question that could be posed by the human questioner. Why also does not show a visual
representation of a decision or plan before it responds with an explanation because it would
likely cause cognitive overload (e.g., force the person to align their visual perspective with
107
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the robot’s map of the environment). Instead, Why addresses pre-selected, commonly-asked
questions that give insight into SemaFORR’s mental model and decision-making hierarchy.
The questions address SemaFORR’s reasons for an action or plan, confidence in that decision,
and alternative choices. Why’s response is triggered by one of the pre-specified questions.
It assumes that the robot travels alongside a person and that they share a common target.
Moreover, Why could give natural explanations for other robot controllers; it provides a
human-friendly reason for an action even if SemaFORR did not select that action.
Why takes as input the current pose, target location, planning objective, plan, and Advisors’ comments. Throughout this chapter, N represents a function whose argument may be
an action, a metric value, or an Advisor, and translates that argument into natural language.
Table 5.1, for example, describes how N (a) translates action a into natural language. For
example, “wait” describes a pause, “inch forward” describes a forward move of 0.2 meters,
and “shift right a bit” describes a turn in place of 0.25 radians. Similarly, N (i) translates the
rationale of Advisor i. Given a real-valued metric m that measures aspects (e.g., confidence
or enthusiasm) of the decision process, N (m) translates an ordered partition of m’s range
into natural language. For example, m could measure a tier-3 Advisor’s desire to select
an action over the other viable actions and the partition of the values could distinguish a
strong desire from a weak desire for that action. Thus, if m ∈ (0, +∞) were partitioned as
{(0, 5), [5, +∞)}, N (m < 5) could be “a little” and N (m ≥ 5) “a lot.” These ranges allow
Why to hedge in its responses, much the way people explain their reasoning when they are
uncertain (Markkanen and Schröder, 1997).
An explanation for the robot’s behavior requires Why to interpret SemaFORR’s reasoning structure and the Advisors that influenced or determined it. To generate an explanation
for a pre-specified question, Why completes templates with its N functions and appropriate
punctuation and conjunctions. Because each Advisor has a limited and straightforward rationale, it is easy to convey that rationale in natural language. For example, Out’s rationale
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Table 5.1: Why’s descriptive phrases for actions
Forward moves in meters
0
wait
0.1 inch forward
0.2 move forward a little
0.4 move forward a bit
0.8 move forward
1.6 move forward a lot
3.2 move far forward

Rotations in degrees
5
slightly shift right
15 shift right a bit
30 shift right a little
45 bear right
60 turn right
90 turn hard right
-5 slightly shift left
-15 shift left a bit
-30 shift left a little
-45 bear left
-60 turn left
-90 turn hard left

is to escape when the robot is confined and in natural language it is “I’m stuck and want to
get out of here.” All examples in this chapter were drawn from the experiments described
in Chapter 6. This chapter first describes Why for behavior determined by tier 1 or tier 3,
then for high-level exploration, and finally for plans determined by tier 2.10 .

5.1

Reactive or heuristic choice of a single action

During navigation, a robot selects one action at a time in a sense-decide-act loop. In the
context of their shared target and environment, a person who interacts with that robot will
observe an action executed by the robot and ask for an explanation about that action when
the reason for the robot’s behavior is unclear. In response, Why considers SemaFORR’s
hierarchical-reasoning structure and translates its decision-making process in tier 1 or tier
3 to natural language. This subsection addresses four questions: “Why did you decide to
do that?”, “What would you do if you were [here]?”, “How sure are you that this is the
right decision?”, and “Why not do something else?” Each of these questions attempts to
10

Explanations for tier 1 and tier 3 were introduced in Korpan et al. (2017). Explanations for tier 2 were
proposed in Korpan and Epstein (2018) and further described in Epstein and Korpan (2019)
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Figure 5.1: The red box and arrow show the robot’s pose and the blue circles are waypoints
on SemaFORR’s plan. SemaFORR knows the next waypoint is nearby but not in sensor
range so Behind decided to rotate the robot 90◦ to the right. Why responds with the
explanation “I think where I want to go is behind me and turning hard right will help me
see it.”
resolve the questioner’s uncertainty about the robot’s behavior in a different way. The first
directly explains the rationales that underlie the controller’s decision, the second projects
current knowledge into a different context, the third describes the controller’s confidence in
its decision, and the fourth explains the reasons in contrast to another action.

5.1.1

Why did you decide to do that?

The first likely question asks why the robot chose a particular action a. Figure 5.1 shows
an example of Why’s response to this question. Algorithm 5.1 is pseudocode to produce
a reply to this question. When SemaFORR makes a decision in tier 1, either some tier-1
Advisor in Table 4.1 mandated it or AvoidObstacles, NotOpposite, Forward, and
Precedent vetoed every action but the pause. Table 5.2 shows the templates for the tier
1 Advisors that mandate actions. If only the pause remained, Why responds with
I decided to wait because I want to think more about what to do.
If Enforcer took a novel shortcut to skip ahead to the next plan step, Why’s response is
modified to
I saw that N (a) would let us take a shortcut to get further along in our plan.
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Algorithm 5.1: Why’s explanation procedure for single actions in response to
“Why did you decide to do that?”
Input: current pose, target location, spatial model, Advisors’ comments
Output: explanation
switch mode(decision) do
case tier 1 selected action do
explanation ← sentence from Advisor in Table 5.2
case only pause action remained after tier 1 vetoed all other actions do
explanation ← sentence for pause
otherwise do
Compute relative support for tier-3 Advisors’ strengths
Categorize the support level for the chosen action
Complete template for each Advisor with its support level and rationale
explanation ← combined completed templates
end
end
return explanation
Table 5.2: Why’s descriptions only for tier-1 Advisors and LLE that mandate actions
Victory
Enforcer
Thru
Behind
Out
LLE

I could see our target and N (a) would get us closer to it.
I could see our waypoint and N (a) would get us closer to it.
I can’t get where I want to go and N (a) helps me reposition to get there.
I think where I want to go is behind me and N (a) will help me see it.
I am N (a) because I’m stuck and want to get out of here.
I want to get closer to our target and N (a) would let us explore in that
direction.

A tier-3 decision, however, confronts multiple viable actions A and addresses them with
multiple Advisors. This inherent uncertainty and complexity requires a more nuanced explanation. Recall, sia ∈ [0, 10] is the comment strength of Advisor i on action a. Why’s
explanation includes only those tier-3 Advisors with strong opinions about a, compared to
their opinion on other actions. Let µi be the mean comment strength of Advisor i across all
actions and σi its standard deviation. For comment strength sia from Advisor i on action a,
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Table 5.3: Example of comments from tier-3 Advisors i = 1, 2, 3, 4 on actions a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ,
where sia is the comment strength and ρia is relative support
Tier-3 Advisors
1
2
3
4
C

sia
a1 a2 a3 a4
0 1 1 10
0 8 9 10
2 0 10 2
3 10 1 0
5 19 21 22

a1
-0.64
-1.48
-0.34
-0.11

ρia
a2
a3
a4
-0.43 -0.43 1.49
0.27 0.49 0.71
-0.79 1.47 -0.34
1.44 -0.55 -0.78

Advisor i’s relative support is defined as

ρia = (sia − µi )/σi

(5.1)

(This is not a z-score because sampled values replace the unavailable true population mean
and standard deviation.) Why can compare different Advisors’ relative support because
their comment strengths have common mean 0 and standard deviation 1. If |ρia | is large,
Advisor i has a strong opinion about action a relative to the other actions; this opinion
supports a if ρia > 0 and opposes it if ρia < 0. Why excludes Advisor i from its explanation
when ρia ∈ (−0.75, 0.75], that is, when its opinion is not emphatic.
Table 5.3 provides a running example. It shows the original comment strengths from
four tier-3 Advisors (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) on four actions (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ), and the total comment
strength C for each action. Tier 3 chooses action a4 there because it has maximum support.
While Advisors 1 and 2 support a4 with equal strength, the relative support values tell a
different story: Advisor 1 prefers a4 much more (ρ14 = 1.49) than Advisor 2 does (ρ24 =
0.71). Moreover, Advisors 3 and 4 actually oppose a4 (relative support of −0.34 and −0.78,
respectively).
Table 5.4 describes how M(m) bins a metric value into an interval and how N (M)
translates that bin to a natural language phrase. For a4 in the running example, Advisor 1’s
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Table 5.4: Why’s translations for metrics first bins values to intervals with M(m) and then
translates those intervals to natural language
Metric
relative support ρia ≤ 0: opposed
relative support ρia > 0: supportive
Level of agreement γa

Overall support ζa

Confidence level Λa

Difference in overall support ζa − ζa0

Intervals
(−∞, −1.5]
(−1.5, −0.75]
(0.75, 1.5]
(1.5, +∞)
(0.45, 0.5]
(0.25, 0.45]
[0, 0.25]
(−∞, 0.75]
(0.75, 1.5]
(1.5, +∞)
(−∞, 0.0375]
(0.0375, 0.375]
(0.375, +∞)
(0, 0.75]
(0.75, 1.5]
(1.5, +∞)

Labels
really don’t want
don’t want
want
really want
my reasons conflict
I’ve only got a few reasons for it
I’ve got many reasons for it
don’t really want
somewhat want
really want
not
only somewhat
really
slightly more
more
much more

relative support of 1.49 is binned in (0.75, 1.5] which is translated as “want” and Advisor 4’s
−0.78 is binned in (−1.5, −0.75] which is translated as “don’t want”. Why then completes
the clause template “I N (M(ρia )) to N (i)” for each tier-3 Advisor based on Table 5.4 and the
translations in Table 5.5. For example, if Advisor 1 were Greedy in the running example,
then the completed clause template for a4 would be “I want to get close to the target.”
Finally, Why combines completed clause templates into a final tier-3 explanation. Why
concatenates the remaining language with appropriate punctuation and conjunctions with
the template
(1) Although I [N (M(ρia )) to N (i) clause for i that oppose a],
(2) I decided to N (a) because [N (M(ρia )) to N (i) clause for i that support a].
The first line in the template uses N (i) and N (M(ρia )) phrases only if ρia ≤ −0.75; the
line is omitted if no Advisors opposed a strongly enough. The second line uses N (i) and
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Table 5.5: Why’s translations for tier-3 Advisor rationales replaces model-centric terms like
region and trails with natural language
Advisor
BigStep
ElbowRoom
Novelty
GoAround
Greedy
Curiosity
Enfilade
VisualScan

Support
take a big step
stay away from that wall
go somewhere new
get around this wall
get close to our target
go somewhere I’ve never been
go back to where I was
turn to see something new

Convey
Enter
Exit

go somewhere familiar
go to our target’s area
leave since our target isn’t here

follow a familiar route that may
lead to our target
Unlikely
stay out of a dead end
Access
go to an area I’ve often been to
Crossroads
go to a hallway I’ve often been to
Follow
follow this hallway that may approach our target
LeastAngle
leave this area in the direction of
our target
SpatialLearner learn more about the world

Trailer

Stay

stay in this hallway

Oppose
take a small step
go close to that wall
go somewhere I’ve been
turn towards this wall
go farther from our target
go somewhere I’ve been before
leave where I was
look in a direction I’ve already
faced
go somewhere unfamiliar
leave our target’s area
stay although our target isn’t
here
leave a familiar route that may
lead to our target
go toward a dead end
leave an area I’ve often been to
leave a hallway I’ve often been to
leave this hallway that may approach our target
leave this area not in the direction of our target
go somewhere I already know
about
leave this hallway

N (M(ρia )) phrases only for ρia > 0.75. In both lines, Why first tries to populate the
template with phrases with |ρia | > 1.5 to emphasize the strongest reasons for and against
the action selected. If no such phrase is available for that line, then Why uses the phrases
with |ρia | > 0.75 to fill the template. Otherwise, if no Advisor meets the |ρia | > 0.75
threshold, then Why responds “I decided to N (a) because it’s just as good as anything
else.” If more than one clause meets the threshold for a line, then only the first such clause
includes N (M(ρia )) to avoid redundancy.
If the Advisors in the running example were Greedy, ElbowRoom, Convey, and
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Figure 5.2: The target appears as a star; the red box and arrow show the robot’s pose.
SemaFORR had learned a trail earlier that passes nearby the target. Tier 3 decided to
rotate the robot 60◦ to the left. Why responds with the explanation “Although I really
don’t want to turn toward this wall, I decided to turn left because I really want to go
somewhere new and follow a familiar route that may lead to our target.”
Explorer, in that order, and a4 were move forward 1.6m, then Why would generate the
natural explanation “Although I don’t want to go somewhere I’ve been, I decided to move
forward a lot because I want to get close to our target.” (Note that support from Advisors
2 and 3 fails the |ρia | > 0.75 filter and so they are excluded.) Figure 5.2 shows another
example of Why’s explanation for a tier-3 decision.
Tier-3 Advisors address the target when no tier-2 plan or reactive plan is available. When
a plan is available, however, certain tier-3 Advisors (i.e., Greedy, Enter, Exit, Trailer,
Follow, and LeastAngle) instead address the next plan step. If that plan step is a
waypoint, they treat the waypoint as if it were the target. Otherwise, they operationalize
the plan step (e.g., region center for a region on a skeleton plan) and substitute the resultant
waypoint for the target. To account for this, Why’s explanation modifies any references to
“target” to “waypoint” (e.g., LeastAngle’s support translation becomes “leave this area
toward our waypoint”) for such decisions.
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What would you do if you were [here]?

Why can also respond to the likely question, “What would you do if you were [here]?” Why’s
response allows a person to understand the nuances of SemaFORR’s decision making and
its ability to tailor its actions to the local context. Why accepts [here] as an alternative
to the robot’s current pose, and has SemaFORR reuse its current spatial model, generate
hypothetical comments, and process them in the same way. Why then treats this as a
“why did you decide” question, but substitutes “I would” for “I decided to.” For example,
in Figure 5.2 a person could ask what the robot would do if it faced north in that same
location, and Why would respond “Although I really don’t want to leave a familiar route
that may lead to our target, I would turn hard right because I really want to take a big step,
get close to our target and go somewhere I’ve never been.”

5.1.3

How sure are you that this is the right decision?

The third likely question from a human collaborator is about the robot’s confidence, that
is, to what extent it believes its decision will help reach the target. Figure 5.3 shows an
example of Why’s explanation for this question. Again, decisions made in tier 1 and tier 3
are treated separately.
Tier 1’s rule-based choices by Victory or Enforcer are by definition highly confident.
The reactive planners (Thru, Out, and Behind) and LLE are less confident because there
is no guarantee that the selected action will resolve the robot’s current situation and help
it reach the target. Table 5.6 shows the responses for the tier-1 Advisors and LLE. If
Enforcer takes a novel shortcut, Why replaces “waypoint” with “next waypoint.” Finally,
if all actions but the pause were vetoed then the robot has no choice but to wait. Why
explains this with
Not confident, since I don’t know what else to do right now.
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Figure 5.3: The target appears as a star; the red box and arrow show the robot’s pose.
Victory selected a forward move of 0.8 meters. Why responds about its confidence in its
decision with “Highly confident, since our target is in sensor range and this would get us
closer to it.”
Table 5.6: Why’s confidence explanations for tier-1 Advisors and LLE
Victory
Enforcer
Thru
Behind
Out
LLE

Highly confident, since our target is in sensor range and this would get us
closer to it.
Highly confident, since our waypoint is in sensor range and this would get
us closer to it.
Somewhat confident, because I am not sure this would get me through.
Somewhat confident, because I am not sure this shows me the way.
Somewhat confident, because I am not sure if this will get me out.
Somewhat confident, because I am not sure if this is the right way to our
target.

Again, tier-3’s uncertainty and complexity require more nuanced language, this time with
two measures: γa , the extent to which the tier-3 Advisors agree with one another in their
opinion of an action, and ζa , SemaFORR’s overall support for its chosen action compared
to other actions. The extent to which the tier-3 Advisors agree indicates how strongly the
robot would like to take the action. Why measures the level of that agreement with Gini
impurity, where values near 0 indicate a high level of agreement in support or opposition and
values near 0.5 indicate disagreement or lack of a strong opinion (Hastie et al., 2009). For I
tier-3 Advisors and maximum comment strength 10, the level of agreement γa ∈ [0, 0.5] on
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action a is defined as
"P
γa = 2 ·

I
i=1 cia

10I

# "

#
c
i=1 ia
.
10I

PI

· 1−

(5.2)

For example, if four Advisors assign equally supportive scores [10, 10, 10, 10] to action a and
divergent scores [0, 0, 10, 10] to action a0 , then γa = 0.0 captures the agreement and γa0 = 0.5
the disagreement. In the running example of Table 5.3, the level of agreement γ4 on a4 is
 

22
22
· 1−
≈ 0.50.
γ4 = 2 ·
40
40


This indicates considerable disagreement among the Advisors in Table 5.3.
The second confidence measure is SemaFORR’s overall support in tier 3 for its chosen
action compared to other possibilities, defined as a t-statistic across all tier-3 comments.
PI
Recall that for action a the total comment strength is Ca =
i=1 sia , where sia is the
comment strength of Advisor i. Let µC be the mean total strength C of all actions under
consideration by tier 3, and σC be their standard deviation. The overall support for action
a is

ζa = (Ca − µC )/σC

(5.3)

ζa indicates how much more the Advisors as a group would like to perform a than the other
actions. In Table 5.3, the overall support ζ4 for a4 is 0.66, which indicates only some support
for a4 over the other actions.
To gauge the robot’s confidence in a tier-3 action a, Why weights level of agreement and
overall support equally as confidence level

Λa = (0.5 − γa ) · ζa

(5.4)
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It then bins each of Λa , γa , and ζa to one of three intervals and translates the intervals to
natural language with Table 5.4. There, intervals for each statistic have implicit labels low <
medium < high in that order. Two statistics agree if they have the same label; one statistic
is lower than the other if its label precedes the other’s in the ordering.
The template for confidence in a tier-3 decision is
(1) I’m N (M(Λa )) sure in my decision because
(2) N (M(γa )).
(3) I N (M(ζa )) to do this much more than some other action.
(4) even though [N for whichever of M(γa ) or M(ζa ) is lower than M(Λa )],
(5) [N for whichever of M(γa ) or M(ζa ) is higher than M(Λa )].
To complete this template, Why retrieves ordered labels for each of N (M(Λa )), N (M(γa )),
and N (M(ζa )). If M(γa ) and M(ζa ) have the same label as M(Λa ), Why uses the first
three lines. For example, “I’m really sure in my decision because I’ve got many reasons for
it. I really want to do this the most.” If only one of M(γa ) and M(ζa ) match M(Λa )’s
label, Why completes only the first line and the agreeing phrase in the second or third line.
For example, “I’m not sure in my decision because my reasons conflict.” Finally, if neither
M(γa ) nor M(ζa ) matches with M(Λa ), Why completes the first, fourth, and fifth lines.
For example, “I am only somewhat sure in my decision because, even though I’ve got many
reasons for it, I don’t really want to do this much more than some other action.”

5.1.4

Why not do [something else]?

A person makes decisions with her own mental model of the environment. When her decision
conflicts with another’s, she tries to understand why they made a different decision. Why
explains SemaFORR’s preference for action a over an alternative a0 as one of three possible
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Table 5.7: Why’s translations for tier-1 Advisors and LLE when asked about an alternative
action
Victory
AvoidObstacles
NotOpposite
Enforcer
Thru
Behind
Out
LLE
Forward
Precedent

I sense our goal and another action would get us closer to it
something was in the way
I was just facing that way
I sense our waypoint and another action would get us closer to it
I need to get through here and another action would reposition me
better
I want to turn around so I can see where I want to go
I think another action will help me get out of here
another action would let me better explore for our target
I’ve already been there
it’s not what I usually do when in a spot that looks like this

cases: a0 was not selected by a tier-1 Advisor, a0 was vetoed by a tier-1 Advisor, a0 was not
selected by tier-3 voting. The template for tier-1 Advisors is
I decided not to N (a0 ) because N (i).
Table 5.7 shows the translations for the tier-1 Advisors and LLE for both when they vetoed
the action or it was still viable but was not selected. If Enforcer takes a novel shortcut,
Why replaces “waypoint” with “next waypoint.” For example, if Victory chose a forward
move and the questioner asked about a left turn, the explanation uses its rationale to fill in
the template and respond “I decided not to turn left because I sense our goal and another
action would get us closer to it.”
The other possibility is that a0 had lower total strength in tier 3 than a did. Figure 5.4
shows an example of Why’s response to this question. In this case, Why generates a natural
explanation with the tier-3 Advisors that, by their comment strengths, discriminated most
between the two actions. Why calculates ρia − ρia0 for each Advisor i. If the result lies in
[-1, 1] then i’s support is similar for a and a0 ; otherwise Advisor i displays a clear preference.
Only those Advisors with clear preferences are used to complete this template:
(1) I thought about N (a0 )
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(2) because it would let us [N (i) for i that prefer a0 ],
(3) but I felt N (M(ζa − ζa0 )) strongly about N (a)
(4) since it lets us [N (i) for i that prefer a].
The phrase N (M(ζa − ζa0 )) is the extent to which SemaFORR prefers a to a0 . It is selected
based on ζa − ζa0 , the difference in the actions’ overall support, binned into intervals and
translated as in Table 5.4. The second line is included only if any Advisors showed a clear
preference for action a0 . For “Why didn’t you take action a2 ?” in the running example,
Why calculates the difference in overall support between a4 and a2 as 0.38, which Table 5.4
translates as “slightly more.” The differences in relative support between a4 and a2 for the
four Advisors are 1.92, 0.44, 0.45, and -2.22. Thus, if Advisor 1 is Greedy and prefers a4 ,
while Advisor 4 is Explorer and prefers a2 , the natural explanation is “I thought about a2
because it would let us go somewhere new, but I felt slightly more strongly about a4 since
it lets us get closer to our target.”
In summary, Why produces natural explanations for a robot’s individual navigation decisions as it travels through a complex environment. These explanations are essential for
human-friendly and trustworthy autonomous indoor navigation and are made possible by
SemaFORR’s cognitively-based reasoning. The approach presented here generates explanations that gauge the robot’s confidence, justify a decision, or compare one action or situation
to another. As a result, a human companion receives informative, user-friendly explanations
from a robot as they travel together. The next subsection describes how Why compares the
perspectives of an autonomous robot and a person to produce meaningful, human-friendly
explanations of SemaFORR’s tier-2 plans.
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Figure 5.4: SemaFORR had a learned a spatial model with a blue horizontal hallway. The
target appears as a star; the red box and arrow show the robot’s pose. Tier 3 decided to
rotate 60◦ to the left. When asked about taking a right turn instead, Why responds with
“I thought about turning right because it would let us go somewhere new, but I felt much
more strongly about turning left since it lets us go to a hallway I’ve been to a lot, get around
this wall, get close to our target, and turn to see more.”

5.2

HLE’s action selection

Why is also extendable to exploration. While HLE is in control, the robot may come into
contact with a human companion and Why should still be able to explain its behavior.
Why responds to “Why did you decide to do that?” about action a with
I want to learn about our world and N (a) would let me explore.
Because exploration may not prove useful during navigation to targets, Why responds to
“How sure are you that this is the right decision?” with
Somewhat confident, because I am not sure if this area will help me get around
later.
Finally, Why responds to “Why not do [something else]?” about another action a0 with
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Figure 5.5: In the fifth floor of the Museum of Modern Art, the robot appears as a box
and its target as a star. Tier-2 voting selects the TrailPlan (blue solid line) which follows
learned trails (green lines). Why compares it with the A* plan (red dashed line) and explains
“Although there may be another way that is a lot shorter, I think my way is a lot better at
following ways we’ve gone before.”
I decided not to N (a0 ) because another action would let me better explore to
learn about the world.
The drawback to Why’s explanations for HLE’s behavior is that it does not capture the
specific reasons for action selection (e.g., why it takes steps along a cue, centers the robot in
a passage, on travels back to the start of a cue).
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Global plans and their objectives

This section describes Why’s plan-based explanations. Why exploits differences among
planners’ objectives to produce clear, concise, natural explanations for a plan quickly. Given
a plan P , SemaFORR’s Advisors determine how to travel from one plan step to the next.
Why addresses P to explain, in natural language, the robot’s long-range perspective. First,
each question is addressed for SemaFORR’s cost-graph-based planners (described in Section
4.3.1) and then the differences for the freespace-based planners (described in Section 4.3.2).
Why assumes that the robot’s human companion seeks to follow a shortest-length plan, and
compares that to SemaFORR’s plan.

5.3.1

Why does your plan go this way?

Human and robot plans to arrive at the same target may differ because they do not capitalize
on the same objective. The premise of Why is that a human plans from one perspective,
objective βH , while the robot plans from another perspective, objective βR . Explanations
for a plan assume a human has an alternative objective, that is βH 6= βR . In the remainder
of this chapter, βH is “take the shortest path.” In Figure 5.5 Why explains SemaFORR’s
preference for its cost-graph-based plan PR from TrailPlan where βR is TrailPlan’s
objective (“minimize travel far from trail markers”) in its cost graph. Why models the
human questioner with βH to produce plan PH , the robot’s approximation of the human’s
implicit plan.
Algorithm 5.2 is pseudocode for Why’s plan-explanation procedure. Why takes as input
the target location T , the robot’s current decision point d, its plan PR and objective βR ,
and an alternative plan PH and objective βH attributed to the human questioner. If βH (P )
measures plan length and βR (P ) measures plan cost in TrailPlan’s cost graph, Why
translates their objectives β with Table 5.8 as “short” and “follows ways we’ve gone before,”
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Algorithm 5.2: Why’s explanation procedure for plans in response to “Why does
your plan go this way?”
Input: decision point d, target T , planning objectives βR and βH , plans PR and PH
Output: explanation
DR = βR (PR ) − βR (PH )
DH = βH (PR ) − βH (PH )
switch mode(DR , DH ) do
case DR = DH = 0 do
explanation ← sentence based on template for equivalent plans
case DR < 0 and DH = 0 do
explanation ← sentence based on βR
case DR < 0 and DH > 0 do
explanation ← sentence based on βR and βH
end
return explanation
respectively.
Given a metric map, SemaFORR can use tier-2 to select a cost-graph-based plan. SemaFORR selects one of the plans as its own (PR ) and saves A*’s plan as PH . If tier-2 voting
selects the plan constructed by A* (i.e., the shortest-length plan), then it responds with “I
decided to go this way because I agree that we should take the shortest route.” Otherwise,
to compare PR with PH , Why applies βR and βH and calculates the differences DH and
DR in the two plans from both perspectives. DH = βH (PR ) − βH (PH ) is their difference
from the human’s perspective (e.g., length), and DR = βR (PR ) − βR (PH ) is their difference
from the robot’s perspective (e.g., movement near trails). Why positions these D’s in userspecified bins that represent a human perspective on the objective. Table 5.9 provides their
translation N (M(D)).
The relative size of the D’s determine the applicable template. If both DH and DR are
0, then the plans equally address the two objectives, and Why explains:
I decided to go this way because I think it’s just as N (βH ) and equally N (βR ).
Otherwise, the plans differ with respect to one or both objectives. If DR is negative (e.g.,
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Table 5.8: Translations for SemaFORR’s planners’ objectives
Planner
N (β)
A*
short
ConveyorPlan goes through welltraveled areas
HallwayPlan

follows hallways

RegionPlan

goes through open areas
follows ways we’ve
gone before

TrailPlan

SkeletonPlan

HighwayPlan

N ∗ (β)
shorter
better
at
going
through well-traveled
areas
better at following
hallways
better
at
going
through open areas
better at following
ways we’ve gone before
better
at
going
through open areas

good
at
going
through open areas
good at following better at following
long hallways
long hallways

N 0 (β)
longer
worse
at
going
through well-traveled
areas
worse at following
hallways
worse
at
going
through open areas
worse at following
ways we’ve gone
before
worse
at
going
through open areas
worse at following
long hallways

PR is more aligned with trails), then Why uses the template
(1) Although there may be another way that is N (M(DH )) N ∗ (βH ),
(2) I think my way is N (M(DR )) N ∗ (βR ).
where N ∗ (β) is a comparator for β (e.g., “shorter” or “better at following a way we’ve gone
before”). For example, an explanation could be “Although there may be another way that
is somewhat shorter, I think my way is a lot better at following ways we’ve gone before.”
Why omits the first line in the template if DH = 0. Other cases, where DH is negative
or DR is positive, cannot occur with the cost-graph-based planners because each planner is
optimal with respect to its own objective, as described in Section 4.3.1.

5.3.2

What makes your plan better than mine?

Why also addresses the question “What makes your plan better than mine?” Figure 5.6
shows an example of Why’s response. If tier-2 voting selects the A* plan, which the robot
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Table 5.9: Translations from value intervals to language for the difference Dβ = β(P1 )−β(P2 )
for each planner’s objective β
Intervals M(D)
(0, 1]
A*
(1, 10]
(10, +∞)
(−∞, −150]
ConveyorPlan, HallwayPlan,
(−150, −25]
RegionPlan, and TrailPlan
(−25, +∞)
(−∞, −25]
SkeletonPlan and HighwayPlan (−25, −5]
(−5, +∞)
Objective β(P )

N (M(D))
a bit
somewhat
a lot
a lot
somewhat
a bit
a lot
somewhat
a bit

assumes has the same objective as its human companion, Why would respond “Actually, I
agree that we should take the shortest route.” Otherwise, Why computes DH = βH (PR ) −
βH (PH ) and DR = βR (PR ) − βR (PH ). If DH and DR are both 0, then Why replies, “I think
both plans are equally good.” Otherwise, Why responds with the template
I prefer my plan because it’s N (M(DR )) N ∗ (βR ).
For example, an explanation for selecting TrailPlan’s plan could be “I prefer my plan
because it’s a lot better at following ways we’ve gone before.”

5.3.3

What’s another way we could go?

The third question is “What’s another way we could go?” Figure 5.7 shows an example of
Why’s response. Because Why has access to two plans from SemaFORR (PR and PH ), it
can provide PH , the shortest-path plan, as the alternative plan in response to this question.
Why applies the template
We could go your way since it’s N (M(DH )) N ∗ (βH ) but it could also be N (M(DR ))
N 0 (βR ).
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Figure 5.6: In G5, the robot appears as a box and its target as a star. Tier-2 voting
selected the HallwayPlan (blue solid line) which follows learned hallways (green squares).
Why compares it with the A* plan (red dashed line) and responds to “What makes your
plan better than mine?” with “I prefer my plan because it’s somewhat better at following
hallways.”
where N 0 denotes an opposite comparator (e.g., “longer” or “worse at following ways we’ve
gone before”). For example, an explanation is “We could go that way since it’s somewhat
shorter but it could also be a lot worse at following ways we’ve gone before.” If tier-2 voting
selects the A* plan, which uses the same objective as the robot’s human companion, then
it responds “Your way is the best way to go.”

5.3.4

How sure are you about your plan?

Why also addresses “How sure are you about your plan?” Figure 5.8 shows an example of
Why’s response. To respond, Why analyzes and explains its confidence in its objective.
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Figure 5.7: In G5, the robot appears as a box and its target as a star. SemaFORR’s learned
conveyors are shown in a green-shaded heatmap superimposed over the floor plan, with
higher-valued cells shaded darker. Tier-2 voting selected the ConveyorPlan (blue solid
line) which is attracted to high-valued conveyors. Why compares it with the A* plan (red
dashed line) and responds to “What’s another way we could go?” with “We could go that
way since it’s a bit shorter but it could also be a bit worse at going through well-traveled
areas.”
Why uses a comparison between the translation of M(DR ) and M(DH ) to determine its
confidence in the plan PR . Table 5.10 translates all possible N (M(DR )) and N (M(DH ))
pairs. Why explains its confidence based on one of the pairs in Table 5.10 with the template
(1) I’m N (M(DR , DH )) sure because
(2) my plan is N (M(DR ))N ∗ (βR ) and only N (M(DH ))N 0 (βH ) than your plan.
(3) even though my plan is N (M(DR ))N ∗ (βR ), it is also N (M(DH ))N 0 (βH )
than your plan.
(4) my plan is N (DH )N 0 (βH ) and only N (DR )N ∗ (βR ) than your plan
Why completes the first line of the template with Table 5.10. Then, if N (M(DR , DH )) =
“really,” Why uses the second line in the template; if N (M(DR , DH )) = “only somewhat,”
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Figure 5.8: In G5, the robot appears as a box and its target as a star. Tier-2 voting
selects the TrailPlan (blue solid line) which follows learned trails (green lines) with trail
markers (green circles). Why compares it with the A* plan (red dashed line); two sections
of the plans are magnified to demonstrate the difference in their adherence to TrailPlan’s
objective. Why responds to “How sure are you about your plan?” with “I’m really sure
because my plan is a lot better at following ways we’ve gone before and only a bit longer
than your plan.”
it uses the third line; otherwise it uses the fourth. In the example in Figure 5.8, this would
be “I’m really sure because my plan is a lot better at following ways we’ve gone before and
only a bit longer than your plan.”

5.3.5

Responses for freespace-based plans

Thus far, this section has described explanations for cost-graph-based plans in response
to four questions. Why can also respond to those same questions for SemaFORR’s two
freespace-based planners described in Section 4.3.2. SemaFORR builds both a skeleton plan
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Table 5.10: Confidence level translation of N (M(DR , DH )) based on the translations of
M(DR ) and M(DH )

“a lot”
N (M(DR )) = “somewhat”
“a bit”

“a lot”
only somewhat
not
not

N (M(DH )) =
“somewhat”
really
only somewhat
not

“a bit”
really
really
only somewhat

and a highway plan and selects the shorter one. Why cannot, however, presume that its
human companion would seek the shortest-length plan to reach the target because freespacebased planners do not have access to the human’s map. Instead, Why assumes that both the
robot and its human companion have learned the same spatial model but chosen differently
between the two freespace-based plans.
Why assumes the human’s objective is for the longer of the two, the one SemaFORR did
not select. It replaces βH (“take the shortest path”) and PH (the shortest-length plan from
A*) with the objective and plan from the freespace-based planner it did not choose (a plan
in the skeleton if SemaFORR selected a highway plan, or vice versa). Without an A*-based
cost graph, Why has to modify how it evaluates each plan so they can be compared. For
the robot’s perspective, βR (P ) examines a fully operationalized version of the plan. A plan
in the skeleton PR is a sequence of regions, and Why substitutes the regions’ centers for
the regions. A highway plan PR is a sequence of interleaved intersections and highways, and
Why substitutes the intersections’ centroids for the intersections and the sequence of region
centers or trail markers (as described in Section 4.3.2) for highways. βR (P ) measures the
Euclidean length from one location to the next in the operationalized version of the plan
and βH (P ) measures the plan’s cost in its respective graph.
Given these freespace-based plans and their objectives, Why applies the same templates
with the same translations described above for cost-graph-based plans to respond to all four
questions. For “Why did you decide to do that?”, Why follows the procedure in Algorithm
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5.2 with translations in Tables 5.8 and 5.9. For example, an explanation could be “Although
there may be another way that is somewhat better at going through open areas, I think
my way is a lot better at following long hallways.” In response to “What makes your plan
better than mine?”, Why uses the same template in Section 5.2.2 and could respond, for
example, “I prefer my plan because it’s a lot better at going through open areas.” Similarly,
Why uses the template in Section 5.2.3 to respond to “What’s another way we could go?”
For example, it could respond “We could go your way since it’s somewhat better at going
through open areas but it could also be a lot worse at following long hallways.” Finally, in
response to “How sure are you about your plan?”, Why uses the translations in Table 5.10
to fill the template in Section 5.2.4. For example, it could respond “I’m not sure because
my plan is somewhat worse at going through open areas and only a bit better at following
long hallways than your plan.”

5.3.6

How are we getting there?

Why addresses “How are we getting there?” as a request for a plan description. To respond,
Why examines the sequence of plan steps in SemaFORR’s plan PR and produces natural
language to describe the plan. Although Why can respond to this question for cost-graphbased plans, it may be more useful to provide a visual response with the plan shown on the
metric map used to construct the plan.. Figure 5.9 shows an example of Why’s response
to this question. This question addresses a human companion’s uncertainty in the route
that they plan to take to reach their shared target. Unlike previous questions which use
the planner’s objective to respond, this question requires a high-level description of the plan
itself.
Why assumes that the questioner asks this in anticipation of travel along the plan, so
it assumes that the robot will successfully operationalize the plan in the fewest and most
direct steps from one plan step to the next. For cost-graph-based plans, Why assumes that
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Figure 5.9: In G5, SemaFORR constructed a skeleton plan (blue line) through its learned
regions (pink circles) from the robot (gray square) to its target (star). Why explains the
plan with “We will go straight about 25 meters, turn right, go straight about 8 meters, turn
left, go straight about 6 meters, turn right a little, and go straight about 2 meters to reach
our target.”
the robot will directly move along PR ’s sequence of waypoint locations. For freespace-based
plans, SemaFORR uses the freespace elements as plan steps to allow for flexibility in action
selection.
To facilitate explanation of these plans, Why assumes that the robot will be able to
directly travel from one freespace step to the next and simplifies each freespace element
based on its operationalized version as described in Section 5.3.5. For HighwayPlan,
Why excludes the operationalized highways because they are not required for a high-level
description of the plan. Now given a plan PR from any of SemaFORR’s planners, Why
converts it to a sequence of locations, PR0 , with the robot’s current location first and its
target last.
Why processes PR0 to produce an explanation. It first forms plan segments from consecutive locations in PR0 and then computes the length and angular direction χ of each segment.
(The angular direction of a segment is based on the angle between its endpoints relative to
a fixed horizontal axis.) Why then assigns a numeric label to each segment based on the
interval where the angular direction lies, as shown in Table 5.11. These labels represent a
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Table 5.11: Numeric labels N (M(χ)) for segment angle intervals M(χ). The allocentric
direction associated with each label is shown for reference but not used by Why.
Angular Direction M(χ) Numeric Label N (M(χ))
[−7π/8, −5π/8)
2
[−5π/8, −3π/8)
3
[−3π/8, −π/8)
4
[−π/8, π/8)
5
[π/8, 3π/8)
6
[3π/8, 5π/8)
7
[5π/8, 7π/8)
8
otherwise
1

Allocentric direction
Southwest
South
Southeast
East
Northeast
North
Northwest
West

translation of plan segments to an allocentric frame of reference, useful to describe outdoor
navigation but less appropriate indoors. Instead, Why translates these allocentric labels to
an egocentric perspective (i.e., as if the robot and its human companion were to travel along
the plan).
Why uses the N (M(χ)) labels to determine the direction of consecutive path segments.
It calculates X = N (M(χk )) − N (M(χk−1 )), the change in segment k’s numeric label
compared to k − 1’s numeric label. For example, if the first segment in PR0 is labeled 2 and
the second segment is labeled 7, then X = 5. Why then translates N (X) in Table 5.12, for
example, N (X = 5) translates to “turn hard right.” This translation allows a sequence of
plan steps that go in the same direction, regardless of angle, to be translated to the phrase
“go straight.”
At this point plan PR0 has a phrase associated with each plan segment. For the example in
Figure 5.9, the skeleton plan has twelve segments with labels [West, West, West, West, West,
West, North, North, North, West, West, Northwest], which translates to the eleven phrases
[“go straight”, “go straight”, “go straight”, “go straight”, “go straight”, “turn right”, “go
straight”, “go straight”, “turn left”, “go straight”, “turn right a little”]. Although a phrase
that starts with “turn” indicates a change in direction from segment k to segment k + 1,
it only represents the action that occurs at the location where the two segments meet. To
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Table 5.12: Why translates the difference in consecutive angular directions to phrases. To
adjust for full 2π rotation, X is computed in modulo 8.
X = (N (M(χk )) − N (M(χk−1 ))) mod 8
χk − χk−1
Phrase N (X)
0
(−2π/8, 2π/8)
go straight
1
(0, 4π/8)
turn left a little
2
(2π/8, 6π/8)
turn left
3
(4π/8, π)
turn hard left
4
(6π/8, −6π/8)
turn around
5
(π, −4π/8)
turn hard right
6
(−6π/8, −2π/8)
turn right
7
(−4π/8, 0)
turn right a little
Table 5.13: Segment lengths are binned with M(length) intervals and those intervals are
translated to phrases
M(length)
Phrase N (M(length))
length ≤ 1m
1 meter
length ∈ 2m intervals from 2 meters to 10 meters
upper limit of interval
length ∈ 5m intervals from 15 meters to 50 meters
upper limit of interval
length ∈ 10m intervals from 60 meters to 110 meters upper limit of interval
account for the intended movement along segment k + 1, a “go straight” phrase is inserted
after each “turn” phrase. Then, consecutive “go straight” phrases are summarized with a
single “go straight” because they indicate that the plan continues in the same direction for
multiple path segments. In Figure 5.9’s example, these two modifications reduce the eleven
phrases to seven [“go straight”, “turn right”, “go straight”, “turn left”, “go straight”, “turn
right a little”, “go straight”].
Each “go straight” phrase is assigned a total segment length based on the segments that
derived that phrases. When consecutive “go straight” phrases are combined, the lengths
of the corresponding segments are summed, and when a “go straight” is inserted after a
turn, the length of is second segment is recorded. These lengths are binned in intervals and
translated to natural language in Table 5.13. The list of phrases and lengths are combined
with appropriate punctuation to form the explanation with the template
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We will [N (X) about N (M(length)), ] to reach our target.
The translation in square brackets is repeated for each N (X) except the last, which is
modified to “and N (X) about N (M(length)).” The phrase “about N (M(length))” is
included only when N (X) = “go straight.” In Figure 5.9’s example, with total segment
lengths of 23.5m, 7.4m, 5.2m, and 1.5m would produce the explanation “We will go straight
about 25 meters, turn right, go straight about 8 meters, turn left, go straight about 6
meters, turn right a little, and go straight about 2 meters to reach our target.” Instead of a
description of every plan step, this explanation summarizes the plan succinctly.
For a highway plan, the template is modified to reflect that turns occur at intersections
in the highway graph. Why adds “at an intersection” after N (X) translations that start
with “turn”. Although SemaFORR’s intersections may not exactly match intersections in
the real world, this modification allows a person to view inflection points along a plan in a
visual context.
Why could also explain the human companion’s alternative plan PH0 with the same
procedure with the substitution of “We could” for “We will.” This would be appropriate
when the human companion wanted to know how the alternate route could reach the target.
Figure 5.10 shows an example of Why’s explanation for a highway plan as an alternative to
the skeleton plan.
In summary, Why produces natural explanations for a robot’s plan as it travels through
a complex environment. These explanations are essential in autonomous indoor navigation
and made possible only by assumptions about its collaborator’s objective. The approach
presented here generates explanations for the robot’s plan, responds to questions about
alternative plans, and provides a confidence level for its plan.
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Figure 5.10: In G5, SemaFORR constructed a highway plan (blue line) through the intersections (beige grid squares) in its highway graph from the robot (red square) to its target
(star). Why explains the plan with “We could turn hard right at an intersection, go straight
about 4 meters, turn left at an intersection, go straight about 15 meters, turn right at an
intersection, go straight about 20 meters, turn hard left at an intersection, and go straight
about 4 meters to reach our target.”

5.4

Chapter summary

This chapter has described Why, a method that explains navigational decisions and plans
in natural language. It has detailed how Why explains its decisions based on SemaFORR’s
reactive Advisors and planners in tier 1 and its decisions based on heuristics in tier 3.
Explanations for decisions address the rationales behind them, SemaFORR’s confidence in
its decision, and the reasons other actions were rejected. Why explains SemaFORR’s tier-2
plans in comparison to a human companion’s assumed objective. Why examines the cost
of SemaFORR’s plan and the human’s plan with respect to their respective objectives and
uses the difference between them to explain SemaFORR’s choice. Why also transforms
a detailed sequence of plan steps from the robot’s perspective into a more general natural
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language description. Additionally, Why briefly explains HLE’s decisions. The next chapter
describes how SemaFORR’s improved spatial representations and reasoning are evaluated
and reviews the empirical results.

Chapter 6
Evaluation and results
Empirical evaluation of artificial systems requires metrics that measure performance. Recall
that the thesis of this work is that a robust and trustworthy system for robot navigation
requires opportunistic exploration, a cognitively-based representation to learn and reason
about space, metareasoning to address difficult situations, and a principled way to explain
its behavior. This chapter evaluates SemaFORR with respect to this thesis.
Rigorous evaluation of this dissertation’s contributions begins with the selection of environments. Ideally, autonomous indoor navigation would be on a standard testbed, where
robots and their controllers would be physically evaluated in the same set of buildings. Physical access to common buildings, however, is unreasonable, given researchers’ geographic
dispersion. Instead, this chapter evaluates in simulation, which allows repeated experiments
in common environments. There is no widely-used simulation testbed either, because most
buildings’ floor plans are not publicly available given concerns about privacy and security.
Instead, this dissertation introduces a testbed of three artificial environments and five realworld environments, all without doors or furniture. These environments are representative
of buildings where indoor robot navigators will be deployed, such as museums and office
spaces. A repository of these environments’ maps is available as part of the open-source
139
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simulation engine described later in this chapter.
For each environment, 5 different ordered target sequences of 40 freespace locations each
were randomly generated. These sequences provide a variety of challenges for the robot
because of their order and spatial distribution. The robot’s next target is usually outside the
robot’s 25m sensor range. These target sequences require long-distance movement. In G5,
for example, the Euclidean distance between consecutive targets (which ignores obstacles)
ranged from 5.8m to 87.4m, and averaged 40.9m across all 5 target sets.
A run is a complete simulation of the robot from its initial pose to its final one on its last
target. During a run, the robot visits one preselected target sequence T in an environment.
The robot attempts to reach each target in T within a decision-step limit λs (maximum
number of actions selected). SemaFORR pursues a target until it succeeds (comes within ε
of it) or fails (exceeds the prespecified λs ). The robot begins every run in the same pose
for each environment, and begins on each target after the first from its final pose on the
previous one.
In this chapter, different versions of SemaFORR are used to evaluate the impact of the
different components’ contribution to SemaFORR’s navigation performance. A statistical
analysis seeks significant differences among versions enhanced with different components.
Throughout this chapter an ANOVA test identifies statistically significant differences among
multiple versions in an environment, and then a post-hoc Tukey test identifies pairwise
significance. All statistical significance is for p < 0.05. Although time constraints and
hardware limitations prevent evaluation with every version in every environment, the data
reported here highlight the important distinctions with representative environments and is
the result of thousands of hours of workstation computation.
The first two sections of this chapter describe the test environments and evaluation
metrics for SemaFORR’s performance. The third section details the simulation system,
hyperparameters, and parameters. Subsequent sections provide empirical results with the
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(c)

Figure 6.1: Floor plans for (a) World A, (b) World B, and (c) World C with the robot’s
initial pose in red.
components introduced in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The final section summarizes key results.

6.1

Test environments

Privacy and security concerns discourage a shared dataset on which to benchmark real-world
indoor navigation. Instead, SemaFORR is evaluated on three small, artificial environments
and five large, complex, real-world environments. These environments represent different
types of indoor spaces where a robot may be expected to navigate. The floor plan for
each environment shows the robot’s initial pose when it starts a run. In the real-world
environments, all stairways, elevators, and rooms too small for the robot are considered
obstructed; bathrooms are included as freespace but not their individual stalls. This section
describes each of these environments and their unique challenges.
The original version of SemaFORR used three artificial environments that represented
common types of real-world indoor spaces (Epstein et al., 2015). World A suggests an office
space with five rooms, World B suggests a rotunda with 10 rooms around its perimeter,
and World C is configured like a warehouse or library stacks. Figure 6.1 shows floor plans
for these environments. All three environments are uniformly small (20.2 × 20.2m), with
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Figure 6.2: Floor plan of M5, the fifth floor of the Museum of Modern Art with the robot’s
initial pose in red.
few internal obstructions, but their spatial configurations provide different challenges. In
World A, much of the environment goes unsensed from any given pose, so there is rarely
a direct line-of-sight to a target. In World B much of the environment can be sensed from
the central area, but is limited from within its outer rooms. In World C, a navigator must
travel around and between the stacks to cross the environment, where shared walls can make
navigationally distant locations seem deceptively close. The original version of SemaFORR
successfully learned to navigate in all three of these environments. They also provide a good
baseline in which to determine whether new elements introduced in this dissertation degrade
prior navigation performance.
One common environment for autonomous indoor navigators is a museum. In this work,
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Figure 6.3: Floor plan of T1, the first floor of the Metropolitan Museum of Art with the
robot’s initial pose in red.
SemaFORR is evaluated with two real-world museums’ floor plans. M5 is the fifth floor of
New York’s Museum of Modern Art. It was designed to attract, but not force, visitors along
some path that allows them to view all the temporary exhibits there. M5 is larger (54×62m)
than the artificial environments, with about 1585m2 of freespace. Several alternative routes
through the space provide flexibility to the navigator. Figure 6.2 shows M5’s floor plan, with
14 rooms, a staircase in the center, and entrances at the top right and bottom right.
The second museum environment for evaluation is T1, the first floor of New York’s
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Much larger (314 × 192m with 183 rooms) and more complex than M5, T1 presents a number of difficult challenges for autonomous indoor robot
navigation. Figure 6.3 shows T1’s floor plan; it has about 29707m2 of freespace. T1 was
designed to facilitate travel through themed galleries at a visitor’s own pace, based on their
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Figure 6.4: Floor plan of H10, the tenth floor of Hunter College’s North Building with the
robot’s initial pose in red.
interests. The result is a space that often affords access to many different rooms from any
given location. Navigation between any two locations is rarely straightforward, and often
entails many detours.
Another common real-world environment for indoor navigation is an academic office
building. H10 is the tenth floor of Hunter College’s North Building, a repeatedly renovated
1937 building. H10 is 89 × 58m with about 2627m2 of freespace. Its 75 rooms include
classrooms, offices, and laboratories. Figure 6.4 shows H10’s floor plan, where two wings are
connected by a central corridor that contains banks of elevators and stairways; there is also
an extension on the right. Navigators often struggle to find their way through H10 where
travel to the wrong wing requires considerable backtracking.
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Figure 6.5: Floor plan of G5, the fifth floor of the Graduate Center with the robot’s initial
pose in red.
G5 is the fifth floor of the Graduate Center, a 107-year-old building about the size
of a soccer field. It occupies an entire Manhattan city block and was last renovated in
2009. G5 is 110 × 70m with about 4021m2 of freespace. It is known for its ability to
perplex human navigators, despite color-coded walls and art introduced as landmarks by
thoughtful employees. The floor plan of G5 in Figure 6.5 includes 180 rooms and many
intersecting hallways. G5’s narrow doorways, jogs, and interior support columns (which
appear in the figure as small circles) are substantial navigational challenges for our robots’
0.8m-wide bases. Moreover, Figure 6.5’s four horizontal hallways and three vertical ones
provide multiple alternate routes to most targets.
Finally, B5 is the fifth floor in a large university building in Boston. It is a 130 × 81m
floor with about 3921m2 of freespace. Figure 6.6 shows B5’s floor plan. B5 has many
interconnected hallways and intersections, with 187 rooms and a large central atrium. Similar
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Figure 6.6: Floor plan of B5, the fifth floor of a large university building with the robot’s
initial pose in red.
to H10 and G5, it contains seminar rooms, offices, and laboratories, in different spatial
configurations. Rooms are often nested within one another. Discovery of such internal
spaces and their connectivity makes exploration difficult.
In summary, this section has introduced eight indoor environments. The three artificial
ones provide a baseline in which to evaluate new components. Two types of real-world
environments, museums and offices, test the systems’ ability to perform in more challenging
and varied spatial configurations. Travel in the real-world environments described here
confuses even knowledgeable navigators, who can enter those floors from multiple elevators
and stairways and follow many different routes to reach their destination. Additionally,
locations that are nearby in Euclidean distance often counterintuitively require much more
travel to reach because of intervening walls. Other floors in these buildings are both different
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Table 6.1: Summary of environments for evaluation
Type

Environment
World A
Artificial World B
World C
M5
Museum
T1
H10
Office
G5
B5

Size (m)
Rooms
20.2 × 20.2
5
20.2 × 20.2
10
20.2 × 20.2
12
54 × 62
14
314 × 192
183
89 × 58
75
110 × 70
180
130 × 81
187

Freespace (m2 )
384
380
378
1585
29707
2627
4021
3921

and typically easier to navigate. Table 6.1 summarizes the statistics of these environments,
which will challenge SemaFORR’s robustness and ability to generalize.

6.2

Primary evaluation metrics

A robust system for autonomous indoor robot navigation must reach the targets it is given,
waste little time and effort while it does so, and learn about its environment. Evaluation
requires metrics for the system’s performance on its targets and for navigational efficiency,
that is, its ability to minimize wasted effort while it addresses its targets. This section
describes such metrics and how they are computed given a run. Because Why is implemented
as a separate ROS package that runs in parallel with SemaFORR, it is evaluated separately,
in Section 6.10.
The principal performance metric here is success rate, the fraction of targets reached
within the decision-step limit λs . Success rate addresses the controller’s primary goal: to
reach all the targets it was assigned. Ideally, an autonomous navigator should achieve 100%
success on any sequence of targets. In real-world environments, however, 100% success usually requires some combination of unlimited time, flawless sensor data, and perfect execution
of actions. Instead, we seek to maximize success rate because our robot is simulated with
sensor noise and actuator error. Recall that a path p consists of n decision points. Given
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|T | targets, success rate is computed as


X
1 n T ≤ λ s
T ∈T

success rate =



0 otherwise
|T |

(6.1)

where nT is the number of decisions the robot made to reach target T .
One metric for navigational efficiency is travel distance in meters. An indoor robot has
a limited battery life; the farther it travels, the more it has to engage its motors and expend
that energy. Ideally, a robot should reduce how far it travels so that it efficiently uses its
battery. In an experiment, the robot travels along a continuous route from its starting pose
to the final pose at the end of the pursuit of the last target. The total length of this path p
is measured as

T -distance =

n−1
X

distance(dk , dk+1 )

(6.2)

k=1

where n is the number of decision points d in p. T -distance only considers travel as the robot
navigates to its targets in T . X-distance is travel plus exploration distance computed as
X-distance = T -distance +

nX
X −1

distance(dk , dk+1 )

(6.3)

k=1

where nX is the number of decision points during exploration. Exploration, however, could
be done separately from a run instead of immediately prior to pursuit of T , with separate
exploration results recorded in SemaFORR’s knowledge store. SemaFORR can also omit
exploration in environments where it is unnecessary.
Another metric for navigational efficiency is time, measured as elapsed wall-clock time
in seconds. An autonomous robot that navigates nearby or alongside people is expected
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to make decisions in real-time to provide the illusion of continuous motion, so long pauses
for computation may be unacceptable. Thus we include as time spent on computation:
planning time (with tier-2 and either cost-graph-based planners or freespace-based planners),
learning time (when SemaFORR updates its spatial model), and decision time (time spent
per decision in a run). Planning time includes any time Enforcer spends to operationalize
a plan step (e.g., search for the relevant sequence of regions within a highway to get to the
next intersection). Time is measured here as either X-time or T -time. X-time is measured
from the starting pose until the end of the path toward the last target, and includes any
time spent on exploration. T -time is X-time minus time spent on global exploration. Both
measures include all time spent on action selection, learning, and planning.
Finally, we measure the inclusiveness of the spatial model with coverage, the fraction
of the environment’s freespace included by the spatial model. To measure coverage, we
superimpose a 1 × 1m grid on the footprint of an environment, and initialize it with a value
of 0 in every cell. A cell’s value is changed to 1 if the cell overlaps any region or if a trail passes
through it. Coverage is the number of cells with a value of 1 divided by the total freespace
area of that environment. Higher coverage indicates a spatial model that is geographically
inclusive and thus more likely to include a new target. Here, coverage is measured after
exploration and at the end of each run.
In summary, this section has described several metrics for SemaFORR’s evaluation. These
metrics evaluate SemaFORR’s performance on its targets, its navigational efficiency, and the
inclusiveness of SemaFORR’s model. Table 6.2 summarizes the metrics described in this section. Additional metrics are defined as necessary to address other important considerations
(e.g., proximity to obstructions). The next section details the simulation system and hyperparameters.
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Table 6.2: Primary evaluation metrics. T is a run on a sequence of targets.
Metric
Success rate

Description
Fraction of targets reached within the decision-step
limit
X-distance
Euclidean length of the path with exploration
T -distance
Euclidean length of the path only on T
X-time
Time with exploration
T -time
Time spent only on T
Planning time Time spent planning in tier 2
Learning time Time spent updating the spatial model
Decision time Average time per decision only on T
Coverage
Fraction of freespace included in the spatial model

Desired extremum
Maximum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Maximum

Figure 6.7: Fetch Robotics’ Fetch and Freight

6.3

Simulation, hyperparameters, and parameters

SemaFORR is evaluated in simulation with ROS, the state-of-the-art robot operating system
(Quigley et al., 2009). Although simulation ignores some real-world challenges, such as battery life or difficult terrain, it allows for extensive experiments with many different settings.
Simulation also allows evaluation in a variety of environments, many of which would not be
accessible to our robots in the real world. This section describes the simulation engine, the
robot, and the hyperparameter and parameter settings for evaluation.
MengeROS manages the simulation with publicly-available source code (Aroor et al.,
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Table 6.3: Hyperparameters used in these experiments
Hyperparameters
Number of runs for experiment
Environment for MengeROS
Robot and sensor details: robot size,
collision buffer, sensor type, sensor
range, and action repertoire
Ordered targets T for environment
Additional Advisors for SemaFORR

Additional settings

Range
integer ∈ [1,100]
World A, World B, World C, M5, T1, H10, G5,
B5
Based on the robot’s specifications

Any sequence of (x, y) locations in an environment’s freespace
Tier 1 ⊆ {Thru, Behind, Out, LLE, Forward, Precedent}
Tier 2 ⊆ {A*, ConveyorPlan, HallwayPlan, RegionPlan, TrailPlan}
or Tier 2 = {SkeletonPlan, HighwayPlan}
or Tier 2 = {SkeletonPlan}
Tier 3 ⊆ Table 4.3
HLE ∈ {On, Off}
Why ∈ {On, Off}

2017). It deliberately introduces small, random errors into both the sensor data and action execution as changes in the time allocated to the robot’s motors. Given a floor plan,
MengeROS calculates the robot’s sensor reading R. Rather than use SLAM for localization,
to limit the scope of the problem, this work has MengeROS provide perfect localization
from the floor plan. Several other approaches described in Chapter 2 could also provide
near-perfect localization for SemaFORR, such as visual-inertial odometry, WiFi signals, detectable markers on walls or the floor, and RFID.
MengeROS simulates navigation with Fetch Robotics’ Fetch and Freight, shown in Figure
6.7. Both are industry-ready robots with the same rangefinder and a 6-wheeled base that
is about 0.5m tall and 0.8m in diameter (Wise et al., 2016). Freight’s laser range scanner
reports 15 times per second the distance to the nearest obstruction within 25m of the robot
in 660 evenly spaced directions along a 220◦ arc. On each decision cycle, SemaFORR selects
an action from Table 5.1. The simulator executes it and reports the resultant pose and view.
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All simulation experiments ran on a Dell Precision Tower 7910 with 16 GB memory and
an Intel Xeon(R) CPU ES-26-30 v3 @ 2.40GHz x 16, under ROS Indigo in Ubuntu 14.04. All
random selection used the C++ function srand, with a seed based on the computer’s internal
clock time. Control file details on hyperparameters for the simulation experiments appear in
Table 6.3. They determine the number of runs, the environment, the robot’s specifications,
the target sequence, any request for preliminary or local exploration, and any additional
Advisors.
In addition to the hyperparameters set for each experiment, there are parameters that
determine SemaFORR’s behavior. Table 6.4 shows the parameters introduced in this dissertation. Values were set based on preliminary testing in G5 and then applied in all runs.
(The sole exceptions were λs and λt , discussed further in Section 6.8.) In that preliminary
testing, each parameter was manipulated independently with initial values selected based on
intuition and then tuned to improve performance. Although these values were tuned in one
environment, the results in the remainder of this chapter demonstrate that they generalize
to other environments. To avoid collisions due to sensor or actuator error, the maximum
permissible forward move was no more than minimum length reported by R within θ ± 30◦ .
To avoid small, distant obstructions (e.g., support columns in G5) that could go undetected,
the ability to sense a location requires confirmation within 20m and support within a multiray area. Precision ε with respect to arrival at a location in all experiments was 1m for
targets, but 0.5m for subtrail markers, and 0.75m for regions’ centers, both of which rely on
R and so require greater precision. All grid cells were 1 × 1m except for conveyors, which
were 2 × 2m. These values were hand-tuned for use with G5 and then applied uniformly to
all environments.
HLE’s settings were also based on preliminary analysis in G5 and then applied in all
runs. It selects forward moves of 0.8m when it explores to match the robots’ base. The
robot moved away from any obstruction within 0.15m. During exploration, a cue had to
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Table 6.4: SemaFORR’s parameters with fixed values based on preliminary testing in G5
and applied to all runs.
Category

Description
Decision-step limit for pursuit of a target
SemaFORR
Minimum distance to be considered at a location
Hallways
Smoothing threshold for hallways
Highways
Minimum length for contiguous cells in the highway grid
Known grid
Minimum number of decision points to cover a cell well
Initial circumstances learned offline from simulated data
Minimum cluster size
Circumstances Confidence threshold
Number of settings in U ∗ that triggers reclustering
Maximum L1 distance threshold for a setting’s similarity
to a circumstance
Overall time limit
HLE
Decision-step limit for pursuit of a cue
Minimum length for a cue
LLE
Maximum distance for pursuit of a cue
Thru
Decision-step limit for steps toward a cue’s endpoint

Parameter
λs
ε (see text)
τh = 1
τg = 7m
τk = 4
I
τc = 50
τt = 0.95
τs = 200
εd = 125
λt
λd = 750
τr = 7m
ε` = 7m
λh = 20

be at least τr = 7m long for HLE and at least 2m for LLE. Highway orientation was
averaged over the last 40 poses. Spectral clustering and the neural network for circumstances
were implemented under Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Offline clustering to produce
the initial circumstances I specified 25 clusters, minimum cluster size 50, and k = 15 for
the nearest-neighbor graph. The neural network trained to identify circumstances had 1
hidden layer of 100 ReLU nodes, and training stopped after 2000 iterations or 10 consecutive
iterations whose loss reduction was less than 0.0001.
In summary, this section has described the simulator MengeROS that is used for empirical
evaluation. It detailed the hardware and software for the experiments, and listed the required
hyperparameters and parameters. The remainder of this chapter describes the empirical
design and results. Some configurations were not tested because initial trials produced
extremely poor performance.
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Table 6.5: Versions to evaluate new spatial representations and new tier-3 Advisors. A “+”
in a row indicates the inclusion of Advisors or model components in addition to those used
in the line above it.
Name
Purely Reactive

Original

Tier-1 Advisors
Victory,
AvoidObstacles,
NotOpposite
Unchanged

Doors
Least Angle
Access
Tentative

Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged

Hallways

Unchanged

6.4

Tier-3 Advisors
None

Spatial Model
None

+ BigStep, ElbowRoom,
Novelty, GoAround, Convey, Enter, Exit, Trailer,
Unlikely
Unchanged
+ LeastAngle
+ Access
+ Curiosity, Enfilade, VisualScan, SpatialLearner
+ Crossroads, Follow,
Stay

Trails, regions,
conveyors, exits,
skeleton
+ Doors
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged
+ Hallways

Spatial representations and heuristics

To examine the interplay among reactivity, heuristics, and the spatial model, this section
examines several versions of the original SemaFORR described in Epstein et al. (2015). The
experiments in this section are intended to study the impact of the new spatial representations and the new tier-3 Advisors. None use planning or exploration. The versions of interest
here are summarized in Table 6.5.
The baseline for comparison in this section is Purely Reactive, which uses the three
original tier-1 Advisors (Victory, AvoidObstacles, NotOpposite), and random action
selection for tier 3. Original is the complete original version of SemaFORR with its spatial
model and the 10 tier-3 Advisors not in boldface in Table 4.3. These two versions are used to
evaluate whether the inclusion of novel representations and Advisors changes performance.
The hypothesis for this section is that the inclusion of new spatial representations and
Advisors is more successful than Purely Reactive and at least as successful as Original. The
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remainder of this section examines how the inclusion of doors and the new tier-3 Advisors
impacts the success rate. Then it describes how the addition of hallways and circumstances
compare with Original.

6.4.1

Doors and tier-3 Advisors

This subsection evaluates the doors and tier-3 Advisors in the three artificial environments,
M5, and G5. Original had near perfect success in the artificial environments before the
addition of these new components; new additions to SemaFORR should not degrade its
performance. Table 6.6 shows the average success rate for six versions. (The version with
hallways is considered in the next subsection.)
For Worlds A, B, and C, values are averaged from 10 runs (2 on each of 5 target sequences). In M5 and G5, values are averaged over 40 runs (8 on each of 5 targets sequences
except Tentative on M5 which has 10 runs, 2 on each of 5 target sequences). The difference in the number of runs is due to time, hardware constraints, and indications of poor
performance.
For all three artificial environments, the post-hoc tests reveal that all versions outperform
Purely Reactive, the version with just the original three tier-1 Advisors and random action
selection in tier 3. Doors is the version that learns the spatial representation doors that
was introduced in Chapter 3. Doors modifies the tier-3 Advisors Enter and Exit to use
doors in addition to exits. LeastAngle adds to Doors the tier-3 Advisor LeastAngle, which
votes to leave a region toward another region in the direction of the target. Both Doors and
LeastAngle perform as well as Original in the five environments.
Recall that Access uses the tier-3 Advisor Access which encourages actions toward
regions with many doors. Access is worse than Original in Worlds A and C because it draws
the robot toward the central corridor in A and into the hallways in C, where regions will
have accumulated more doors, rather than toward the rooms where the targets are likely
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Table 6.6: Average success rate to evaluate the impact of doors and new tier-3 Advisors.
Standard deviations appear in parentheses. Figures in boldface represent a significant improvement over Purely Reactive in the same environment. Data with “—” was omitted due
to time and hardware constraints.
Purely Reactive
Original
Doors
Least Angle
Access
Tentative

World A
51.5%
(7.7%)
98.0%
(2.0%)
97.5%
(3.5%)
96.5%
(3.2%)
91.8%
(3.3%)
92.5%
(3.9%)

World B
78.3%
(6.4%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
98.5%
(1.7%)
99.5%
(1.6%)
99.3%
(1.7%)
95.8%
(1.7%)

World C
M5
G5
40.0%
27.9%
3.6%
(7.8%)
(6.6%) (2.7%)
94.0%
83.0% 12.2%
(2.7%) (17.6%) (4.9%)
90.8%
—–
—–
(4.3%)
92.0%
93.6% 11.8%
(3.3%)
(4.4%) (5.0%)
70.0%
—–
—–
(14.6%)
90.0%
79.3%
—–
(3.9%)
(4.5%)

located. This is not an issue in World B, where the openness of the central atrium allows
Victory to take control often and go directly to a target.
Tentative encourages cautious exploration. It adds three tier-3 Advisors that encourage
exploration: Curiosity encourages actions that will take the robot somewhere it has never
visited on a run, VisualScan encourages the robot to rotate toward a heading where it
has not sensed before, and SpatialLearner encourages it to go to places not covered by
the spatial model. Tentative also includes Enfilade which encourages the robot to remain
in place to balance the other three Advisors’ eagerness to explore. None of these Advisors
guides the robot deliberately toward its target; their motivation is exploration or remaining
stationary. As a result, Original succeeds more often than Tentative in World B.
From the perspective of the artificial environments, the version that learns doors and uses
LeastAngle is the most successful. The results for these three environments indicate that
Access and Tentative are less successful than other versions. Preliminary testing confirmed
this in in M5 and G5.
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Table 6.7: Frequency with which tier-3 Advisors commented in three real-world environments, and how often their comments’ strength s supported the chosen action
Tier 3
BigStep
Novelty
Commonsense ElbowRoom
GoAround
Greedy
Convey
Exit
Unlikely
Model-based
Trailer
Enter
LeastAngle

Frequency
100.0%
99.2%
100.0%
98.0%
100.0%
29.0%
60.1%
14.5%
36.1%
3.0%
12.6%

Comment strength
10
>5
91.6%
94.6%
24.4%
73.6%
28.8%
72.2%
14.5%
67.1%
18.7%
58.8%
72.2%
92.9%
44.2%
88.2%
19.4%
87.8%
44.8%
84.5%
39.4%
73.2%
38.6%
71.1%

Inspection of Least Angle’s tier-3 heuristics provides insight into decisions made in tier
3. Table 6.7 reports on 255,975 tier-3 decisions aggregated from 10 runs in M5 that had
been preceded by 20 minutes of exploration, and in H10 and G5 preceded by 30 minutes of
exploration. The use of these Advisors was similar across all three environments. The commonsense Advisors almost always commented; the spatial model Advisors required relevant
affordances. Only BigStep and Convey had their strongest preference selected more often
than not. Greedy was the Advisor most frequently outvoted (41.2%). Intuitively, this is
because a direct line toward a target is often obstructed in these environments; the other
Advisors’ rationales overrode Greedy’s naive preference.

6.4.2

Hallways

This subsection evaluates the addition of hallways. They are applied by three tier-3 Advisors
(Crossroads, Follow, and Stay) and a planner evaluated in the next section. When
considered individually, Crossroads suffered from overeagerness to stay in hallways, Stay
was too eager to remain in place, and Follow was overly greedy in its choice of direction.
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The success rate is lower than Original ’s when hallways are incorporated this way in a
simple environment. In World A, for example, where a positive impact had been expected,
Hallways only achieved 91.7% success (with a standard deviation of 4.2%) averaged over 10
runs (2 runs on 5 target sequences). Because Original is more successful, hallways and the
Advisors associated with them require more investigation before their inclusion in a final
version of SemaFORR. Hallways are also computationally expensive to compute. Although
this would suggest their removal, hallways prove useful in tier-2 for planning in the next
section.
In summary, this section evaluated doors, hallways, and new tier-3 Advisors. It found
that Least Angle (which added doors and LeastAngle) best outperformed Original, which
partially confirmed our hypothesis that new spatial representations and tier-3 Advisors would
improve performance. It also showed that hallways, as applied by their associated tier-3
Advisors, were less successful. Finally, despite Least Angle’s performance in the artificial
environments and M5, it was not sufficient in G5. In such larger, complex environments,
planning and exploration are likely to be a necessity. The next section examines planning
with the cost graph.

6.5

Cost-graph-based planning

This section tests the hypothesis that cost-graph-based planners in tier 2 improve the performance of A*. Table 6.8 compares two versions of SemaFORR: Shortest Path and Cost
Graph. Because only this section evaluates navigation with a metric map, it is not compared
to other versions like Least Angle that do not take advantage of that map. Shortest Path
had Original ’s tier-1 Advisors, Enforcer, an A* planner in tier 2, the commonsense Advisors in tier 3, and the cost graph instead of SemaFORR’s spatial model. Cost Graph added
all the tier-3 spatial Advisors including those for hallways, and chose a plan with the new
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Table 6.8: Two versions that add planners to Original ’s tier-1 and tier-3 Advisors (see
Table 6.5) to evaluate cost-graph-based planning. A “+” in a row indicates the inclusion of
Advisors in addition to the ones used in the line to its left.
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3

Shortest Path
Enforcer
A*
Curiosity, Enfilade,
VisualScan

Cost Graph
Enforcer
+ ConveyorPlan, HallwayPlan, RegionPlan,
TrailPlan
+ Access, Crossroads, Follow, LeastAngle,
SpatialLearner, Stay

Table 6.9: Comparison of cost-graph-based planning with A* in G5. Standard deviation is
shown in parentheses.
Shortest Path
Cost Graph

Success Rate T -Time T -Distance
89.40% 3538.61
3475.35
(4.04%) (469.07)
(369.02)
93.90% 2791.26
3194.94
(4.39%) (363.90)
(254.61)

Coverage
——
——
33.79%
(2.81%)

cost-graph-based planners. These two versions tease out the difference in these approaches
and examine the usefulness of the spatial model for planning. Despite the drawbacks of
hallway-based tier-3 Advisors, they are included here to help follow a hallway-based plan
when one is selected.
The results in Table 6.9 confirm our hypothesis. They report average performance across
25 runs (5 runs on 5 target sequences), where boldface indicates statistically significant improvements over Shortest Path. Cost Graph produced plans that allowed the robot to travel
a shorter distance, take less time, and succeed more often than Shortest Path. SemaFORR’s
cost-graph-based planners use the spatial model to improve performance even though they
do not necessarily produce the shortest path to the target. By definition, A* produces a
shortest path but not necessarily the easiest one for a robot in the real world to execute.
Although both Shortest Path and Cost Graph produce plans that will get the robot to its
target if followed perfectly, neither achieves 100% success because actuator error prevents
the robot from successfully following the plan within the decision-step limit.
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Table 6.10: Frequency with which tier-2 cost-graph planners built the selected plan
A* ConveyorPlan HallwayPlan
M5
5.0%
30.0%
40.0%
H10 28.6%
9.5%
14.3%
G5 20.5%
20.5%
10.3%

RegionPlan
2.5%
23.8%
7.7%

TrailPlan
22.5%
23.8%
41.0%

Table 6.10 reports on the frequency with which each planner had its plan chosen in tier-2
voting, based on data from a run in M5, H10, and G5. At least 70% of the plans selected
were based on the modified cost graphs. In M5, Cost Graph was more likely (95%) to choose
a cost-graph-based planner and, in H10, less likely (71.4%). The two environments have
very different configurations. M5 is very open; when the robot passes through an area it
can cover much of it with its spatial model. In contrast, H10’s separate wings limit reuse of
learned model components from one target to another.
In G5, TrailPlan was most likely to have its plan selected. Trails overlap conveyors by
definition, and often go through regions, which are also learned from decision points along
the robot’s path. Furthermore, trails are likely to be short because they compactly represent
paths, which satisfies A*’s objective. Thus, TrailPlan’s nominee is attractive to at least
three of the other planners’ objectives. As a result, its plans were selected most often in
G5 and as often as RegionPlan’s in H10. Although RegionPlan was used least often
in M5 and G5, the nature of tier-2 voting ensured that its rationale was factored into the
selection of the plan. The next section evaluates performance with freespace-based plans
and exploration.

6.6

Freespace-based planning and exploration

The hypothesis explored in this section is that reactive planners, freespace-based planners,
and exploration all improve performance compared to Least Angle. As in Section 6.5, testing
begins with Least Angle, the enhanced version of the original SemaFORR. Then, it intro-
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Table 6.11: Evaluation versions for freespace-based planning and exploration. Any version
with a freespace-based planner also has Enforcer in tier 1. Reactive planners are Thru,
Behind, Out, and Forward.

Wander
Deliberator
Forward
Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway

Reactive
planners
Yes
Yes
Only Forward
Yes
Yes
Yes

Freespace-based
planners
No
SkeletonPlan
SkeletonPlan
SkeletonPlan
SkeletonPlan
SkeletonPlan, HighwayPlan

Exploration
Global Local
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

duces the reactive planners (Thru, Behind, Out, and Forward) in tier 1, freespace-based
planners in tier 2, global exploration before search for targets, and finally local exploration.
These ideas are combined several ways as summarized in Table 6.11. For example, Wander
explores globally but only plans reactively, and Deliberator plans in the skeleton but does
not explore. Forward introduces only the tier-1 reactive Advisor Forward, which prevents
a return to areas visited while the robot followed its (skeleton) plan. Forward was evaluated
separately because it is a tier-1 Advisor that vetoes actions, to test whether it eliminates so
many actions that it makes navigation impossible. The remainder of this section first considers the differences that arise in success rate, distance, and time, and then applies additional
metrics to several versions. It concludes with comparisons against a naive greedy navigator
and against frontier exploration.

6.6.1

Success rate

This section examines how reactive planners, freespace-based planners, and exploration impact success rates. Table 6.12 reports the average success rates for the versions in Table
6.11. For M5, H10, and G5 all versions with global exploration had λt = 30 minutes, except
Forward which had 20 minutes. For B5, which has many highways, λt = 60 minutes. For
Forward values are averaged over 25 runs (5 on each of 5 target sequences). For the other
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Table 6.12: Average success rate for the Least Angle baseline and for versions with reactive
planners, freespace-based planners, and/or exploration. Standard deviation is shown in
parentheses. Figures in red represent significant difference in the same environment from
Wander, the version without freespace-based planning or local exploration. Figures in blue
differ from Deliberator, the version without global or local exploration. Figures in green
differ from both Wander and Deliberator.

Least Angle
Wander
Deliberator
Forward
Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway

M5
93.6%
(4.4%)
96.9%
(3.2%)
98.8%
(1.5%)
—
99.8%
(0.8%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
99.8%
(0.8%)

H10
G5
17.3%
11.8%
(7.5%) (5.0%)
36.1%
14.5%
(19.4%) (4.7%)
62.4%
40.8%
(8.2%) (10.5%)
—
70.6%
(11.9%)
83.3% 85.5%
(9.8%) (6.8%)
90.7% 90.3%
(5.7%) (7.8%)
89.6% 91.2%
(5.9%) (5.1%)

B5
—

Exploration
Global Local
No
No

Planning
No

—

Yes

No

No

30.8%
(7.6%)
—

No

No

Skeleton

Yes

No

Skeleton

Yes

No

Skeleton

Yes

Yes

Skeleton

Yes

Yes

Highways

81.9%
(10.0%)
91.0%
(4.8%)
86.4%
(7.5%)

versions, values are averaged over 40 runs (8 on each of 5 targets sequences).
In G5, Global Exploration was more successful than Forward. Preliminary testing showed
that Forward was too generally restrictive, so it was excluded from tests with the remaining
versions and environments to conserve computational resources for more interesting comparisons. For example, given a plan that goes down a hallway and turns left into a room, at the
plan step before the turn, SemaFORR should take an action that would align it with the
opening into the room so it can turn and continue along its plan. Because actuator error
and the restricted action set limit precise movement, it can overshoot that narrow entrance
and not align with the opening. SemaFORR should have the robot backtrack to the opening
but, because Forward updated its grid to prevent a return along the plan, it cannot go
back. Enforcer could recover if the robot still sensed its next plan step but if it overshot
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(b)

Figure 6.8: In M5, an example of (a) a skeleton and (b) a highway grid
the opening then the next plan step is likely obstructed, and it would cede control to the
next Advisor in tier 1. If no other reactive planners make a decision, then tier 3 could also
have had a chance to recover but only if Forward has not prevented it from doing so.
Without a reasoning component that can exploit the global connectivity and spatial
knowledge gained from HLE, SemaFORR has limited success in larger, complex environments. Without freespace-based planning, Wander is aptly named; its global exploration
and reactive planners alone did not improve success. Wander is no different from Least
Angle in M5 and G5, while the four subsequent versions are all more successful in both H10
and G5. M5’s relatively open space, however, is so well suited for tier-3’s heuristics that
there is no significant difference between Wander and Least Angle there. Figure 6.8 shows
an example of a learned skeleton and highway grid in M5. Least Angle already achieves
about 93% success in M5 without planning or exploration. Nonetheless, the addition of any
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(b)

Figure 6.9: In G5, an example of (a) a skeleton and (b) a highway grid
planning or exploration improved the success rate in M5 so much that many runs reached
100% success.
In G5, exploration proves essential. Global exploration increases Deliberator ’s success
rate by 44.7% because the planner can guide long-distance travel to reach distant targets,
while Deliberator only plans in a gradually developed skeleton learned from only target-driven
exploration. The further introduction of local exploration and HighwayPlan also improves
success, probably because G5’s spatial configuration is well suited for travel along highways.
Figure 6.9 shows an example of a learned skeleton and highway grid in G5. Furthermore,
the version with HighwayPlan succeeds as often in G5 as the cost-graph-based planner.
In H10, too, global exploration, local exploration, and HighwayPlan all improve success. Figure 6.10 shows an example of a learned skeleton and highway grid in H10. There is,
however, no significant difference between Local Exploration and Highway in both G5 and
H10. This is likely because the skeleton graph and highway graph are originally learned from
the same HLE experience.
In B5, global exploration increases Deliberator ’s success rate by 51.1%. Local Exploration
succeeds more often than Highway, which suggests that B5 is better suited for travel in the
skeleton graph than along highways. The spatial configuration of B5 in Figure 6.11 shows
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(b)

Figure 6.10: In H10, an example of (a) a skeleton and (b) a highway grid

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11: In B5, an example of (a) a skeleton and (b) a highway grid
many interconnected shorter highways that may not be captured in the highway graph but
do develop in the skeleton.
Together, the results in these four environments confirm our hypothesis that exploration,
reactive planning, and freespace-based planning improves performance over Least Angle.
Both Wander and Deliberator show that freespace-based planning or global exploration
alone is less successful than the two together. Their combination with local exploration is
the most successful.
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Distance and time

Ideally, as a navigator learned more about its environment, it would reach its targets faster
and cover less distance. With SemaFORR, however, successes increase with planning and
exploration. As a result, operationalized plans replace tier-3’s heuristic compromises with
more purposeful actions that may increase time and distance but reach more targets within
the same decision-step limits. This section tests that hypothesis and demonstrates those
changes.
Although exploration takes time and involves more travel, the ultimate success rate justifies this expenditure of resources. Time-limited exploration reduces time and distance during
the pursuit of targets. Table 6.13 reports distance and time with Wander and Deliberator as
baselines, and confirms the hypothesis for distance and time. Both freespace-based planning
and exploration reduce time and distance in M5, H10, and G5. In B5, both kinds of exploration reduce distance and time relative to no exploration. The inclusion of HighwayPlan
in B5, however, increases time despite no difference in distance because Highway took many
more decisions to carefully maneuver the robot along highways and around corners.
Since SemaFORR can run alongside another robot controller, computation time should
be fast enough to ensure that decision cycles and learning keep pace with the other robot
controller. Table 6.14 shows that SemaFORR navigates in real time; its average decision
cycle is less than 1 second in all four environments and remains relatively stable even as
the environments become more complex. In M5, G5, and B5, Highway’s decisions take
longer than Deliberator because Enforcer has to reason over more types of freespace
elements (intersections and highways, in addition to regions and subtrails) that allow for
additional flexibility in action selection. There is no difference in H10, likely because its
spatial configuration produces fewer highways over which to reason.
Freespace models capture a coarser representation of the environment than a metric cost
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Table 6.13: Distances in meters and times in seconds in four environments. Figures in red
differ from Wander (the version with global exploration but no freespace-based planner).
Figures in blue differ from Deliberator (the version with a freespace-based planner but no
global exploration). Figures in green differ from both Wander and Deliberator. X-based
values include exploration.
Wander
Deliberator
M5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Wander
Deliberator

H10

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Wander
Deliberator

G5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Deliberator

B5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway

Success rate
96.9%
(3.2%)
98.8%
(1.5%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
36.1%
(19.4%)
62.4%
(8.2%)
83.3%
(9.8%)
90.7%
(5.7%)
89.6%
(5.9%)
14.5%
(4.7%)
40.8%
(10.5%)
85.5%
(6.8%)
90.3%
(7.8%)
91.2%
(5.1%)
30.8%
(7.6%)
81.9%
(10.0%)
91.0%
(4.8%)
86.4%
(7.5%)

X-Dist. T -Dist. X-Time
5423.5
2948.0
4755.6
(665.7) (517.3) (727.5)
2315.5
2315.5
1789.8
(280.6) (280.6) (262.1)
4503.2 1869.4 3159.7
(122.5) (103.5) (139.3)
4556.0 1893.3 3162.2
(164.2) (151.4) (155.6)
4485.7 1898.8 3193.5
(108.4) (109.4) (117.1)
6628.4
5488.2 19678.8
(1278.2) (1295.4) (7398.5)
5815.3
5815.3 10503.1
(856.4) (856.4) (2042.8)
5216.1 3898.9
7644.5
(661.8) (853.6) (1688.6)
4816.2 3568.7
6534.3
(570.1) (569.4) (940.4)
4820.1 3532.8
6771.6
(592.7) (639.9) (1099.7)
8031.1
5552.7 23613.2
(1457.5) (1315.1) (5940.6)
6166.8
6166.8 11080.2
(968.6) (968.6) (4145.1)
6106.6 3716.1 6718.4
(704.3) (586.5) (1328.1)
6009.0 3686.4 5886.4
(556.4) (715.1) (1289.0)
5730.0 3341.9 5564.2
(609.1)
(534) (968.8)
8228.3
8228.3 30870.7
(1039.9) (1039.9) (4957.8)
7196.8
4271.2 16661.7
(742.0) (909.6) (4584.8)
6581.0
4362.0 13198.5
(875.5) (850.0) (2417.6)
6575.5
4375.9 15897.8
(817.4) (847.2) (3654.2)

T -Time
3043.7
(647.3)
1789.8
(262.1)
1362.7
(129.8)
1360.7
(155.7)
1392.0
(117.1)
18401.2
(7402)
10503.1
(2042.8)
6248.2
(1936.8)
5141.5
(1000.7)
5259.4
(1137.5)
21812.7
(5940.4)
11080.2
(4145.1)
4917.3
(1328.3)
4084.7
(1289.1)
3766.0
(968.1)
30870.7
(4957.8)
13099.6
(4589.1)
9626.6
(2417.5)
12326.8
(3653.9)
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Table 6.14: Total planning time, total model learning time, and average decision time in
seconds in four environments. Figures in red differ from Wander (the version with global
exploration but no freespace-based planner). Figures in blue differ from Deliberator (the
version with a freespace-based planner but no global exploration). Figures in green differ
from both Wander and Deliberator.
Wander
Deliberator
M5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Wander
Deliberator

H10

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Wander
Deliberator

G5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Deliberator

B5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway

Success rate
96.9%
(3.2%)
98.8%
(1.5%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
36.1%
(19.4%)
62.4%
(8.2%)
83.3%
(9.8%)
90.7%
(5.7%)
89.6%
(5.9%)
14.5%
(4.7%)
40.8%
(10.5%)
85.5%
(6.8%)
90.3%
(7.8%)
91.2%
(5.1%)
30.8%
(7.6%)
81.9%
(10.0%)
91.0%
(4.8%)
86.4%
(7.5%)

Planning time Learning time
0.00
1117.86
(0.00)
(257.20)
7.71
31.22
(0.62)
(9.90)
7.13
1181.45
(0.47)
(81.70)
6.84
1226.83
(0.39)
(65.80)
30.14
1146.82
(3.68)
(56.27)
0.00
1395.60
(0.00)
(438.80)
3.28
487.91
(0.66)
(100.30)
3.40
709.37
(0.36)
(143.80)
3.78
626.28
(0.46)
(239.20)
153.56
607.15
(573.12)
(164.77)
0.00
2447.98
(0.00)
(198.20)
9.10
726.11
(1.51)
(118.20)
10.63
1397.83
(1.26)
(236.70)
11.93
1445.86
(1.20)
(347.40)
2274.87
1255.09
(7355.82)
(183.85)
23.00
3094.19
(18.35)
(395.57)
17.50
3674.02
(1.81)
(595.70)
9.86
2462.71
(1.21)
(286.10)
275.40
2625.04
(212.69)
(505.00)

Decision time
0.58
(0.13)
0.06
(0.01)
0.75
(0.07)
0.78
(0.07)
0.77
(0.07)
0.39
(0.22)
0.18
(0.03)
0.22
(0.03)
0.15
(0.04)
0.18
(0.07)
0.56
(0.18)
0.20
(0.13)
0.35
(0.06)
0.30
(0.05)
0.60
(0.97)
0.28
(0.06)
0.56
(0.09)
0.28
(0.03)
0.34
(0.06)
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graph, and planning in them produces equally successful travel without metric details and
despite the complexity of operationalization. Table 6.14 shows that planning takes longer
with highways than with the skeleton in M5, G5, and B5. Planning in the smaller highway
graph is generally faster than in the skeleton graph but the total planning time is longer
because operationalization of a highway is a slow process (e.g., search for the sequence of
regions in the skeleton that traverses along a highway). This drawback could be addressed
with another approach that computed and stored the sequence of regions without the need
for search so that it is faster. Freespace models, however, are an order of magnitude smaller
than cost graphs. For example, a skeleton graph in G5 had 205 vertices and 248 edges on
average at the end of a target sequence, while a usefully fine cost graph has about 85,000
vertices and 170,000 edges. By comparison, planning with HighwayPlan is much faster
than Cost Graph in M5, H10, and G5. In H10, for example, total planning time with
HighwayPlan averaged about 90% less than cost-graph-based planning.
Recall that learning time is the total time spent on spatial model updates after success
or failure on each target. While exploration improves success, it also increases learning time
in M5, G5, and B5, an expected side effect because SemaFORR has much more experience to digest. Interestingly, the addition of planning with exploration (Global Exploration)
compared with exploration alone (Wander ) reduces learning time in H10 and G5. This is
because Wander unnecessarily explores the environment while its tier-3 tries to navigate to
a target, whereas planning directs navigation along learned freespace elements, and thereby
reduces exposure to novel but possibly less constructive areas of the environment.

6.6.3

Other metrics

Although an indoor robot navigator should reach its targets quickly, there may be other
considerations. This subsection examines performance with respect to metrics that evaluate
the decision-making efficiency, path smoothness, safety, and robustness of the spatial model.
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These metrics offer a perspective different from the primary metrics of success rate, distance,
and time.
For a target sequence T , the total decisions made is

P

T ∈T

nT , where nT is the number of

decisions made for a target T . Ideally, total decisions should be minimized because sensor and
actuator error over more decisions will produce a larger cumulative error from which it is more
difficult to recover. Table 6.15 shows that freespace-based planning reduces total decisions
in M5, H10, and G5. This is likely because Enforcer can take fewer, more deliberate
actions when it operationalizes the plan to reach a target in fewer decisions and takes novel
shortcuts. Exploration also reduces total decisions in H10, G5, and B5 because the learned
model facilitates long-distance target-directed travel, without unnecessary detours.
Last failure is the number of the last target in the sequence that the robot failed to reach.
This metric indicates the point at which SemaFORR’s model became sufficiently robust. If
last failure occurs early in the sequence of targets T , it indicates that SemaFORR quickly
learned a useful model of the environment. Table 6.15 confirms that freespace-based planning
reduces last failure in M5 to nearly the beginning of the target sequence. In H10, G5, and
B5, the combination of both kinds of exploration and highway planning reduces the last
failure. Despite these improvements, the average last failure in the three larger real-world
environments remains near the 30th target out of 40.
Other metrics measure the percentage of decisions that were turns, moves, or pauses
along the complete path p. Ideally, a navigator would rarely pause and direct most of its
decisions to reach its target. Table 6.15 shows that both kinds of exploration and freespacebased planning increase the percentage of moves in all four environments. It also shows that
generally fewer than 2% of decisions are pauses, which indicates SemaFORR’s ability to produce nearly continuous motion. On the rare occasions when the controller decides to pause,
it is because the tier-1 Advisors have vetoed all other actions. Recall that AvoidObstacles
vetoes moves that would result in a collision and NotOpposite vetoes rotations to prevent
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Table 6.15: Total decisions, last failure, and the fraction of turns, moves, and pauses in
four environments. Figures in red differ from Wander (the version with global exploration
but no freespace-based planner). Figures in blue differ from Deliberator (the version with
a freespace-based planner but no global exploration). Figures in green differ from both
Wander and Deliberator. Good navigation to minimize decisions and last failure.

Wander
Deliberator
M5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Wander
Deliberator

H10

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Wander
Deliberator

G5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Deliberator

B5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway

Success
Total
Last
rate
decisions Failure % turns % moves % pauses
96.9%
3333.1
12.6
66.6%
32.8%
0.6%
(3.2%)
(699.4) (13.0)
(2.3%)
(2.4%)
(0.3%)
98.8%
2444.3
3.7
50.8%
48.8%
0.3%
(1.5%)
(317.1)
(7.8)
(2.4%)
(2.5%)
(0.2%)
99.8%
1848.3
2.0 45.8%
54.1%
0.1%
(0.8%)
(194.5)
(6.3)
(3.1%)
(3.2%)
(0.1%)
99.8%
1839.5
2.2 45.7%
54.2%
0.1%
(0.8%)
(197.1)
(7.0)
(2.9%)
(3%)
(0.2%)
99.8%
1807.5
2.1 46.3%
53.6%
0.1%
(0.8%)
(190.7)
(6.8)
(1.9%)
(2%)
(0.1%)
36.1%
23013.6
39.5
82.2%
14.6%
3.2%
(19.4%) (3741.8)
(1.1)
(2.2%)
(2.7%)
(3.3%)
62.4%
14777.8
38.2
71.0%
27.7%
1.3%
(8.2%)
(2337.1)
(2.3)
(1.6%)
(1.8%)
(1.3%)
83.3%
9080.0
36.5 62.2%
37.1%
0.7%
(9.8%)
(2667.6)
(3.5)
(5.3%)
(5.6%)
(0.6%)
90.7%
8004.4
30.1 51.3%
47.6%
1.1%
(5.7%)
(1698.9) (10.7)
(6%)
(6.5%)
(1.6%)
89.6%
7718.2
32.6 58.3%
41.0%
0.7%
(5.9%)
(1537.5)
(9.0)
(3.2%)
(3.3%)
(0.3%)
14.5%
27337.6
40.0
87.6%
10.9%
1.5%
(4.7%)
(1023.6)
(0.2)
(2%)
(1.5%)
(1.1%)
40.8%
20503.1
38.6
78.2%
20.7%
1.1%
(10.5%) (2619.9)
(1.8)
(1.8%)
(1.8%)
(0.9%)
85.5%
9009.0
34.8 62.1%
37.2%
0.8%
(6.8%)
(1843.4)
(6.8)
(6.4%)
(6.6%)
(1.1%)
90.3%
8130.9
31.3 50.4%
49.0%
0.6%
(7.8%)
(2100.1) (11.4)
(7.7%)
(7.9%)
(0.2%)
91.2%
7521.5
29.8 57.5%
42.0%
0.5%
(5.1%)
(1648.5) (9.89)
(5.5%)
(5.7%)
(0.3%)
30.8%
44414.1
39.4
79.8%
16.2%
4.0%
(7.6%)
(3739.0)
(0.8)
(4.7%)
(1.6%)
(3.9%)
81.9%
16815.8
33.4
61.8%
30.5%
7.6%
(10.0%) (5450.0)
(7.4)
(5.0%)
(6.8%)
(2.9%)
91.0%
14524.3
30.9
55.1%
43.9%
1.0%
(4.8%)
(3072.7) (10.1)
(3.2%)
(3.6%)
(1.4%)
86.4%
17481.9
31.9
64.0%
34.7%
1.4%
(7.5%)
(4416.7) (10.1)
(6.4%)
(6.8%)
(1.9%)
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an immediate rotation back to a recent orientation. Although a pause would not change
AvoidObstacles’ vetoes because obstructions are static here, NotOpposite only vetoes
rotations based on its last two decisions. NotOpposite can occasionally veto all rotations.
For example, an action sequence could be [a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ] with two types of rotations R1 and
R2 (e.g., left and right). If a1 ∈ R1 and a2 ∈ R2 , then when the controller makes a decision
for a3 NotOpposite considers the last two decisions a1 and a2 . It vetoes all R2 actions
because it would undo a1 and vetoes all R1 actions because it would undo a2 . So all the
rotations would be vetoed and all that remains for a3 are move actions and the pause. Then
at a4 , NotOpposite again considers the last two decisions, this time a2 and a3 . It would
veto all R1 actions because it would undo a2 but since a3 is guaranteed to be a move or
pause, it does not veto the R2 actions. So the controller has the option to pick a move, a
pause, or a R2 rotation. Thus the controller is always able to rotate on its next decision even
if they were all vetoed in the previous one decision.
Another metric for navigational efficiency is smoothness (i.e., how well a path maintains
a straight trajectory). Path smoothness incorporates the types of turns made on the way
to a target to examine the jaggedness of a path. For example, a sequence of path segments
in a straight line is very smooth, whereas a zig-zag pattern is not. Here, path smoothness
is measured as the average angle among consecutive segments in a path (Hidalgo-Paniagua
et al., 2017). Recall from Section 5.3.6 that χk is the angular direction of segment k in a
path p with n − 1 segments, with correction χk = χk + π when χk < 0. Path smoothness is
measured in radians as
n−1


X
min abs(χk − χk−1 ), abs(π − χk − χk−1 )

smoothness = π −

k=2

n−1

(6.4)

A perfectly straight-line path would achieve a maximum value of π on this metric. The goal
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Figure 6.12: In G5, two paths take the robot (gray square) from the same location and
navigate to the same target (yellow star). Although the (red) path is shorter, it must avoid
a support column and so is less smooth (2.876) than the longer (blue) path (2.987). The
longer path rotates less as it travels along known hallways.
of a navigator is to maximize this metric and avoid large abrupt turns.
Table 6.16 shows that freespace-based planning improves smoothness in M5, H10, and G5
in comparison with Wander, particularly when combined with exploration. In B5, smoothness also improves with exploration. For example, Highway on average shifts less than 12◦
from one path segment to the next. Figure 6.12 visualizes the difference between two paths
that differ in smoothness. Although there was a shorter way to the target there, the longer
route was smoother because it followed known hallways.
The robot’s safety is also an important metric for evaluation. Robots in indoor spaces
must often contend with tight doorways and narrow hallways. A robot controller should
minimize the risk that the robot will be damaged by collisions with obstacles. Based on its
sensor readings, proximity measures how close the robot comes to obstructions as it moves
through the environment. Recall that each decision point records the robot’s view R with
660 rays r across 220◦ . The minimum distance sensed in R from the robot’s location to any
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Table 6.16: Path smoothness, proximity to obstacles, and coverage in four environments.
Figures in red differ from Wander (the version with global exploration but no freespace-based
planner). Figures in blue differ from Deliberator (the version with a freespace-based planner
but no global exploration). Figures in green differ from both Wander and Deliberator.
Good navigation should maximize these values.
Wander
Deliberator
M5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Wander
Deliberator

H10

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Wander
Deliberator

G5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway
Deliberator

B5

Global Exploration
Local Exploration
Highway

Success rate
96.9%
(3.2%)
98.8%
(1.5%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
36.1%
(19.4%)
62.4%
(8.2%)
83.3%
(9.8%)
90.7%
(5.7%)
89.6%
(5.9%)
14.5%
(4.7%)
40.8%
(10.5%)
85.5%
(6.8%)
90.3%
(7.8%)
91.2%
(5.1%)
30.8%
(7.6%)
81.9%
(10.0%)
91.0%
(4.8%)
86.4%
(7.5%)

Smoothness (rad.)
2.913
(0.011)
2.935
(0.007)
2.942
(0.009)
2.938
(0.009)
2.939
(0.010)
2.905
(0.022)
2.942
(0.011)
2.969
(0.011)
2.965
(0.012)
2.958
(0.010)
2.923
(0.013)
2.928
(0.015)
2.983
(0.013)
2.980
(0.014)
2.975
(0.012)
2.890
(0.037)
2.950
(0.024)
2.985
(0.011)
2.978
(0.010)

Proximity (m) Coverage
1.99
99.4%
(0.08)
(2.9%)
2.44
80.0%
(0.15)
(3.6%)
2.59
94.6%
(0.13)
(2.2%)
2.63
94.6%
(0.13)
(2.3%)
2.50
94.1%
(0.10)
(1.9%)
1.02
39.0%
(0.12)
(6.7%)
1.10
28.0%
(0.05)
(2.9%)
1.03
43.2%
(0.06)
(5%)
0.95
45.2%
(0.09)
(3.9%)
0.94
43.9%
(0.04)
(3.5%)
0.85
37.6%
(0.09)
(4.9%)
0.92
17.5%
(0.06)
(2.6%)
0.89
41.1%
(0.07)
(3.9%)
0.83
42.9%
(0.11)
(3.6%)
0.80
41.8%
(0.07)
(3.7%)
0.90
18.6%
(0.04)
(2.6%)
0.76
43.1%
(0.05)
(6.7%)
0.75
42.6%
(0.06)
(3.6%)
0.73
41.3%
(0.05)
(2.9%)
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obstacle is min(length(r)). For a path p of length n, proximity is computed as the average
r∈Rk

minimum distance to obstacles:
n
X

proximity =

k=1



min length(r)
r∈Rk

n

(6.5)

A robot that stays far from obstacles would maximize this metric to the degree possible in
a given environment.
Since SemaFORR’s spatial model is focused on freespace, one would expect proximity
to improve with its focus on travel through regions and along hallways. Table 6.16 shows
that proximity improves with skeleton planning and global exploration in M5. In H10, G5,
and B5, exploration and highway planning actually reduce proximity, probably because they
discover and apply the long, narrow but useful hallways there that limit the distance the
robot can maintain from obstacles.
Recall that coverage is the percentage of freespace included by the spatial model measured by a grid. Although in the three larger environments coverage is never more than 45%,
that is sufficient to achieve at least a 90% success rate. Exploration improves coverage in
all four environments and in comparison with the cost-graph-based planners in Table 6.9.
M5’s relatively open layout, however, makes global exploration unnecessary there; Deliberator achieves 80% coverage without it. In fact, Wander achieves nearly 100% coverage of M5,
better than any other version there, because it has to search every part of the environment
to find targets instead of following a plan. Wander ’s more inclusive coverage than Deliberator in M5, H10, and G5 confirms that initial global exploration outperforms target-driven
experience. Although coverage is sufficient to achieve over 90% success, the last failure is
still late in the target sequence, which indicates that the model likely needs more experience
in hard-to-reach areas of the environment to achieve robustness.
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Overall, these results show that exploration and freespace-based plans result in fewer
decision cycles, more of which are moves that result in smoother paths along highways and
through the skeleton. Although the robot’s ability to keep far from obstacles did not improve
in the larger environments with use of freespace-based plans, we suspect that this is due to
the constraints of these realistic environments.

6.6.4

Reactive planners

The results from the experiments so far have shown that reactive planners improve performance. Here we investigate the frequency with which individual reactive planners intervened.
Table 6.17 shows the fraction of decisions from each tier-1 Advisor, LLE, and tier 3 in G5
with Highway and M5 with Cost Graph. The results show that all the reactive planners are
used but with different frequency based on which type of global planner is used.
With freespace-based plans, more decisions are made with Behind, Out, LLE, and tier
3. Without access to a metric map, it makes sense that these Advisors trigger to recover
when the robot is faced with unanticipated difficulties. With the cost-graph-based plans,
Enforcer is used more often as the robot follows closely spaced waypoints in the finegrained cost graph. Interestingly, Thru is used much more frequently with the cost-graphbased plan. Even though M5 is a much more open environment, the cost-graph-based plans
skirt so closely around corners and through openings that Thru has to help reposition the
robot six times more often to follow those plans. Additionally, any fear that tier-1 Advisors
would aggressively veto the actions so that only pauses were left went unrealized; of the more
than 11,000 decisions, only 3 were a pause as a result of all other actions being vetoed.
Finally, one additional benefit of freespace-based planning is Enforcer’s ability to take
novel shortcuts at execution time. Further investigation of Enforcer’s decisions in G5
with Highway showed that 81.7% of its decisions were novel shortcuts. This result validates
the advantage of a hierarchical planner that flexibly skips ahead at every opportunity.
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Table 6.17: Frequency with which tier-1 Advisors, LLE, and tier 3 selected an action. Data is
shown from one run in G5 with Highway that achieved 95% success with 6547 total decisions,
and one run in M5 with Cost Graph that achieved 100% success with 4569 total decisions.
G5
M5
Victory
9.0% 11.1%
Enforcer
53.5% 65.1%
Thru
1.8% 11.9%
Behind
2.9% 0.8%
Out
0.5% 0.1%
LLE
16.3%
—
Pause because of vetoes 0.0% 0.0%
Tier 3
16.1% 10.9%

6.6.5

Comparison with a naive navigator

In related work that also addressed indoor robot navigation in unknown environments, the
system was compared with a greedy baseline (Stein et al., 2018). This subsection formulates
a similar baseline (Naive) and compares it to Highway. Naive has a simple navigation
strategy: take actions that move in the direction of the target but avoid obstacles and do
not plan. It uses the three original purely reactive tier-1 Advisors and only Greedy in tier
3; it does not learn the spatial model, plan, or explore. The baseline for comparison is Purely
Reactive, which is identical to Naive except that it lacks Greedy. The hypothesis for this
section is that Least Angle, with its learned spatial model, and Highway, with planning and
exploration, are more successful than Naive in real-world environments.
Table 6.18 compares Naive with two other versions of SemaFORR, Least Angle, which
learns the spatial model and only uses tier-3 Advisors, and Highway, which adds global and
local exploration, and freespace-based and reactive planning. (Naive was not evaluated in
B5 because on an initial run showed that it consumed far more time and never reached a
target.) In M5, even Purely Reactive with random action selection outperforms Naive. For
H10 and G5, there is no significant difference between Purely Reactive and Naive, but Least
Angle and Highway dramatically outperform Naive. These results confirm the hypothesis
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Table 6.18: Average success rate compared to Naive, a greedy navigator. Standard deviation
is shown in parentheses. Figures in boldface represent a significant improvement over Naive
in the same environment.
Purely Reactive
Naive
Least Angle
Highway

M5
27.9%
(6.5%)
18.3%
(6.3%)
93.6%
(4.5%)
99.8%
(0.8%)

H10
6.9%
(3.7%)
4.1%
(3.7%)
17.3%
(7.5%)
89.6%
(5.9%)

G5
3.6%
(2.7%)
2.6%
(1.8%)
11.8%
(5%)
91.2%
(5.1%)

that Naive is not sufficient to navigate in complex real-world environments.

6.6.6

Comparison with frontier exploration

Another experiment compared SemaFORR’s HLE to frontier exploration (Juliá et al., 2012).
Figure 6.13 shows the impact when frontier exploration replaced global exploration in the
full version of Highway for M5, H10, and G5, averaged from 40 runs (8 on each of 5 target
sequences). (Frontier exploration was not evaluated in B5 due to time limitations that
prevented evaluation of every experiment in every environment.) The results support our
hypothesis that HLE’s strategic focus on global connectivity is useful. Highway outperformed
frontier exploration; it succeeded more often in H10 and G5, and in all three environments
was faster, traveled less, and increased coverage.
In summary, this section evaluated SemaFORR’s new reactive planners, freespace-based
planners, and exploration. It showed that in four large, real-world environments, these
contributions improve success, reduce distance, and reduce time. Although planning and
model learning take longer with exploration, the result is more success and fast decision
making. It also showed that freespace-based plans produce smooth paths with longer steps
and fewer decisions. In comparison, SemaFORR outperformed both a naive greedy navigator
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Figure 6.13: Performance improvements when SemaFORR explores with HLE instead of
frontier exploration. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between the two
approaches. Success rate and coverage increase while time and distance decrease with HLE
instead of frontier exploration.
and one with frontier exploration. The next section evaluates circumstances, another spatial
representation introduced in this dissertation.

6.7

Circumstances

Circumstances, recall, are common low-level spatial patterns introduced in Chapter 3. They
are clusters of similar grid patterns derived from the robot’s sensor reading and projected
onto a discrete grid. Chapter 4 introduced the tier-1 Advisor Precedent that uses learned
circumstances to modify decision making. It identifies the current circumstance, then uses
the robot’s previous action choice in the same circumstance along with its relative location to
the target to calculate a confidence value for each of the available actions. These confidences
values are used by Precedent to veto actions in tier 1 and to weight comment strengths
for voting in tier 3. Thus implemented, circumstances are a form of reinforcement learning
with case-based reasoning; they emphasize repetition of actions that have supported traillike travel in the past. Although an initial set of circumstances can be learned offline from
a floor plan, preferred actions for them only arise from navigation experience, so those must
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Table 6.19: Average success rates to evaluate circumstances. Standard deviation is shown
in parentheses. Figures in boldface represent a significant difference from Circumstances in
the same environment. In World A values are averaged from 10 runs (2 on each of 5 target
sequences) except with Deliberator, which is averaged from 40 runs (8 on each of 5 target
sequences). In G5, values are averaged from 40 runs (8 on each of 5 targets sequences),
except for Circumstances, which is average from 25 runs (5 on each of 5 target sequences).
Purely Reactive
Original
Least Angle
Deliberator
Circumstances

World A
G5
51.5%
3.6%
(7.7%)
(2.7%)
98.0%
12.2%
(2.0%)
(4.9%)
96.5%
11.8%
(3.2%)
(5.0%)
97.9%
40.8%
(2.7%) (10.5%)
90.2%
40.3%
(4.3%)
(6.5%)

be learned online.
Circumstances is the same as Deliberator, except that it excludes the reactive planners,
and learns and uses circumstances along with Precedent and tier-3 weights. It learns
the same spatial model, uses the same tier-3 Advisors, and uses SkeletonPlan in tier 2.
The hypothesis investigated here is that Circumstances will improve performance compared
to other versions of SemaFORR. Table 6.19 compares the success rates for Circumstances
in World A and G5. Although in World A, Circumstances is more successful than Purely
Reactive, the original version of SemaFORR and Deliberator have higher success rates. This
could be because the initial set of circumstances was generated offline from an environment
most similar to G5, and so the learned circumstances were not well suited to World A.
For that reason, we performed a second comparison, this time in G5, to test whether
performance improved when the preidentified circumstances could transfer to a more similar
environment. Table 6.19 shows that Circumstances is more successful again in G5 than
Purely Reactive and more than Least Angle as well, but its success is no different than
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Deliberator ’s. This similar performance means that the hypothesis is not confirmed. This
could be because reinforcement learning demands extensive experience. Further investigation
found that Circumstances had made more of its decisions in tier 1 (48.4%) compared to
Deliberator (22.7%), likely a result of Precedent’s overeagerness to veto. Future work
could consider larger target sequences, transfer of learned action weights from one run to
another, and the impact of initial global exploration. The next section addresses values for
SemaFORR’s key parameters.

6.8

Parameter testing

SemaFORR’s crucial exploration-exploitation settings are its global exploration time limit λt
and its target decision-step limit λs . Several experiments evaluate performance in relation to
these parameters. The decision-step limit λs affects our primary evaluation metric, success
rate. With the system held the same, λs was evaluated at 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 750,
and 1000. These values appeared feasible and reasonable based on preliminary testing.
Similarly, HLE’s global exploration time λt has a significant effect on the robustness of
the resultant model and all its associated reasoning components. An experiment evaluated
performance with values for λt of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 minutes. These are reasonable
and realistic amounts of time to dedicate to exploration, based on preliminary testing. In
both experiments one of λt and λs was fixed to examine values for the other. The working
hypothesis for this section is that increased decision-step limit and exploration time improve
success.
This evaluation with respect to exploration time and decision-step limit was not intended
to tune SemaFORR’s performance to a specific environment, but to understand the ability
of the system to perform under different conditions in any environment. These parameters
are evaluated with Global Exploration, the version that plans in the skeleton and explores
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Figure 6.14: Success rates with different exploration times λt . (Success rates for H10 and G5
here are lower than the best versions in Table 6.12 because those included local exploration.)
globally. Local exploration was excluded because a higher step-limit would just give the
controller more opportunity to explore locally and not examine how the other reasoning
components respond to different decision-step limits.
Recall that global exploration seeks long stretches of freespace, so only contiguous horizontal or vertical freespace extents of at least length τg = 7m are considered. Although both
the skeleton and the highways are initially learned from the same global exploration, any
shorter length or diagonal stretches are eliminated from the highway graph but are included
in the skeleton. Additionally, HLE’s global exploration prioritizes longer cues first, so that
increased time would allow it to explore lower-priority shorter cues. Thus, any variation in
global exploration time would likely not affect the size and scale of the highways compared
to the skeleton, which is much more sensitive to those changes. As a result, highways and
plans based on them were excluded from the experiments in this section to focus on the impact of changes in global exploration time. This section reports on three different real-world
environments, first for exploration time λt and then for the decision-step limit λs .
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Global exploration time

To gauge the impact of global exploration, tested time limits were 5, 10, and 20 minutes
for the smaller M5, and 20, 30, 40, and 50 minutes for H10 and G5, with step limits held
constant. (The global exploration time was not evaluated in B5 due to time limitations
that prevented evaluation of every experiment in every environment.) Figure 6.14 shows
that when λs = 750, as exploration time increases, success rate flattens in M5 and H10, but
continues to improve in G5, which partially confirms the hypothesis. Because λt permits
more exploration, total time and distance may be higher. Table 6.20 shows how distance
and time rose in M5 and G5, but not in H10 where global exploration typically exhausts the
rays it found to explore within λt = 30 minutes. Notably, an increase to 50 HLE minutes
increased coverage and raised successes by 12.2% in G5 and by 9.4% in H10 compared with
20 minutes.
Although Table 6.20 shows that SemaFORR achieves 100% success on every run in M5
with λt = 10 and 20, earlier in Section 6.6.1 Table 6.12 showed that no version achieved an
average success of 100% in M5. This discrepancy arises from the difference in the sample
sizes; Table 6.20 here shows results averaged from 10 runs but in Table 6.12 it is from 40
runs. The likelihood of a single missed target from actuator error and sensor noise increased
with 30 additional runs that provided 1200 additional target attempts.
For comparison, the physical Fetch robot in our lab was deployed in H10 for 30 minutes
with SLAM. Guided by an expert human operator, it was able to map only a very small
portion of the environment. Figure 6.15 shows the noisy map produced by SLAM. In contrast, HLE is autonomous, and can explore much more area in H10 in the same amount
of time. This comparison is shown to emphasize the difference in the approaches at a high
level. It is not ideal because the work here is in simulation without any furniture, with all
the doors open, and with perfect localization. A more direct comparison would employ only
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Table 6.20: Impact of the global exploration time limit λt in three challenging environments
on time, distance, and coverage, averaged over 10 runs without local exploration. Success
rates improve with local exploration per earlier comments. Figures in red differ from the
immediately preceding λt value in the same environment. Figures in blue represent an
improvement over the lowest λt value tested for that environment. Figures in green represent
both differences. Per target time and per target distance are T -time and T -distance divided
by 40, respectively.
λt
5
M5

10
20
20
30

H10

40
50
20
30

G5

40
50

Success
99.8%
(0.8%)
100.0%
(0.0%)
100.0%
(0.0%)
73.1%
(6.6%)
81.4%
(10.0%)
81.5%
(8.2%)
82.5%
(8.2%)
74.8%
(8.5%)
81.8%
(10.8%)
85.8%
(5.0%)
87.0%
(5.4%)

Time (sec)
X Per target
1726.9
35.6
(190.8)
(4.8)
1914.7
32.8
(61.1)
(1.5)
2509.8
32.7
(49.8)
(1.2)
9679.5
213.2
(2215.8)
(54.6)
8284.4
163.9
(2291.9)
(57.3)
8363.8
169.5
(1267.6)
(38.5)
8229.3
166.9
(1223.9)
(32.4)
7272.2
151.8
(1466.1)
(36.6)
6997.1
129.9
(1470.3)
(36.8)
7824.1
135.6
(1006.6)
(25.2)
8739.5
143.8
(1033.7)
(25.8)

Distance (m)
X Per target
2353.8
48.7
(200.9)
(5.0)
2658.6
45.6
(71.5)
(1.8)
3567.5
45.4
(64.4)
(1.4)
5826.0
118.8
(928.5)
(22.4)
5539.6
100.6
(876.5)
(26.4)
5318.1
100.8
(558.5)
(18.8)
5431.2
100.7
(623.8)
(15.4)
5714.8
102.3
(666.0)
(12.9)
6200.9
92.9
(529.9)
(11.3)
6858.0
91.9
(753.2)
(6.8)
7219.4
92.7
(861.5)
(8.7)

Coverage
87.3%
(3.6%)
92.5%
(2.6%)
93.2%
(2.6%)
37.3%
(3.1%)
44.0%
(4.2%)
43.3%
(3.0%)
43.2%
(7.3%)
34.7%
(3.3%)
40.7%
(3.4%)
44.2%
(4.2%)
45.6%
(4.5%)
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Figure 6.15: (a) A map (white) produced from thirty minutes of SLAM in H10 with Fetch
under the control of an expert human operator. For reference, a shaded unmapped version
of the full floor plan of H10 is shown underneath. (b) A skeleton produced after 30 minutes
of global exploration with HLE alone.
a mapping algorithm that also assumes perfect localization.

6.8.2

Target decision-step limit

To gauge whether SemaFORR simply needed more steps to reach its targets, we tested a
range of values with global exploration time held constant. Local exploration was excluded,
because a higher-step limit would only give LLE more opportunity to explore rays and not
highlight the effect of the decision-step limit. Global exploration time was restricted to
20 minutes as a reasonable balance between global exploration and number of runs given
time constraints. (The decision-step limit was not evaluated in B5 due to time limitations
that prevented evaluation of every experiment in every environment.) Figure 6.16 shows
that success rate flattens as λs increases in M5 but continues to rise in H10 and G5, which
confirms the hypothesis for this section. A higher λs also increases distances and times,
as shown in Table 6.21. When λs increases it permits more tier-3 local exploration, which
increases time and distance. In M5, only a severe reduction to 50 steps had any impact on
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Figure 6.16: Success rate with different decision-step limits λs
success rate, which then sank to 68.5%. In both H10 and G5, a higher (1000-step) limit
increased success by about 10%, left distance and run time unchanged compared with a
750-step limit, but increased coverage only in H10. In G5, additional travel under a higher
step limit did not increase coverage because the initial 20 minutes of exploration provided
sufficient coverage, and the additional 10% of targets reached came from reliance on the
learned model rather than extensive discovery of new areas of the environment.
In summary, this section evaluated the impact of exploration time and decision-step
limit. Both parameters can improve SemaFORR’s success rate but often incur more time
and distance traveled in exchange. More global exploration time had little impact on M5’s
success rate but did increase time, distance, and coverage there. Success in M5 was reduced
only when the decision-step limit was severely cut. In H10, both more global exploration
time and a higher decision-step limit improved success and coverage, but a higher decisionstep limit also increased distance and time. In G5, both more global exploration time and a
higher decision-step limit increase success rate but require more distance and time. Coverage
also improved in G5 with more global exploration. Together, these results support the use
of λt = 30 minutes in M5, H10, and G5, λs = 750 in H10 and G5, and λs = 500 in M5 as a
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Table 6.21: Impact of λs , the decision-step limit per target in three challenging environments
on time, distance, and coverage averaged over 10 runs without local exploration. Success
rates improve with local exploration per earlier comments. Figures in red differ from the
immediately preceding λs value in the same environment. Figures in blue represent an
improvement over the lowest λs value tested for that environment. Figures in green represent
both differences. Per target time and per target distance are T -time and T -distance divided
by 40, respectively.
λs
50
100
200
M5

300
400
500
500

H10

750
1000
500

G5

750
1000

Success
68.5%
(6.7%)
97.3%
(3.2%)
100.0%
(0.0%)
99.8%
(0.8%)
100.0%
(0.0%)
100.0%
(0.0%)
73.5%
(9.1%)
73.1%
(6.6%)
82.3%
(6.4%)
73.0%
(8.8%)
74.8%
(8.5%)
84.0%
(5.3%)

Time (sec)
X Per target
2265.5
26.6
(40.5)
(1.0)
2503.3
32.5
(61.1)
(1.5)
2407.8
33.2
(337.9)
(1.8)
2520.4
33.0
(53.3)
(1.3)
2511.2
32.7
(67.5)
(1.7)
2509.8
32.7
(49.8)
(1.2)
7383.2
157.6
(1194.0)
(28.6)
9679.5
213.2
(2215.8)
(54.6)
10142.6
223.5
(2631.4)
(65.8)
6080.2
122.0
(896.5)
(22.4)
7272.2
151.8
(1466.1)
(36.6)
7814.0
165.3
(1566.5)
(39.2)

Distance (m)
X Per target
3213.0
37.3
(70.3)
(1.3)
3533.6
45.3
(58.8)
(1.7)
3399.1
46.1
(493.6)
(1.9)
3552.4
45.7
(77.1)
(2.0)
3522.3
45.4
(92.8)
(2.2)
3567.5
45.4
(64.4)
(1.4)
4877.7
97.0
(645.2)
(14.1)
5826.0
118.8
(928.5)
(22.4)
6023.6
123.5
(1045.0)
(25.8)
5266.8
89.0
(471.8)
(11.4)
5714.8
102.3
(666.0)
(12.9)
6213.5
108.7
(757.9)
(18.9)

Coverage
91.5%
(3.7%)
93.6%
(2.9%)
92.5%
(2.5%)
93.0%
(3.1%)
93.7%
(2.0%)
93.2%
(2.6%)
37.3%
(4.0%)
37.3%
(3.1%)
41.2%
(4.0%)
35.2%
(3.5%)
34.7%
(3.3%)
37.3%
(2.4%)
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reasonable balance to achieve success without too much additional time and distance. The
next section probes SemaFORR’s ability to generalize and scale.

6.9

Ability to generalize and scale

This section evaluates SemaFORR with longer sequences of targets to gauge how the spatial
model’s coverage improves over time and whether an improvement increases success rate on
later targets. It also examines performance when the controller repeats the same sequence
of targets on the same run, to test performance on the same sequence of targets given
increased knowledge of the environment. Finally, it challenges SemaFORR in a much larger
environment to test whether a system that works well in other real-world environments will
scale.

6.9.1

Longer target sequences

To test the impact of additional consecutive targets, the 5 sequences of 40 targets used
thus far were reframed as 2 sequences of 100 targets in the same order. Performance was
evaluated for Highway in G5 with 30 minutes of HLE and a 750-step limit averaged over
10 runs on these 2 sequences. The hypothesis here is that SemaFORR will improve over
time with more target-driven experience. Table 6.22 compares the values on the first 50
and last 50 targets in a sequence. Although there is no significant change in success rate,
a 7.8% increase in coverage results from experience during navigation and LLE’s additional
exploration. Time also increases for the last 50 targets because Highway has to reason over
a larger spatial model. In comparison with 40-target sequences, coverage for the last 40
targets in the 100-target sequence was more inclusive than the same sets of 40 targets in
the 40-target sequences, despite longer time per target. The hypothesis is not confirmed,
however, because the success rate did not improve with additional experience.
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Table 6.22: Comparison of 5 target sequences with length 40 to 2 sequences with length 100
on the same targets in G5 with Highway. Figures in boldface in the upper part of the table
represent an improvement from the first 50 out of 100 to the second 50 out of 100. The
lower part of the table compares performance on the same last 40 targets when they are
embedded 40 in 100 targets or addressed alone. Figures in boldface represent a difference
with the equivalent 40-length sequences.

100-target sequences
First 50
Second 50
40-target sequences
Last 40 in
100-target sequences

Success
89.9%
(4.5%)
90.2%
(6.1%)
89.6%
(6.4%)
90.5%
(3.1%)
90.8%
(5.5%)

Time (sec)
Total Per target
15151.8
133.5
(3373.8)
(33.7)
5544.7
110.9
(1283.5)
(25.7)
7809.0
156.2
(2532.8)
(50.7)
——
96.5
(12.5)
——
154.3
(49.0)

Distance (m)
Total Per target
10855.8
84.9
(858.7)
(7.1)
4087.0
81.7
(546.8)
(10.9)
4401.0
88.0
(287.7)
(5.8)
——
86.7
(8.7)
——
85.3
(6.3)

Coverage
53.8%
(1.7%)
46.0%
(2.9%)
53.8%
(1.7%)
43.6%
(3.5%)
53.8%
(1.7%)

Table 6.23: Evaluation on repeated target sequences in G5. Figures in boldface represent an
improvement between the first try and the second try.
Attempt

Success
86.0%
First Try
(4.2%)
92.5%
Second Try
(7.1%)

6.9.2

Target time
149.0
(26.4)
149.7
(26.6)

Target dist.
99.9
(18.9)
78.9
(5.4)

Initial coverage
29.9%
(2.4%)
42.3%
(1.2%)

Final coverage
42.3%
(1.2%)
45.3%
(1.1%)

Repeated target sequences

Repetition on the same set of targets lets the robot take advantage of knowledge it gained
on the first attempts and apply it on the second ones, even if it had failed earlier. To test
the hypothesis that additional experience will improve performance on the same targets,
Highway was ran 5 times on a set of 40 targets twice in a row in G5 with 30 minutes of HLE
and a 750-step limit. The second time around, Table 6.23 shows that SemaFORR not only
reached more targets, but also reached them with shorter paths and learned a more inclusive
model. This confirms the hypothesis.
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Figure 6.17: Example of a learned skeleton in T1

6.9.3

A larger environment

To test its scalability, SemaFORR was also evaluated in T1, an environment more than seven
times larger than any of the others used here. To contend with the larger size, SemaFORR’s
key parameters were increased: λs was set to 3000 and λt to 120 minutes. (While two hours
may seem like an inordinate amount of time, any human visitor to this museum will admire
the result.) Figure 6.17 shows a skeleton learned for T1 after 120 minutes of exploration.
On a run with 40 targets, Highway achieved a 90% success rate. HLE’s initial coverage was
36.4% after exploration, which rose to 53.7% after target-directed travel.
In summary, the results from the first experiment showed that a longer target sequence
allows the robot to extend its spatial model’s coverage of freespace and improve its performance. Repetition on the same target sequence demonstrated that knowledge improved
success, distance to the target, and coverage on the second try. Finally, SemaFORR achieved
90% success on a run in T1, a much larger environment. The next section evaluates Why’s
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explanations.

6.10

Explanations

This section separately evaluates Why’s explanations with metrics for its efficiency, diversity
of responses, and understandability. Efficiency is measured as average computation time.
Diversity is measured by the number of unique explanations produced in response to each
of the questions described in Chapter 5. The Coleman-Liau index measures text readability
by its required reading grade level (Coleman and Liau, 1975). It is computed as

0.0588L − 0.296S − 15.8

(6.6)

where L is the average number of letters per 100 words and S is the average number of
sentences per 100 words. The average readability of Why’s explanations is measured as the
average Coleman-Liau index value for the responses to a question. Since Why’s goal is to
produce explanations for non-experts, lower grade-level readability scores are more suitable
for that purpose.
Why’s tables for N in Chapter 5 generate distinct natural explanations that simulate
people’s ability to vary their explanations based on their context (Malle, 1999). To test
Why’s ability to cope with the most decision-making rationales we had available to explain,
we ran an extensive experiment with SemaFORR. It ran once in M5 and H10 on a single
target sequence with all the available spatial representations in Table 3.4, the tier-2 costgraph-based planners in Table 4.2, and all the tier-3 Advisors in Table 4.3. We also ran once
in G5 to include explanations for the freespace-based planners with HLE. Why answered
every question described in Chapter 5 at each decision point. Over all these questions, Why
averaged less than 13 msec to compute an explanation. The results in Table 6.24 show that
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Table 6.24: Analysis of explanation results by tier
Number of explanations
Average computation time (msec)
Number of unique phrasings
Why did you decide to do that?/Why does your plan go this
way?
How sure are you that this is the right decision?/How sure are
you about your plan?
Why not do [something else]?/What’s another way we could
go?
What makes your plan better than mine?
How are we getting there?
Total
Average readability
Why did you decide to do that?/Why does your plan go this
way?
How sure are you that this is the right decision?/How sure are
you about your plan?
Why not do [something else]?/What’s another way we could
go?
What makes your plan better than mine?
How are we getting there?
Overall

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3
464451
515 47120
0.89
7.02 12.54
118

28

1975

9

27

9

191

22

21609

—
—
318

14
103
194

—
—
23593

5.59

6.55

6.24

7.03

8.13

7.20

7.18

5.75

6.36

—
—
7.10

7.91
8.01
7.46

—
—
6.40

this approach is also nuanced, with many unique explanations per question. The ColemanLiau index gauged Why’s explanations at approximately a seventh-grade reading level, and
thus readily understandable to a layperson.
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show qualitative examples of Why’s explanations. In summary,
Why produces many unique explanations in response to questions about SemaFORR’s decisions and plans. These explanations are computed rapidly and gauged at a reading level
between sixth and seventh grade. The next section summarizes the results of this chapter.
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Figure 6.18: The target appears as a star; the red box and arrow show the robot’s pose.
SemaFORR had learned regions (pink circles) and exits (red points on the circumference of
the regions). Tier 3 decided to rotate the robot 90◦ to the left. Why responds to “Why did
you decide to do that?” with the explanation “Although I don’t want to go close to that
wall, I decided to turn hard left because I really want to get around this wall and get close
to our target.” In the image, “that wall” is highlighted in purple, “this wall” is highlighted
in green, and the robot’s likely orientation after the rotation is shown with a green arrow.

6.11

Summary of results

This chapter has described an extensive evaluation of SemaFORR. It considered the impact
of new spatial representations, global and local exploration, planning, and metareasoning
components. It examined performance on artificial environments where doors in the spatial
model and LeastAngle as an additional tier-3 Advisor proved useful. While hallways,
circumstances, and several postulated Advisors did not improve performance, they may be
less well-suited for the environments in which they were tested. Future study could further
examine their performance in larger real-world environments and with exploration.
Planning and exploration received extensive examination. Cost-graph-based planners
that exploit the spatial model in an A* graph outperformed A* without a spatial model.
Without a metric map, the inclusion of reactive planners and freespace-based planners with
global and local exploration improved performance in all the large real-world environments.
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Figure 6.19: SemaFORR’s A* plan (blue) with 92 waypoints from the robot to its target.
Why responds to “How are we getting there?” with 9 clauses, “We will go straight about
20 meters, turn right a little, go straight about 4 meters, turn left a little, go straight about
20 meters, turn left a little, go straight about 8 meters, turn left a little, and go straight
about 4 meters to reach our target.”
Evaluation of two key parameters, global exploration time and decision-step limit, showed
that higher values usually improved success rate and coverage but often at the cost of additional time and distance. Additional experiments found that performance improved when
targets were repeated but did not improve with larger target sequences. A comparison with
frontier exploration validated HLE’s global approach. Finally, Why’s evaluation showed
that it produced diverse and understandable explanations for SemaFORR’s beliefs, intentions, and confidence.
Given the results of these experiments, the benefit of global and local exploration, reactive
planners, and freespace-based planning is clear. The two versions that perform best in the
large, complex environments are Local Exploration and Highway; their only difference is
that the latter also plans in the highway graph. Although in M5, H10, and G5 there is no
difference in these versions with respect to success rate, time or distance, in B5, Highway
has a lower success rate, takes more time and decisions, has less smooth paths, and comes
closer to obstacles. Highway also takes longer to plan and operationalize in M5, G5, and B5.
Despite these drawbacks, because highway plans are more easily explainable and similar to
the way people move through unfamiliar indoor environments, I recommend Highway as the
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final version of SemaFORR.
This chapter has demonstrated the contributions of this dissertation. It identified five
real-world environments that are appropriate and challenging to indoor navigators, both
human and robotic. It detailed evaluation metrics and applied them in extensive simulation
with MengeROS while it inspected the performance impact of novel components. The next
chapter concludes the dissertation, summarizes the principal contributions, and outlines
directions for future research.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
This dissertation addresses autonomous robot navigation in indoor environments. A robot
navigator must contend with noisy sensors, actuator error, lack of knowledge, and the spatial
complexity of its environment. To address these challenges, this dissertation introduced
novel methods for a robot to explore opportunistically and to learn about its environment
and represent that knowledge in ways that facilitate navigation. It integrated these features
into a robot controller with a hierarchical reasoning architecture that combines reactivity,
metareasoning, freespace-based planning, and heuristics.
An indoor navigator will also likely interact with people, and therefore be asked to explain
its behavior in natural language. This dissertation introduced a method that interprets the
robot controller’s behavior to respond to inquiries. Experimental results in simulation in a
variety of environments show significant performance improvements that support the thesis
of this work. The remainder of this chapter summarizes the principal contributions, discusses
their implications, describes their potential ethical impacts, and outlines directions for future
work.
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Principal contributions

This dissertation described new spatial representations learned from a robot’s onboard
rangefinder in real time. Doors represent a spatial affordance for movement in and out
of regions. Hallways represent commonly traveled routes in four directions (vertical, horizontal, minor diagonal, and major diagonal). Highways, in contrast, represent long stretches
of interconnected freespace. A known grid represents the nearby areas recently sensed by the
robot. Circumstances represent closely-related spatial patterns sensed in an environment.
This dissertation also described how a metric cost graph could be modified with spatial affordances to bias planning toward freespace and how to construct freespace-based graphs for
planning directly from a spatial model, without a metric map.
This work introduced two novel exploration algorithms. High-level exploration seeks
long stretches of freespace to identify global connectivity in the environment. Low-level
exploration uses past experience to guide exploration toward a target and trigger updates to
the spatial model. Both address the exploration-exploitation trade-off. Global exploration
limits the time and number of decisions it devotes to what appears to be a novel, long extent
of freespace. Similarly, local exploration limits the number of avenues it considers promising
and quickly abandons one when it becomes obstructed.
This dissertation incorporates these novel representations and exploration algorithms
within a hierarchical reasoning architecture. It performs metareasoning with reactive Advisors and reactive planners that intervene to address specific situations based on their
rationales. When the robot has been confined in the same area repeatedly, it now formulates
a plan to escape. When a point of interest is nearby but not in sensor range, the robot now
turns around to seek it. When it can sense but not reach where it wants to go, the robot
now repositions itself to get there. As integrated, these behaviors respond in real time and
then allow the longer-term plan to continue.
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This work also introduced two approaches for global planning. The first builds a set of
plans in a map-based graph, each biased to exploit a particular spatial affordance, and then
selects the plan that best addresses their multiple objectives. This method ensures that the
selected plan is optimal with respect to at least one objective. The second global planning
approach constructs hierarchical plans in freespace-based graphs without a metric map, and
operationalizes them at execution time to allow for flexible action selection. As a result, the
robot takes novel shortcuts when they become apparent at execution time.
This dissertation described new heuristics based on the new spatial representations and
human behavior. These heuristics help select an action when the next plan step is beyond
sensor range, or when a plan is unavailable and no reactive Advisor has control. It also
suggested how sensor patterns could bias that action selection.
This work described Why, a natural language generator to explain navigation behavior in language that reflects the robot’s beliefs, intensions, and confidence. Why interprets
decision-making rationales to produces explanations for reactive decisions and heuristic ones.
Why responds to specific pre-formulated questions with templates filled by statistical analysis of the decision process. Explanations also describe plans based on their objectives. They
assume that a human questioner has a planning objective different from the robot’s and
contrasts the two to produce a response.
In summary, the principal contributions of this dissertation are the development and
application of novel, human-inspired, spatial affordances that facilitate navigation, opportunistic exploration algorithms, metareasoning with reactive planners, path planning that
resolves disparate objectives, hierarchical planning in freespace, and explanations in natural
language, all to support autonomous navigation. The next section discusses the implications
of this work.
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Implications and future work

Although this dissertation has made significant progress toward a robust autonomous indoor
navigation system, several issues remain for future work. Targets for current work include
additional environments for evaluation, imperfect localization, and tests with a physical
robot. This section proposes further research to address some limitations.

7.2.1

Spatial model

The spatial model learned here efficiently summarizes its extensive experience compactly
(e.g., regions) and procedurally (e.g., trails). It also retains only what is necessary. For
example, during exploration the controller builds a passage grid, a freespace grid, and the
highway graph only once and then discards the grids. This construction is fast; in G5, for
example, it averaged 6.8 seconds.
Learning a robust spatial model, however, takes more than exploration — it also takes
experience. If the robot does not travel within sensor range of an area, it will have no model
for it. Lack of coverage was often the cause of target failure. For example, adjacent but
poorly connected rooms make navigation particularly difficult. Such rooms are analogous
to a side street off a main road off a highway, where knowledge of the highway network is
insufficient to reach the side street. The model’s highway graph is static, but the skeleton is
composite, so the controller continues to modify it after exploration, as it visits targets. As
a result, although the highway graph remains fixed, the skeleton becomes embellished with
chains of regions that represent shorter hallways or dead-ends (rooms with a single access
point). Although planning may become less efficient as the skeleton grows, the expanded
spatial model also supports planning within previously unvisited areas. Given new targetdriven experience, the controller often reaches targets it previously could not. In areas
without model coverage, the controller can resort to its commonsense heuristics and local
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exploration.
Instead of learning from navigation experience, one could simply position the robot in
multiple locations throughout an architectural drawing or a SLAM-based map. The resultant
model, however, may not detect useful, target-oriented affordances like chains of regions
in dead-ends. Alternatively, an offline process could initialize the robot’s model and then
augment and modify it as the robot travels. Future work could also consider transfer learning
with models from one environment to another.
The hallways and circumstances carefully developed here were not used in the final version of the robot controller for navigation in unfamiliar environments. Neither performed
well in our smaller, artificial environments, but may be better suited for larger, real-world
environments. Future work could further evaluate their performance there. Hallways lack a
global perspective and were originally intended to be learned from target-driven experience.
Instead, they could be harnessed to improve the highway graph. Both Precedent and the
circumstance-based action weights to resolve heuristic disagreement are forms of reinforcement learning; they use past performance to bias future decision making. In the experiments
conducted here, and for reinforcement learning in general, it takes a significant amount of
experience to converge to a robust solution. Navigation to 40 targets was likely not enough
to learn appropriate action-circumstance-target weights. Future work could consider longer
target sequences or transfer learned weights from another environment.
Indeed, built spaces should have many circumstances in common, given that they are
intended to support human use. Although circumstances can be initialized from any adequately varied floor plan, those learned here were generated in another, easier to navigate
floor in G5’s building. This could have introduced a bias if both interiors retained their
original design. Future work could bootstrap for kinds of buildings (e.g., office spaces or museums). The degree to which each circumstance facilitates navigation could also characterize
architectural plans. For example, the robot might repeatedly find itself in a circumstance
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interpretable as “facing into a corner” or “no highway in sight”.
This robot controller focuses on freespace. Humans, however, also incorporate landmarks
and semantic labels into their cognitive spatial models. They also sense the world in three
dimensions and multiple modalities. Future work could identify landmarks, learn semantic
labels for areas of the environment, use multimodal sensing, and extend to three-dimensional
models of freespace.

7.2.2

Exploration

This dissertation addresses the classic AI trade-off between exploration for knowledge and
exploitation of what is already known. Only exhaustive exploration can guarantee perfect
knowledge of an environment. Although navigation and plans can be less than ideal without a
metric map, metric maps are computationally costly to build and unresponsive to alterations
in the environment. Alternatively, a navigator in an unknown environment could develop
a spatial model from randomly selected targets, but that development would be slow and
uneven. Even after the first few targets, the model is likely to be inadequate for many subsequent ones. This motivated heuristics that simulated local curiosity but ultimately lacked
a global perspective. Principled opportunistic exploration proved clearly more effective.
This work demonstrates that a robot only equipped with a rangefinder can learn to
navigate in a large, complex environment without a metric map. Limited initial exploration
provides a sufficiently robust spatial model for planning and navigation. To the best of
my knowledge, few other controllers have tackled this problem in environments as large
and complex as these. Exploration offers the necessary global perspective through active
learning with self-determined targets. The experimental results here clearly support the
conclusion that autonomous exploration can provide the planner with more knowledge about
its environment, as measured by coverage. The highway graph’s global knowledge prepares
for uncertain targets; later, local exploration expands it. For example, global exploration
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alone in G5 provided average coverage of 31.6% that rose to 41.8% after attempts to visit a
sequence of targets. As a result, the robot is more likely to reach its later targets than its
earlier ones. For example, in G5 with 40 targets the average success rate rose significantly,
from 90.8% on the first 35 to 94.0% on the last 5 targets.
One potential drawback is that global exploration depends on the discovery of possible
highways and the order in which they are explored. As architects intended, the robot navigator enters an environment where it can detect such a candidate (e.g., at the elevators).
Search for a first candidate instead of fortuitous entry into the environment is a topic for
future work. The ability to capture highways also depends in part on the presence of cycles
that make it easier to double back from another direction (e.g., G5 versus H10). Here, candidates are stored most recent first; reordering to bias exploration toward uncovered areas
could address that, but would also require more time to return to the locations where they
were sighted. Although a thoughtful teacher familiar with an environment could supplement
global exploration with an instructive sequence of targets, that approach would sacrifice
autonomy.
While the current global exploration algorithm captures some diagonal passages, it makes
detection of diagonal highway less likely. Future work could consider highways in any direction. Global exploration is also limited by the minimum length of a cue for exploration.
As a result, shorter extents may go undetected and so produce gaps in the spatial model.
Future work could dynamically modify that minimum length to scale based on the robot’s
observations of the environment.

7.2.3

Planning

The spatial model not only speeds planning (compared to A* in a cost graph) but also
allows the controller to defer operationalization of freespace-based plans on broadly-defined
subgoals (e.g., movement between regions) until execution time. As a result, plans are robust
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to realistic actuator or sensor errors as well as to relatively small, previously undetected
obstructions (e.g., support columns). While traditional navigation planners attempt to repair
or replan in the face of failure, this navigation controller reactively improves and improvises
on its plans opportunistically, during execution. Hierarchical freespace-based planning also
allows the controller to recognize and exploit novel shortcuts. As a result, the controller now
reaches more targets in complex environments faster and with shorter paths.
The freespace-based planners, however, are only as good as the model in which they plan.
Although local exploration improves model coverage, the threshold that triggers replanning
is a 10% increase in coverage, which in practice is unlikely given the scale of the environments.
Future work could address this threshold so that it scales based on which target is being
addressed in the target sequence or only considers improvement in coverage in a smaller area
of the environment. Future work could consider other types of freespace-based planners,
such as a hybrid method that samples locations in freespace from multiple affordances to
increase flexibility during planning. Operationalization of freespace-based plans can also be
slow, for example, as it details how to traverse a highway. Future work could precompute
operationalized versions of some plan steps to reduce execution time.
The robot now reaches about 90% of its targets with planning in large real-world environments in real time. Planning is clearly essential but not every difficulty can be anticipated.
Based on the experimental results with additional parameter settings, neither more time for
global exploration nor a higher decision-step limit is likely to reach every target. When a
situation repeatedly arises, it suggests the need for reactive intervention. Reactive planners
intervene when the robot fails to make progress. What motivated Out, for example, was
failure to make progress, particularly in rooms where the robot was deceptively close to
the target but on the wrong side of a wall. On average, Out interrupted the plan to the
target and triggered 0.5% of the time in G5, despite 30 minutes of prior global exploration.
Future work could consider additional metareasoning and reactive planners. For example,
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metareasoning could restart global exploration when a new potential highway not in its current model is detected. Another possibility is dynamic time allocation for global and local
exploration based on coverage and the number of cues that still await exploration.
Currently the planners based on a cost graph modify it with respect to features of the
spatial model, but additional planning objectives could be incorporated. For example, path
smoothness and safety are important criteria for indoor navigation, particularly for transport
of fragile material. Smoothness and safety could be easily translated into planning objectives,
so that they explicitly impact plan selection. Selection between a plan based on highways
and one based on regions currently considers only their Euclidean lengths, and ignores any
spatial overlap between them. For a robot that travels with a person, however, highways
may be preferable because people naturally tend to navigate along long hallways, especially
when they are unfamiliar with the environment (Hölscher et al., 2006). Future work could
bias plan selection toward the highway plan. Similar to the selection of a cost-graph-based
plan amenable to multiple objectives, future work could also prioritize planning through
regions that overlap with highways.

7.2.4

Explanations

Why’s explanations are facilitated by this controller’s cognitive underpinnings. Statements
about the spatial model are readily understood because the controller interprets its percepts
much the way the human brain does. Recent work found neural correlates for hierarchical
planning and operationalization (Balaguer et al., 2016) and for chemical reinforcement of
active spatial learning not motivated by escape (Mun et al., 2015). The global exploration
algorithm was inspired by psychological evidence that young humans have an innate proclivity to explore long extents (de Hevia et al., 2014) and that active learning results in
more expert navigation (Chrastil and Warren, 2013). The freespace models were inspired by
peoples’ sketches after they actively explored complex virtual environments (Chrastil and
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Warren, 2013). The reactive, deliberative, and heuristic aspects of decision making here are
analogous to the processes identified empirically in people, with readily stated rationales for
its Advisors. Not only does this controller learn from success, like people, it also learns from
failure, which further supports its cognitive plausibility.
Why itself is more broadly applicable. Why relies on the FORR reasoning framework
and the cognitively-plausible rationales stipulated by its heuristics. As a result, any other
application of FORR (e.g., Hoyle the multi-game player (Epstein, 2001)) could explain its
behavior with Why. Future work could also extend Why to allow for extended dialogue
between a person and the robot. This could incorporate natural language generation with
deep learning and facilitate queries to the person as well. The degree to which people
understand and feel comfortable with Why could be evaluated with human subjects to
confirm or reassess the numeric values used here for intervals (e.g., Table 5.4). Humansubject studies could also help hone the quality of Why’s explanations and incorporate
psychophysics and proxemics, the interpersonal space people physically give one another
in various contexts. Why could also be extended to more detailed explanations of global
exploration and to describe its freespace-based plans in the context of their graphs (e.g., “go
down the hall and take the second right”).
Why presumes that questions arise from a difference between the human’s and the robot’s
objectives, but they could also stem from a violation of the shared target assumption. A
broader system for human-robot collaboration would seek the cause of such a mismatch,
use plan explanations to resolve it, and then allow the robot to adjust its responses based
on feedback from its human partner. For example, given a plan P from a person or an
unspecified heuristic planner, Why could use the individual objectives in its repertoire to
tease apart and then characterize how P weighted its objectives (e.g., “You seem to think
distance is more important than travel time.”).
Our controller need not make decisions to be of use. It could instead “ride along” and
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learn its spatial model while a different controller generated the robot’s behavior in parallel.
In that case, our controller could provide information on global connectivity based on its
model. Future work could also generate natural language explanations for the other controller
from the cognitive perspective taken here. This would provide a transparent, cognitivelyplausible explanation for any navigation system. If the alternative controller were to select a
different action, Why could still explain it because heuristics here often oppose one another.
As a result, it is likely that some heuristic would support one action and not the other.

7.2.5

Other considerations

Although the parameters described in this dissertation that were tuned by hand in one
environment went on to perform well in the other environments, future work could consider
the use of automated parameter tuning algorithms instead. For example, the decision-step
limit could be automatically selected based on the size of an environment. It could also be
dynamically modified over time to address the distance to a target.
Future work could adapt and evaluate the contributions of this dissertation for environments populated with human crowds. Although an earlier version of this dissertation’s
controller successfully navigated in crowded environments (Aroor et al., 2018), it used a cost
graph, did not apply the novel spatial representations introduced here, and did not explore
or use reactive planners or freespace-based plans. Because the model and reasoning here
are focused on freespace, this controller should be able to contend with unexpected dynamic
obstacles like people. Future work could also examine performance when static obstacles are
inserted into the environment after exploration. Because circumstances capture low-level
spatial patterns, they are readily extended to an environment that includes dynamic obstacles, such as other moving agents or doors that close. Circumstances that captured the
presence of other people, for example, could learn proxemics.
This work lacks probabilistic reasoning. Future work could consider probabilistic selection
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to select a plan or formulate a heuristic compromise. For example, the total support for each
action could be addressed as relative probabilities, so that three actions with total support
14, 5, and 1 would be selected with probabilities of 0.70, 0.25, and 0.05. Combined with a
local coverage metric, this approach would allow for occasional unlikely actions that could
help the robot acquire new knowledge or find a way out of an area.
This robot controller has multiple potential applications. Architects could use it during
design of built spaces to analyze spatial connectivity, ease of navigation, and even perceptual
experience as a sequence of circumstances. The models, particularly the highway graph,
could predict connectivity on other floors of the same building. Search and rescue teams
could use the models to find alternate routes when floor plans become invalid in emergencies.
This controller could also be used to deliver in an office or a hospital, or to serve as a tour
guide in a museum.
In summary, this section examined the contributions of this thesis to identify directions
for future work. A robust, incremental spatial model and exploration are key for a successful autonomous indoor navigation system. Further evaluation of performance in additional
environments and with an industrial robot in our lab is the target of current work. Hierarchical freespace-based planning exploits knowledge to traverse unfamiliar environments here.
Future work could include additional metareasoning and reactive planners, improvements
to global exploration, and additional planning objectives. This section also detailed how
a cognitive basis facilities natural language explanations for navigation behavior. Possible
extensions to Why include dialogue, evaluation with human subjects, and explanations for
other robot controllers. Finally, it outlined expansion of the spatial model based on humans’ cognitive models, additional evaluation of hallways and circumstances, probabilistic
reasoning, and adaptation to crowded, dynamic environments. The next section describes
the ethical impact of this work.
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Ethical Impact

Autonomous robot navigation in indoor spaces shared with people presents a number of
important ethical considerations. Such service robots could help people with disabilities or
mobility restrictions to perform tasks that are currently unattainable (Tzafestas, 2018). A
robot could, for example, deliver food from the kitchen or bring medication from another
room in the home. A negative consequence of such mobile robot assistants is the likelihood
that they would replace workers (e.g., office mail deliverers or museum tour guides) who
currently perform similar tasks in environments like those investigated here (Baldwin, 2019).
In the long term, people could lose autonomy and mobility, or even suffer reduced cognitive
capability as they delegate more navigation to service robots (Torresen, 2018).
Through collaboration, robots can also augment human abilities and improve human
performance. For example, human-robot teams could address search-and-rescue tasks where
robots are able to navigate difficult and dangerous terrain and lead people through complex,
unfamiliar environments (Bauer et al., 2008). Robot navigators, however, could also be used
for deception or illegal activities. Robots’ behavior can also reflect the inherent biases of its
programmers or the data on which they are trained (e.g., only on individuals in a particular
cultural context).
The design of human-aware and socially-aware robot navigators explicitly addresses their
potential impact on people (Kruse et al., 2013). Some robot navigators adapt to nearby humans by learning their proxemic preferences (Mead and Matarić, 2017). While the presence
of robot navigators could promote increased public awareness of artificial intelligence and
robotics, their presence in human-occupied spaces has also been observed to cause people
to become frightened, confused, curious, distracted, or frustrated (de Graaf, 2016). Robot
navigators could also inadvertently or deliberately manipulate human behavior and emotions
(Fiore et al., 2013). For example, there are many ways for a robot to share space; it could
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approach people directly, give them a wide berth, or unobtrusively wait to let them pass by,
each of which elicits a different response.
Because the robot controller here in some ways emulates human behavior to produce
human-like navigation performance, it may be subject to the uncanny valley effect (Mori
et al., 2012). For example, people may expect a robot navigator to move unnaturally; when it
violates that expectation, they may no longer be able to infer its intentions. People, especially
children, may also assign human-like characteristics (e.g., consciousness, emotions) to robots
(Beran et al., 2011). Such anthropomorphization could lead to unwarranted expectations
and misunderstanding of the robot’s capabilities, including an attempt to converse at length
with a robot intended only for effective navigation.
Autonomous robots also confront challenges with respect to transparency, explanation,
and bias (Gunning et al., 2019). To date, the spaces indoor robots occupy have been primarily
industrial or academic, where a few users understand their technical underpinnings and can
explain their behavior. To the general public, however, a robot’s reasoning process may be
opaque, and thereby discourage trust. Why is a first step to address this concern.
Robots’ errors can have both physical and mental consequences. If the robot cannot
explain its actions in natural language, a person cannot determine whether unacceptable
behavior is deliberate or accidental, that is, from actuator error, sensor error, or a bug in its
reasoning (Robinette et al., 2017). For example, a robot tasked with time-critical medication
delivery in a hospital may select a route that it believes to be a shortcut, but instead delays
it. Hospital staff may lose trust in the robot if it cannot explain its error. Unlike many other
learning-based systems, our robot controller can explain much of its behavior in natural
language.
Finally, navigation in indoor spaces shares many ethical concerns with autonomous driving (Nyholm and Smids, 2016). For example, a robot may be forced to choose between an
action that risks collision and a less risky one that lowers the likelihood of task success. An-
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other example is an indoor version of the trolley problem, an emergency evacuation where
the robot is to lead people to safety but must decide which group to save. Some suggest
that autonomous robots should have limited autonomy, that is, take direction from a human
operator when presented with a moral dilemma, but this only shifts responsibility for the
ethical problem rather than address the underlying conflict (Veruggio, 2006).
In summary, the development of autonomous indoor robots must consider their ethical
impacts. Despite potential negative consequences from their deployment, autonomous indoor
robots could also assist those in need, collaborate on dangerous tasks, and increase positive
awareness of robotics. The controller developed in this dissertation addresses several of
these concerns with its human-inspired behavior and natural explanations. The future work
described earlier in this chapter could build upon this to produce a human-friendly navigation
system for collaboration and dialogue.

7.4

Summary

The principal contributions of this dissertation are novel spatial representations, new exploration algorithms, metareasoning and reactive planners, multi-objective path planning,
freespace-based planners, and natural language explanations from a robot navigator. Our
experimental results demonstrate an ability to navigate in complex and difficult indoor environments without a metric map. The learned, cognitively-based spatial model is developed
from the robot’s onboard sensor in real-time. Self-guided active learning opportunistically
explores the environment, and then updates that model based on new experience. The robot
controller also efficiently produces understandable natural explanations for its decisions and
plans. In summary, the results support the following conclusions:
• Novel spatial representations of freespace improve the ability to reason about navigation in an indoor environment and contend with sensor noise and actuator error.
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• Global exploration focused on long-distance connectivity and local target-driven exploration are sufficient to navigate indoors successfully without a metric map.
• A robust robot controller should use metareasoning to engage reactive planners when
the robot fails to make progress toward its target.
• Given a metric map, planning biased toward a learned model of freespace improves
success compared to shortest-path plans.
• Without a metric map, hierarchical freespace-based plans facilitate flexible action selection so that the robot successfully navigates large, complex, real-world, indoor environments while it contends with inaccurate sensors or unreliable knowledge.
• A robot controller’s cognitive basis facilitates efficient production of diverse and understandable explanations of a robot’s decision making and plans.
Together, these contributions address the thesis of this work and produce a robust, trustworthy system for indoor robot navigation.

Appendix: Glossary of Notation
α(r)

The start location of a ray r

β(P ) A path planner’s objective used to evaluate a plan P
βH

The robot’s assumption of a human’s path planning objective

βR

The robot’s path planning objective

χ

The angular direction of a plan segment

∆

An interval for angle to T

δ

An interval for distance to T

γa

The level of agreement among I tier-3 Advisors computed with Gini impurity

ι

A circumstance ∈ I

κ

A cue for HLE and LLE

Λa

The confidence level that weighs level of agreement γa and overall support ζa equally

λd

HLE’s decision-step limit for pursuit of a cue

λh

Thru’s decision-step limit for steps toward a cue’s endpoint

λs

SemaFORR’s decision-step limit for pursuit of a target
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HLE’s overall time limit

hx, yi A location
hx, y, θi The robot’s pose
hxr , yr i The endpoint of ray r in R
C

The total comment strength C for an action across all tier-3 Advisors

D

The difference between two plan’s measures under β

M

A function that bins a value into an interval

N

A function that translates a value to natural language

P

The set of all plans under consideration by tier 2

R

The set of visibilities from every region’s R∗ in the skeleton graph

S − U Setting clusters that met the minimum cluster size threshold τc
S

Complete clustering of all known settings

T

An ordered sequence of targets

U

Unclustered settings that did not meet the minimum cluster size threshold τc

U∗

Unclustered settings that did not meet the minimum cluster size threshold τc or the
confidence threshold τt

I

Initial set of circumstances learned offline from simulated data that is updated with
new settings during navigation

µ(r)

The middlemost location on a ray r
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µC

The mean total strength C of all actions under consideration by tier 3

µi

The mean of Advisor i’s comment strengths
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ω(r) The end location of a ray r is hxr , yr i
ρia

A tier-3 Advisor’s relative support for an action a is ρia = (sia − µi )/σi where µi is
the mean of Advisor i’s comment strengths and σi is their standard deviation

σC

The standard deviation of the total strength C of all actions under consideration by
tier 3

σi

The standard deviation of Advisor i’s comment strengths

τc

Minimum cluster size for circumstances

τg

Minimum length for contiguous cells in the highway grid

τh

Smoothing threshold for hallways

τk

Minimum number of decision points for a cell in a known grid to be considered well
covered

τr

Minimum length for a line segment for HLE

τs

Minimum number of settings in U ∗ that triggers reclustering

τt

Confidence threshold for circumstances

θ

The robot’s orientation

ε

Minimum distance between a location and a target that defines “reached”

ε`

Maximum distance for a cue to be used by LLE
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Maximum L1 distance threshold for a setting to be considered similar to a circumstance

b
L

The skeleton surrogate region selected for location L

ζa

The overall support among n tier-3 Advisors computed as a t-statistic across all tier-3
comments

A

The set of all viable actions

a

An action

B

The set of objectives that a multi-objective planner would use to evaluate a plan P

b

A hypothetical viable action in A to reach a trail marker

C

HLE’s list of unexplored cues

c

A case is a tuple hι, δ, ∆i

d

A decision point where d = hpose, Ri

Dr

The set of decision points that lie in a region

dt

A trail marker, a decision point on trail t

E

HLE’s already explored cues

f (v)

A function that returns a value for a vertex’s location based on an affordance

g(v1 , v2 , w) A function that returns a value for a vertex’s location based on an affordance
H

The search space for navigation: the set of all sequences of actions that start at the
robot’s initial pose
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The number of decisions that Enforcer tracks where SemaFORR cannot sense a
waypoint in a subtrail

I

The set of all applicable tier-3 Advisors

i

A tier-3 Advisor

id(κ) The passage number for a HLE cue κ
J

The set of all tier-2 cost-graph-based path planners

j

A tier-2 cost-graph-based path planner

L

A location hx, yi

L∗

The highway surrogate, an intersection selected for location L

LR(κ) A Boolean classifier for large rooms
m

A path cost metric

n

Number of decision points in a path

o

An optimal solution in H with minimum path cost: o = arg min m(p)
p∈H

P

A plan, a sequence of actions intended to pass through an ordered list of waypoints
or areas in the environment

p

A path, a finite ordered sequence of n decision points hd1 , d2 ,. . . , dn i

PH

The robot’s approximation of the human’s implicit plan based on βH

PR

The robot’s plan based on βR

Q

A set of R’s from the robot’s decision history
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q(c, a, b) A function that returns the frequency of the tuple c, a, b in SemaFORR’s knowledge
store
R

A view, the set of rays that originate at a location

r

A ray

R∗

The 360◦ visibility that records the maximum distance sensed at 1◦ intervals from
anywhere within a region and the locations where they occurred

S

A score ∈ [0, 10] on a plan based on a tier-2 planner’s objective

s

A comment strength ∈ [0, 10] from a tier-3 Advisor

T

A target location

t

A trail, a sequence of trail markers

uc

The accuracy for case c

v

A vertex in a graph

vg

Visited grid used by Forward, grid cells with value 1 indicate the robot visited that
cell while following its plan

W

A waypoint location

w

Edge weight between two vertices in a graph

X

The difference in an angular direction between consecutive plan segments

zcb

The confidence for action b on case c
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